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APPRECIATION 

The Indian Standards Institution records with pleasure its deep 
appreciation for the specialized technical assistance and financial support 
received, during the year under review, from the wide circle of its members 
increasing with rapid speed and other organizations and individuals who have 
shown keen interest in it due to their long association with ISi associated 
with ISi work. Their valuable co-operation and help have enabled the 
Institution to make its humble contribution to the industrial and economic 
development of the country through standardization and quality control. 

The interest taken by various organizations and individuals in the 
activities of the Institution bears ample testimony to the growing conscious
ness of the importance of standardization in the fast-developing industrial 
economy of the country. 

The Institution looks forward, with confidence, to the continued 
support and active collaboration in its work from different economic interests 
representing indu stry, trade and commerce; research, technology and science; 
Government; consumers and purchasers. 



PART I 

GENERAL REVIEW 

This R eport reflects, in brief, the contribution made by the Institution 
in industrial and economic development of the country through standardi
zation and quality control during the year 1967-68. 

All-round progress was maintained in the multifarious activities of 
the Institution-formulation and implementation of Indian Standards, 
certification marking of goods, fur therance of in-plant standardization 
activity and training of standards engineers. 

The activities of the Institution, during the year under review, regis
tered a marked increase over those of the last year. Sixty-three more 
Indian Standards were published; 29 percent more licences under I SI 
Certification Marks Scheme were issued, and many new items of consumer 
interest like clinical thermometers were brought under the purview of the 
Scheme. The ISI Laboratory further developed its facilities and increased 
its activities for testing and research work. 

A State Conference on Implementation of Indian Standards was held 
in Andhra Pradesh. The Eleventh Indian Standards Convention took 
place in Chandigarh. Different media of publicity and public relations 
were utilized to create standards-consciousness among different sectors of 
economy and to publicise ISI activities. 

The Institution participated actively in the work of standardization 
at international level and rendered assistance to neighbouring countries 
in tl1e e~tablishment and promotion of standards activity. 

The twenty-third meeting of the General Council of the Institution 
was held on 6 March 1968 under the chairmanship of Shri Fakhruddin 
Ali Ahmed, Union Minister for Industrial Development & Company Affairs 
and 1'resirlPnt of ISL Shri Jehangir J. Chandy and Shri Prauhu V. Mehta 
were unanimously re-elected Vice Presidents of ISI for another term of one 
year ending 31 March 1969. Five meetings each of Executive and Finance 
Committees were held during the year. 
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Standards Published - The number of Indian Standards in force, 
including those under print but excluding those withdrawn, on 31 March 
1967 was 3 945. During the year under report, 635 new standards, as 
against 592 during the previous year, were sent to press and 16 existing 
standards were withdrawn. Thus, the total number of Indian Standards in 
force, including those under print, on 31 March 1968 was 4 564. 

In addition to the 635 new standards, the Institution issued during the 
year, 159 revisions of existing standards, thereby raising the total of the 
Indian Standards issued during 1967-68 to 794 as against 731during1966-67. 
ISI also issued Hindi translation of two standards in the year under review. 
New and revised standards and standards withdrawn during the year are 
listed in Appendix A (see P 87) 

ISi Certification Marks Scheme - The ISI Certification Marks 
Scheme, in the twelfth year of its operation, registered considerable progress 
as seen from the details given below: 

a) New licences granted during 
the year 

b) Total number oflicenccs issued 
since the inception of the 
Scheme 

c) Applications received during 
the year for grant of licences 

d) Total number of applications 
received since the inception of 
the Scheme 

As on 
31 March 1968 

242 

1 665 

563 

3 466 

As on 
31 March 1967 

188 

1 423 

464 

2 903 

c) Annual value of goods covered Rs 3 800 million Rs 3 650 million 
under the Scheme ( Approx ) ( Approx ) 

Twenty-four new products were brought under the Scheme. Particular 
mention may, however, be made of clinical thermometers, continuous 
filament viscous yarn, plaster of Paris, musk ambrettee, musk xylol and 
miner's boots. 

The progress of the Scheme since 1955-56 is graphically represented 
in Fig. 1. 

Of the applications received about 50 percent mature into licences. 
This is because more and more applications are from small-scale and 
medium-scale industries, many of whom ultimately do not find it possible to 
procure the necessary testing equipment or set up the in-process inspection 
facilities without which no licence can be granted. With the increase in 
the number of applications received consequent on the progress of ISI 
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Certification Marks Scheme, the gap between the applications received 
and the licences granted has increased through the years. While some 
applications are closed owing to non-fulfilment of the technical requirements, 
in the case of others considered hopeful, efforts are made, as far as possible, 
to encourage the manufacturers to provide the necessary facilities and to be 
able to produce goods in conformity with the Indian Standards, for which 
such applications are kept pending. 
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Assistance to Licensees - With a view to imparting training in statistical 
quality control methods to licensees of cables and conductors, a training 
programme was organized at Calcutta in April 1967. Thirteen trainees 
representing nine firms participated in the programme. 

Meetings of Certification Marks Licensees - To study common problems 
in the operation of Certification Marks Scheme, ISI convened, during the 
period under review, three meetings of the licensees for steel, pesticides and 
biscuits. 

IS! Mark for Export Products - During the period under review, the 
Government of India made obligatory the use of the ISI Mark for export 
purposes in respect of the following additional products, under the Export 
( Quality Control and Inspection ) Act, 1963 : 

a) L -hvill jute bags, and 
b) Jute sacking cloth. 

The following products, if carrying ISI Mark, have been exempted 
from inspection prior to export : 

a) Sewing machines; 
b) Electric fans; 
c) Bicycles and components; 
d) Diesel engines; 
e) Power driven pumps; 
f) Small tools and hand tools; 
g) Stainless steel utensils; 
h) Automobile spares, components and ancillaries; and 
j) Expanded metal steel sheet. 

Indian Standard specifications for rubber hoses have also been recog
nized as standard specifications for export purposes. 

Cables and conductors valued at Rs 13 541 307 approximately were 
certified as export-worthy by the Institution during the period under 
review. 

Recognition to Indian Standard Specifications - In accordance with the 
Solvent Extracted Oil, De-oiled Meal and Edible Flour ( Control ) Order, 
1967 issued under the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 ( 10 of 1955 ), the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community 
Development & Co-operation, vide GSR 410 dated 17 March 1967, have 
prohibited the manufacture, stocking for sale, sale or offer for sale, of the 
the following products unless they conform to the standards of quality 
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specified in the Indian Standards noted against each: 

Product 

a) Solvent-extracted linseed oil cake ( meal ) 
b) Solvent-extracted groundnut oil cake ( meal ) 
c) Hexane, food grade 

cl) Solvent-extracted coconut oil 
e) Solvent-extracted cotton seed oil 
f) Solvent-extracted groundnut oil 

g) Solvent-extracted coconut oil cake ( meal ) 
h) Solvent-extracted cotton seed oil cake 

(meal) 

j) Solvent-extracted rice-bran 

GENERAL REVIEW 

Relevant IS: No. 

3440-1966 
3441-1966 
3470E-1966 

3471E-1966 
3472E-1966 

3473E-1966 
3591E-1966 
3592E-1966 

3593E-1966 

Under the same Order it has been notified that 'Every container in 
which the solvent is packed shall, at the time of sale by the manufacturer or 
dealer thereof, bear the ISI's Certification Mark: 

Provided that where any quantity of solvent is transported in bulk in 
rail-tank wagons or road tankers it shall be sufficient if it is accompanied 
by a certificate conforming compliance with the provisions of the ISI ( Certi
fication Marks ) Act, 1952 ( 36 of 1952 ) and the Rules and Regulations 
made thereunder'. 

The Chief Director, Directorate of Sugar and Vanaspati has been 
appointed as the licensing officer under the said Order. 

Alodijications of Indian Standards - The Director General, ISI, in 
exercise of the powers conferred on him under sub-regulation 3 of the ISI 
(Certification Marks) Regulations, 1955, modified tentatively some of the 
provisions of IS: 1720-1960 'Cotton sewing thread, bleached or dyed', 
IS: 2037-1962 'Tracing cloth', and IS: 2333-1963 'Plaster of Paris' . 

Competent Authority - The Central Government, in consultation with 
ISI, have appointed the Indian Jute Industries' Research Association 
( IJIRA) as competent authority for jute products in place of the Indian 
Jute Mills Association Quality Control and Inspection Committee 
( IJMAQIC ). 

ISi Laboratory - With the end of year 1967-68, the ISI Laboratory 
completed six years of its working during 1967-68. The Laboratory is 
equipped to carry out tests on a wide variety of products which cover over 
32U specifications ranging from electrical and mechanical engineering goods 
to chemicals and agricultural products. Some of the important equipment 
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installed in !SI Laboratory for testing these products are listed below: 

Mechanical Laboratory 

a) Tensile testing machine ( l ·2 tonnes capacity ) 

b) Universal testing machine ( 50 tonnes) 

c) Visual hardness tester for Brinell & Vickers 

d) Rockwell hardness tester 

e) Universal impact tester (pendulum type) 

f) Profile projector 

g) Impact testing machine for plastics 

h) Impact tester for miners' boots 

Workshop 

a) Hydraulic press for moulding of plastics (capacity 60 tonnes) 

b) Pillar type drilling machine 

c) Toolroom lathe 

d) Power hacksaw 

e) Polishing machine for metallographic sample preparation 

f) Moulding press 

Electrical Laboratory 

a) Oscilloscope with photo recorder 

b) Kelvin bridge 

c) Electronic timer 

d) Precision vernier potentiometer 

e) Thermocouple calibration set 

Chemical Laboratory 

a) Spectro-photometer visible and ultra violet range, with accessories 

b) pH meter 

c) Recording polarograph 

d) Absorption meter with fluorescence attachment 

e) Conductivity meter 

f) Moisture meter 

10 
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The progress made in testing work during the year under report is as 
under: 

During During Since setting up of 
1967-68 1966-67 the Laboratory 

a) Samples received 3 853 3 502 14 409 

b) Samples tested 3 907 3 300 13 868 

c) Indian St and a rd 9 38 322 
Specifications covered 

cl) Value of testing work 
done 

Rs 396 468·00 292 959·50 1 293 623·60 

Graphical representation of the progress of the work done in the ISI 
Laboratory since its inception is given in Fig. 2. 

Investigational Work - In addition to the testing work done, a number 
of investigational problems referred by the technical divisions and those 
arising out of testing work in the Laboratory were taken up regularly. 
During the year under review, the Laboratory took up 73 investigational 
problems of which 60 were completed. Of the investigational problems 
undertaken, special mention may be made of the following: 

a) Study on the test methods of dextrin for fixing limits of different 
cons ti tu en ts, 

b) Testing of cakes and rusks for fixing limits of different constituents, 

c) Estimation of lead extractable from brass by some of the food 
materials, 

d) Determination of acid and alkali resistance of unglazed tiles, 

e) Comparative evaluation of test methods for fermenting power 
of baker's yeast ( Indian ) by fermentometer and other methods, 

f) Testing of water meters to evaluate the accuracy of minimum 
flow, and 

g) Test evaluation for flame retardance and fire resistance of cables. 

Testing of Clinical Thermometers - A noteworthy feature during 
the period under review is the certification of clinical thermometers. Accord
ing lo a notification issued recently by the Union Ministry of Health & 
Family Planning, the clinical thermometers have been brought under the 
operation of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1945, whereby the thermometers 
conforming to the relevant Indian Standards and carrying the ISI Certifica
tion Mark will not be subj ected to the normal restrictions applicable under 
the Drugs and Cosmetics Act. 
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GENERAL REVIEW 

While formulating the Indian Standard specifications for clinical 
thermometers, the need for large-scale testing of thermometers had been 
borne in mind so as to keep it in line with the practice in the advanced 
countries. The National Physical Laboratory ( NPL ) established a set-up 
for testing thermometers on a large scale. A comprehensive training 
programme was drawn up jointly by ISI and NPL whereby 22 persons were 
given training in the testing of thermometers for a period of three months. 
It is estimated that the unit which is now ready to test can test 5 000 thermo
meters per day per shift. 

Laboratories in Branch Offices - With the object of coping up 
with the increase in the samples received for testing work arising out of the 
increase in the number of licensees, it has been decided to set up laboratories 
in Branch Offices at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras in the first phase and at 
Kanpur and Hyderabad later. The first three laboratories have been 
furnished and a part of the equipment already purchased. The Calcutta 
Laboratory will be used mainly for testing jute products and hessian, pesti
cides, biscuits, cables, fractional horse power motors and light engineering 
goods; while those at Madras and Bombay will be testing pesticides, inks 
and cables. These laboratories are expected to start work by the middle of 
this year. 

Recognition of Testing Laboratories - The following additional labora
tories were approved under the ISI Certification Marks Scheme for testing 
the samples of products mentioned against each: 

I. Central Leather Research Institute, 
Regional Extension Centre, Kanpur 

2. Government Research & Testing 
Laboratories Ltd, Directorate of 
Industries, UP, Kanpur 

3. Small Industries Service Institute, 
Iftekar Mansion, 79 Azmabad, 
Hyderabad 20 

Leather - chemical 
testing 

Leather and leather 
products 

Chemicals, metals, 
electroplating, ref
ractories, etc 

Training of Personnel in IS! Laburatory - With the object of helping 
State Governments and licensees under the ISI Certification Marks Scheme in 
testing products in accordance with the Scheme, four persons were trained 
in the testing of pesticides and domestic electrical appliances in ISI Labora
tory during tht: period under review. 

Implementation of Indian Standards 

Adoj>tum. ef Indian Standards - During the year 19117-1968, a high level 
of adoption of Indian Standards was maintained Ly central purchase 
organizations of the Government of India. The position of implementation 
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of Indian Standards by various departments of the Government of India is 
as under: 

DEPARTMENT 

Directorate General of 
Supplies & Disposals 
( DGS & D) 

Department of Defence 
Production, Ministry of 
Defence ( DDP ) 

Research, Designs & Stan-
dards Organization 
( Railways ) ( RDSO ) 

Posts & Telegraphs De
partment ( P & T) 

NUMBER OF INDIAN 

STANDARDS ADOPTED 

Up to 31 
March 1967 

2 488 

1 356 

1 149 

577 

--oi 

From 1 April 
1967 to 31 

March 1968 

530 

189 

111 

As ON 

31 MARCH 

1968 

3 018 

1 545 

1 260 

577 

In addition, Naval Headquarters, Hindustan Shipyard Ltd, Public 
Works Department of various States, Indian Chemical Manufacturers' 
Association, Chief Inspector of Factories and others intimated to the Insti
tution of their decision to adopt specific Indian Standards of interest to them 
for the purpose of store purchase, design guidance and construction work. 

Andhra Pradesh Conference on Implementation of Indian Standards - State 
Conference on Implementation of Indian Standards was convened by the 
Government of Andhra Pradesh at Hyderabad on 2 November 1967. The 
Conference was inaugurated by Shri K. Brahmananda Reddy, Chief Minis
ter and was presided over by Shri B. V. Gurumurthy, Minister for Industry. 
Over 100 delegates representing both public and private sectors attended the 
Conference. 

The Chief Minister and the Industry Minister in their speeches 
emphasized the need for active co-operation by all in the formulation of 
Indian Standards and their adoption. The discussions that followed covered 
different aspects of ISI work, namely, adoption of Indian Standards, recogni
tion of ISI Certification Marks Scheme, extending the scope of standardiza
tion, etc. The Conference adopted a number of resolutions on the lines of 
those passed earlier by other State conferences. This Conference was 
thirteenth in the series, the earlier conferences having already covered 
Orissa, Kerala, Punjab, West Bengal, Mysore, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Madras 
States. 
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GENERAL REVIEW 

Recommendation of the .Ministry of Industrial Development and Company 
Affairs, Government of India on Use of National Standards- Ministry of In
dustrial Development and Company Affairs in their office memorandum 
brought the following to the notice of Ministries of the Government of 
India, State Governments, Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associa
tions, etc, with a view to ensuring that the measures suggested are imple
mented: 

'It has been noticed that foreign collaborators are generally reluctant 
to the use of Indian Standards in the projects that are coming up 
either in the public or in the private sector with foreign technical 
know-how. There are many items of equipment in these projects 
which can be made in this country according to national specifica
tions. If instead of using such items the design requires the use of 
foreign specifications, import of these equipments will continue for 
many years to come for various purposes including those of main
tenance. Foreign collaborators should be persuaded to use the 
equipment and materials which are made according to the Indian 
Standard specifications wherever such specifications are available. 
This will save foreign exchange not only at the time of initial 
installations but also at the later stages.' 

The Northern India Chamber of Commerce and Industry has already 
brought the foregoing to the notice of its members. 

List of lvl anufaclurers Operating to Indian Standards - As an aid to 
implementation, 18 inquiries covering 252 Indian Standards on various 
items were issued with a view to preparing a list of manufacturers clai
ming to produce goods according to Indian Standards. The claimants, 
some of whom responded favourably, were also approached for joining 
ISI Certification Marks Scheme. Information collected as a result of such 
inquiries is made available to all those who approach ISI for assistance in 
procuring standard goods. 

Adoption by Purchasers and Comsumers - For ensuring the adoption 
of Indian Standards, 16 inquiries relating to various items covering 126 
Indian Standard Codes of practice, methods of tests, etc, were sent to 
different purchasers anrl rnnsumers. 

Review of Tender Enquiries - Tender enquiries issued by various 
organizations and departments were scrutinized and their attention was 
drawn to relevant Indian Standards for adoption. The response has usually 
been favourable. 

Company Standardization 

IS! Company Standardization Trainin.£! Programmes - To provide 
detailed training in standardization methods and techniques for 
promoting and developing organized in-plant standardization practices in 
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Indian industries, following training programmes were organized during the 
period under review: 

Function 
a) Survey-cum-training programme 
b) Residential training programme 

f'enue & Period 

Madras - 22 May to 28 June 1967 
Da1jeeling - 16 Oct to 26 Oct 

1967 
c) Survey-cum-training programme Delhi-13 Nov to 20 Dec 1967 

Sixty-one participants from 51 organizations attended these programmes. 

Since the start of company standardization programme five years ago, 
587 technical personnel from 444 organizations both from public and private 
sectors have been imparted with this training. 

Company Standardization Symposium at Heavy Engineering Corporation -
At the request of the Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation, a special 
four-day company standardization symposium was conducted by ISI at 
Ranchi from 4 to 7 December 1967 to promote understanding on the scope 
and benefit of in-plant standards activity in HEC. The Symposium 
inaugurated by Shri A. C. Bhatia, Chairman, HEC, was attended by 25 
senior officers belonging to the three Plants of the HEC complex, namely, 
Heavy Machine Building Plant, Foundry Forge Plant and Heavy 
Machine Tool Plant. Discussions at the various sessions of the Symposium 
led to a general recognition that a co-ordinated and effective in-plant 
standards activity would be of immense benefit to HEC as a whole. 

For effective co-ordination of the efforts of the three Plants Standards 
Bureaus, it was proposed that a Standards Executive Committee with the 
General Managers of the three Plants as members, and a permanent Secre
tary may be established to formulate and monitor the corporate standards 
progromme and issue standards under its authority. It was also suggested 
that corporate standards on items like drafting practice, purchase specifica
tions, etc, may be taken up on priority basis. 

Technical Library and Information Services -The Libraries of 
the Institution at the Headquarters and in Branch Offices at Bombay, 
Calcutta, Kanpur and Madras continued to render useful service to ISI 
subscribers, committee members, staff members and others in disseminating 
technical information on national and overseas standards, specifications 
and other allied subjects. 

The progress made and the work done by the Headquarters Library 
during the period under review is given below: 

a) New publications accessioned and processed 13 735 
during the year 

b) Total number of standards and other technical 175 917 
' publications available in the library 
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c) New journals subscribed to during the year 
d) Total number of scientific and technical jour

nals received in the library 
e) Bibliographies and documentational lists pre

pared 
f) Publications loaned out or consulted in the 

library 

GENERAL REVIEW 

12 
514 

86 

43 000 

Membership - The Institution continued to pursue its activity of 
enrolling industrial organizations, business undertakings, individuals and 
others as its Subscribing Members. The Union Minister for Industrial 
Development & Company Affairs, and President of ISI, made an appeal to 
leading industrial units and various State Governments to join ISI as Subs
cribing Members. This brought an encouraging response and 13 new 
Donor Members were enrolled, bringing the total number of Donor Mem
bers during 1967-68 to 24, made up of 19 industrial organizations from 
public and private sectors and 5 State Governments. 

The position of subscribing membership of the Institution as on 31 
March 1968, as compared to that on 31 March 1967, was as follows: 

Class ef Membership As on 31 March 1968 As on 31 March 1967 
~~ 2 2 
Donor Member 24 11 
Sustaining Member 1 992 2 073 
Associate Member 1 335 1 280 
Individual Member 387 414 

Total number of Members 3 740 

Membership subscrip
tion collected 

Rs l ·61 million 

3 780 

Rs l · 50 million 

It will be observed that though the number of sustaining members and 
individual members declined, the overall collection ofmemhership subscrip
tion during the year 1967-68 was better than that of the preceding year. 

The position of subscribing membership since 1951 is graphically 
represented in Fig. 3. 

Public Relations - Witl1 a view to establishing goon public relations 
with organizations and individuals associated with research, development, 
production, distribution and consumption of goods and services, efforts 
were r.ontinued to Lt made to publicise the ;:ictivities of the Institution, 
propagate ISI Certification Marks Scheme, create awareness about tht> 
importance of standardization and quality control and further the standards 
movement in the country through various media. 
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Publicity 
a) Press Notes - In all, 1 01 7 press notes were issued on published 

and draft Indian Standards and other im portant activities of ISL 
b) Press Advertising - T o focus the a ttention of the public on the 

importance of ISI Certification Marks Scheme in its relation to 
consumers and .manufacturers and to inform them about the 
advantages of ISI certified p roducts, an advertising campaign was 
carried out in English and language papers as well as periodicals. 

c) Press Conferences and Press Interviews - Press conferences and Press 
interviews were held to highlight important activiti«s 9f ISI on 
diffw;n~ oc;c;a,~io~, - · · 
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d) Talks and Lectures - Talks and lectures on the importance of stan
dardization and the activities of ISI were delivered by ISI officers 
at important gatherings at several places. 

e) Articles, Reviews, Write-ups, etc - A number of articles, reviews 
and write-ups on different aspects of standardization and acti
vities of ISI were contributed to newspapers, journals, souvenirs, 
reference publications, etc. 

f) Exhibitions - The Institution participated in a number of exhibi
tions. The details of these exhibitions are as under: 

1) Small Industries Exhibition - organized by Small Industries 
Service Institute from 17 to 27 April 1967 at Calcutta. 

2) Indian Standards for Building Industry - organized by ISI 
from 24 to 29 April 1967 at Madras. 

3) Small Industries Exhibition - organized by Small Industries 
Service Institute from 13 to 15 May 1967 at Kanpur. 

4) ISI Certified Products Exhibition - organized by ISI from 
25 to 31 May 1967 at Madras. 

5) Exhibition at Moscow - held in Moscow in June 1967 on 
the occasion of the Seventh General Assembly Meeting of 
International Organization for Standardization ( ISO ) . 

6) Mysore Dasara Exhibition - organized by the Govt of Mysore 
from 4 October to 5 November 1967 at Mysore. A Silver 
Medal was awarded for good display in ISI Stall. 

7) ISI Certified Products Exhibition - organized by ISI on 2 Novem
ber 1967 at Hyderabad on the occasion of the inauguration 
of ISI Branch Office at Hyderabad by the Chief Minister of 
Andhra Pradesh. 

8) Indian International Trade and Industries Fair - organized by 
All India Manufacturers' Organization from 21 J muary 1968 
at Madras. Panels and charts depicting the role of standardi
zation in industrial development, ISI activities, etc, were put 
up in the Fair. 

9) Panorama of Progress 1968 - organized by Ministry of Com
merce from 1 February to 14 April 1968 at New Delhi. 

The joint stall of ISI, Agmark Organization and Export 
Inspection Council of India was r<'!novated for the Exhibition 
held on the occasion of the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development ( UNCTAD-II) in New Delhi. 
\.Yorking of f:prtific.ation Marks Scheme and other activities 
of ISi were depicleu thrnugh photograph~, panel!, charts and 
display of certified products. The stall was visited by many 
dignitaries, including Vice-President of India, Ministers, 
foreign delegates, and others. 

J9 
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Sl 
No. 

i) 

ii) 

10) Exhibition on Sports - organized by Rajasthan University 
Sports Board from 1 to 3 March 1968 at Jaipur. Indian 
Standards on sports goods were displayed. 

g) Films - Two documentary fi lms, that is, 'Metric System' and 
'Quest for Quality' were exhibited in Moscow during the Seventh 
Triennial General Assembly Meeting of International Organiza
tion for Standardization (ISO) held in June 1967. The docu
mentary 'Quest for Quality' was awarded a Diploma by the 
Russian Organizing Committee. 

h) Literature - A pamphlet in Kannada on ISi Certification Marks 
Scheme was prepared and distributed on the occasion of Dasara 
Exhibition held in Mysore in October 1967. 

j) Radio Broadcasts, Features and Interviews - With a view to enlighten
ing the public on the importance of standardization and publi
cising ISi activities, the following programmes were broadcast 
from All India Radio: 

Date 

23 Feb 1967 
and 

28 Apr 1967 

27 Feb 1967 

Subject 

Standardization 
and consumers 

Standardization 
for self-suffi-
ciency 

Broadcast 
by 

Dr A. N. 
Ghosh, Di
rector Gene
ral, ISI 

Feature 

Station 

Calcutta 

Bhopal/ 
Indore/ 
Raipur/ 
Jabalpur/ 
Gwalior 

Language 

English 

Hindi 

iii) 15 May 1967 Indian Stan- Shri G. L. 
Gu 1 at i, 
Dir cc tor, 
Madras 
Branch 
Office, ISI 

Madras English 

iv) 24 May 1967 
and 

28 May 1967 

v) 4 July 1967 

vi) 13 July 1967 

vii) 25July 1967 
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dards at the 
service of in
dustry and con
sumer 

Consumer satis
faction through 
ISI Certifi
cation Mark 

Activities of ISI 

Standardization 
and consumer 

Consumer pro
blems and 
utility of ISI 
Certification 
Marks Scheme 

Feature Madras Tamil 

Feature Tiruchirapalli Tamil 

Dr A. N. Bombay English 
G h o s h, 
Director 
General, ISI 

Feature Hyderabad Telegu 



Sl Date 
No. 

viii) 24 Sep 1967 

ix) 27 Sep 1967 

x) 29 Sep 1967 

xi) 12 Oct 1967 
and 

13 Oct 1967 

Subject 

Eleventh 
Indian Stan
dards Con
vention 

Indian Stand
ards Institution 

Inaugural func
tion of Ele
venth Indian 
Standards 
Convention 

Quality control 
and export 
promotion 

Broadcast 
by 

Dr A. N. 
Ghosh, Di-
rector Gene-
ral, ISI 

Feature 

Radio News-
reel 

Interview 
with DrA.N. 
Ghosh, Di
rector Gene-
ral, ISI 

GENERAL REVIEW 

Station 

Jullundur 

Jullundur 

Jullundur 

External 
services 

Language 

English 

Punjabi 

English 

English 

Presentation of Indian Standards to National Standards Bodies - The Insti
tution has been helping the developing countries in their standardization 
activities. As a part of its programme, ISI presented as gifts, during the 
year under review, complete set oflndian Standards to the national standards 
bodies of the following countries at special ceremonies held in ISI Head
quarters on the dates given against each: 

Name of the Count1y / 
Standards Body 

Industrial Testing & Re
search Centre, Damascus 
( Syria) 

Institute of Standardization, 
Govt of the Republic of 
Vietnam, Saigon 

Presented through 

H. E. Shayesh Terkaovi, 
Counsellor of Syrian Arab 
Republic in New Delhi 

Ministry of External Affairs 

Date 

5 July 1967 

Sep 1967 

Visitors to !SJ - In pursuance of its policy of furthering the cause of 
standards movement in the country, the Institution has been inviting 
various dignitaries, important persons as well as students of different techni
cal, scientific and engineering institutions to visit the Institution. They are 
taken round the Standard~ Exposition Hall and ISI Laboratorit>s and 
explained the importance of standartli:i:ation in the context of industrial 
development and ISI activities. Subjects of mutual interest are also dis
cussed. Such visitors take keen interest in the work of the Institution and the 
prne;rr.ss being made l.iy tl1e country in standardization and qw1lity r.ontrol. 

During the year under review, student parties from 46 technical 
institutions of different Universities, trainees of Indian Institute of Public 
Administration and doctor trainees in the hospital management visited ISL 
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In addition, a number of persons from India and abroad paid visits 
to the Institution, including the following distinguished visitors: 

a) Mr Howard H. G . McKern, Museum of Applied Arts and Science, 
Sydney; 

b) Mr Kozshurou Skvoztsov of USSR Embassy, New Delhi; 
c) Shri Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed, Union Minister for Industrial 

Development & Company Affairs and President of ISi; 

d) H. E. Shayesh Terkaovi, Counsellor of the Syrian Arab Republic 
in India; 

e) Dr Robert F. Legget, Director, Division of Building Research, 
Nac;ional Research Council, Ottawa, Canada; 

f) Dr ]. Weston, Director, Building Research Station, Garston, 
Watford, Herts, UK; 

g) Dr T. L. Webb, Director, National Building Research Institute, 
Pre toria, S. Africa; 

h) 1'.Ir J. de Geus, Secretary General, C.l.B., International Council 
for Building Research Studies & Documentation, Rotterdam 
( Ilolland); 

j) Srnt Rajan Nehru, 38 Hamilton Road, Allahabad; 
k) Shri K. V . Raghunatha Reddy, Minister of State for Industrial 

Development & Company Affairs; 

m) 
n) 

Ur Seung Yup Park, Director, Fine Instruments Centre for Seoul; 
Shri K. C. Pant, Minister of Revenue & Expenditure, Govt of 
India, New Delhi 

p) Shri E.T. Dandapani and Shri P.A. Swaminathan, Members of 
Parliament; and 

q) Shri Ahmed Mohd Lalif, Ministry of Industry, Sudan. 

Eleventh Indian Standards Convention - The Eleventh Indian 
Standards Convention was held at Chandigarh from 24 September to 2 
October 1967. The Convention was inaugurated by Dr M. S. Randhawa, 
Chief Commissioner, Union Territory of Chandigarh and Shri K. V. 
Raghunatha Reddy, Union Minister of State for Industrial Development & 
Company Affairs presided over the inaugural function. The function 
was attended by a large number of distinguished audience including 
delegates, local industrialists, officers of Central and State Governments 
and prominent citizens of Punjab and Haryana. Some delegates from 
foreign countries also participated in the Convention. 

Seven technical sessions were held in which subjects of topical interest 
were discussed by delegates representing Central and State Governments, 
manufacturing organizations, business undertakings, chambers of commerce, 
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associations of trade and industry, technical and research organizations, 
consumers, and purchasers. 

Particulars of the delegates, technical sessions and papers presented 
are given below: 

Delegates 
Total number of the delegates who attended the Conven- 512 

tion (Gentlemen 458, Ladies 54) 
Accompanying ladies 30 

Total: 542 

Technical Sessions 
S-1 Standardization of Chemical Products of Plant Origin 
S-2 Quality Control in Small Scale Industry 
S-3 Elimination of Wastage in Industry 
S-4 Standardization as a Tool for Light Mechanical Engineering 

Industry 
S-5 Standards in Aid of Agriculture 
S-6 Development of Small Scale Textile Industry 
S-7 Informative Labelling of Consumer Goods 

T echnical Papers 
No. of Technical Papers 105 

General Session - For the first time, a General Session on the subject 
'Safety in Home' was included in the programme of the Convention. 
Prominent speakers gave talks on different aspects of the subject, which 
evoked great interest and about 400 delegates took part in the deliberations 
of the Session. 

A Reception Committee consisting of leading citizens of the Punjab, 
Haryana and other States, under the chairmanship of Shri B. K. Bedi, 
made necessary arrangements for the delegates in respect of accommodation, 
transport, local visits, etc. Some social functions, cultural programmes and 
excursions were also arranged on the occasion of the Convention. 

Intensive Publicity - Intensive publicity was given to ISI activities 
on the occasion of the Eleventh Indian Standards Convention held at 
Chandigarh through press advertisements, press releases including features, 
articlPs rinrl photographs, editorials, radio broac.kasts aml press cuufe1e11cc~. 
Thirty newspapers and journals from all over the country brought out special 
supplements, and carried features on ISI activities. In addition, a 220-page 
Souvenir was published by the Reception Committee during the Convention. 
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A detailed report of the Eleventh Indian Standards Convention was 
published in December 1967 issue of the !SI Bulletin. 

K. L. Moudgill Prize -The K. L. Moudgill Prize for the year 1967 
of the cash value of Rs I 000·~ was awarded to Dr A. N. Ghosh, Director 
General, Indian Standards Institution, for his outstanding contribution in 
the field of standardization both at the national and international levels, 
by Dr M. S. Randhawa, Chief Commissioner, Chandigarh, on 25 September 
1967 at the Inaugural Function of the Eleventh Indian Standards Conven
tion held at Chandigarh. 

Fellowship of ISi- Fellowship of the Indian Standards Institution 
was conferred on 66 Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of Division Councils 
and Chairmen of Sectional Committees and Advisory Committees of tech
nical character, who had retired from that position after distinguished ser
vice in the cause of standardization or were continuing as such for the last 
ten years or more, on 25 September 1967, at the time of the Eleventh Indian 
Standards Convention held at Chandigarh. So far, ISi Fellowship has 
been granted to 245 persons who have rendered valuable services in the 
development and promotion of standardization in different spheres of 
industry. 

Finances - During the year under review, the total income of ISi 
from various sources, such as Government of India grant, membership 
subscription, sale of standards and certification marking fee, amounted to 
Rs 9 073 453·0_? as against an expenditure of Rs 9 204 257·~. A 
statement of accounts for the year 1967-68, duly audited, is given in 
Appendix B (see P 118 ). 

In addition to the expenditure directly incurred by the Institution and 
given in the certified statement of accounts, expenses were also incurred by 
committee members from Government and private organizations for 
attending the meetings of ISi committees within India and abroad. Besides, 
several organizations, both in public and private sectors, undertook testing 
work and supplied samples. Such invisible contributions for the year under 
report are estimated at Rs 860 OOO·Q9. 

Second ISi Building - During the year under review, electrical 
installations was completed in the new building. Construction of garages 
and staff quarters is likely to be taken up within next few months. 
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The position of the building fund as on 31 March 1968 stood as follows: 

a) Government grant 
b) Interest-free deposits 
c) Interest-free overdraft 
d) Donations, etc 
e) Advance rent 

Rupees in million 
I ·085 
0·777 
0·122 
0·305 
l ·315 

3·604 
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Interest-free deposits amounting to Rs 11 000 were refunded to four 
parties during the year 1967-68. Bulk of the interest-free deposits will 
be refunded during the year 1968-69 on the expiry of the five year period 
for which the deposits were received. 

ISi Staff - The following important staff change took place during 
the period under reporl: 

a) Shri S. K. Sen, Deputy Director General, went on deputation 
from ISI to the Institute of Standards and Industrial Research of 
Iran to take up an assignment as Adviser on Weights & Measures 
and Certification Marking. He was relieved of his duties in ISI 
on 9 November 1967. 

b) Dr Sadgopal was promoted as Deputy Director General from 
Director with effect from 12 April 1967. 

c) Shri A. P. Banerji, Director, Calcutta Branch Office, was awarded 
the Netherlands Government Fellowship for 1967, for the course 
for Quality Instructors held by the International Quality Centre, 
for a period of about four months commencing from 10 August 
1967 in the Netherlands. 

d) Shri Y. K. Bhat, Deputy Director, was awarded the Netherlands 
Government Fellowship for 1968, for the course for Industrial 
Quality Instructors, for a period of about five months commencing 
from February 1968 in the Netherlands. 

e) Shri Kavaljit Singh, Deputy Director, went on deputation to the 
Ministry of Commerce, Government of India, to take up an 
assignment as Director (Protocol) in the Organization for United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development ( UNCTAD-II ). 
He was on deputation from 7 December 1967 to 31March1968. 

The total strength of the Institution as on 31 March 1968 was 950 
consisting of 195 officers and 755 staff members. 

Branch Offices - In pursuance of its policy to keep close liaison with 
industry, trade and commerce in different regions with a view to promoting 
standardization and quality control, the Institution set up its fifth Branch 
Office in Hyderabad at the request of the Andhra Pradesh Government. 
The Industries Department of the Government of Andhra Pradesh provided 
rent-free accommodation measuring 40 sq m. The Branch Office was 
formally inaugurated on 2 November 1967 by Shri Brahmanand Reddy, 
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh. Efforts were continuing to gel Letter 
and bigger accommodation for this Branch Office in a central place. 

The Branch Offices located in Bombay, Calcutta, Kanpur and Madras 
continued to render useful service to industry, trade and commerce in their 
rc-spective regiom by disseminaliug information rr.l;tting to standardization 
and allied subjects, selling Indian and overseas standards, enrolling subs
cribing members, inspecting factories under the ISI Certification Marks 
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Scheme, carrying on compulsory pre-shipment inspections of certain goods 
meant for export and maintaining liaison with commerce and industry. 

International Activities -The Institution continued to take active 
part in standardization at international level with the object of promoting 
standardization activity and developing international trade. 

The Institution also made efforts, in accordance with its policy, to 
establish cordial and co-operative relations with standards bodies of other 
countries and to assist in the development of national standards organizations, 
particularly, in the developing countries. 

During the year under report, ISi participated actively in the work of 
various technical committees of the International Organization for Stan
dardization ( ISO ) and the International Electrotechnical Commission 
( IEC ). 

ISi held secretariats of the following 16 technical committees, sub
committees and working groups dealing with subjects of interest to India, 
in addition to providing chairmanship for IEC/TC 43 Electric Fans: 

a) ISO/TC 50 Lac 
b) ISO /TC 56 Mica 
c) ISO /TC 88 Pictorial Markings for Handling of Goods 
d) ISO/TC 113 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Channels 
e) ISO /TC 12/SC 1 Inter-conversion of Values 
f) ISO/TC 34/SC 7 Spices and Condiments 
g) ISO/TC 34/SC 8 Stimulant Foods 
h) ISO /TC 17 /WG 8 Dimensions of Hot-Rolled Steel Sections 
j) ISO /TC 54 /WG 7 Vetiver Oil 
k) ISO/TC 113/WG 1 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Chan

nels by Velocity Area Methods 
m) ISO /TC 113/WG 2 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Chan

nels by Notches, \Veirs and Flumes 
n) ISO /TC 113 /WG 3 Glossary of Terms Relating to Measurement 

of Liquid Flow in Open Channels 
p) ISO /TC 113 /WG 4 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Chan

nels- by Dilution Methods 
q) ISO /TC 113 /WG 5 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Chan

nels- Flow Measuring Instruments and Equipment 
r) ISO/TC 113/WG 6 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Chan

nels- Sediment Flow 
s) IEC/TC 43 Electric Fans 

The Seventh ISO General Assembly met in Moscow on 26-27 June 
1967 under the presidency of Shri Jehangir J. Ghandy. Mr. F. Si.inter 
( Turkey) was elected President of ISO for the three-year term starting from 
January 1968. 
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PART II 

DIVISIONAL REPORTS 

0. INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Part II of the report gives, in brief, a record of the technical work done 
during 1967-68 by different divisions and departments of the Institution 
in respect of the formulation of Indian Standards. 

It does not attempt to cover in detail all the work done and that under 
consideration, but it gives only the more important developments in different 
spheres of activity. H owever, for information and record, a list of standards 
published and in press during the year are given in Appendix A (see P 87 ) . 

0.2 Formulation of Standards - During the year 1967-68, 635 new 
standards were adopted and sent to press; 159 standards were revised (see 
Appendix A ) ; 542 new proposals for formulation of Indian Standards were 
received and 270 proposals ( including some made during the previous year) 
were accepted and referred to various committees for further processing. 

Graphical representation of the growth of Indian Standards since 
1951 is given in Fig. 4. 

0.3 Technical Committees of ISi and Their Membership - As on 
31 March 1968, 1 778 committees of the Institution with a membership of 
21 251 experts, representing various interests, namely, manufacturers, 
consumers, scientific, technical and research organizations, Government 
departments and purchasers, were engaged in the task of formulation of 
l ndian Standards. 

During the year 1967-68, 807 committee meetings "·ere held for 
standards work. 

The growth of ISI committees, their membership and their activities 
since 1951, are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. 
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0.4 Record of Work - Cumulative information about the work pertaining 
to different divisions and departments of the Institution is given in Table l: 

TABLE 1 RECORD OF ISi TECHNICAL DIVISIONS AND SECTIONS 
(FOR THE YEAR 1967-68) 

(For details of standards published and those under print during 1967-68, 
see Appendix A ) 

DIVISION OR S11CTION No. oF No. OF NEWAND AMEND- DRAFT NEW 
COMMIT- MEETINGS REVISED MENTS STANDARDS SUBJECTS 

TEES STANDARDS TO Crncu- TAKEN UP 
PUBLISHED STANDARDS LATED 

AND 
UNDER 
PRINT 

Agricultural 
Products 

& Food 129 106 71 36 67 82 

Chemical 389 119 149 64 134 17 
Civil Engineering 276 140 121 34 116 6 
Consumer Products 98 75 75 6 62 
Electrotccbnical 153 66 97 57 78 17 
Mechanical Engineer- 281 127 133 41 123 17 

ing 

Structural & Metals 323 79 92 21 85 38 
Textile 103 69 54 28 49 88 
Miscellaneous 26 26 2 1 6 5 

TOTAL: 1 778 807 794 288 720 270 

1. AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD PRODUCTS DIVISION 

1.1 The Indian Standards formulated by the Agricultural and Food Pro
ducts Division during the year under report ( see Appendix A ) covered new 
ground on the food side and important areas in the field of agriculture and 
rl airying. 

1.2 On the food side, the new ground covered include code for construction 
of sugar god owns to prevent deterioration of sugar; code for construction of 
abattoirs to help in the building of slaughter houses on scientific lines; 
two codes for sanitary conditions, handling and transport of fish for helping 
the industry in streamlining the basic quality control operations; specifica
tions for alcoholic drinks, such as gin, whiskies and brandies; grade speci
fications for turnip, beets, sweet potato, chillies and mandarins; and speci
fications for spices, such as ajow11n, cfohydrated onion and cloves. Besides, 
4 standards were prepared by the:: TuLacco and Tobacco Products and Tea 
Sectional Committees. 
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1.3 In the field of agriculture, the emphasis continued to be on specifications 
for agricultural inputs, namely, pesticides, seeds and farm implements. 
For pesticides, another guide was prepared for handling cases of pesticide 
poisoning and specifications were finalized for toxaphene, thiram, endosulfar 
binapacryl and their formulations. For seeds, important cereals and oil· 
seeds were covered, such as, wheat, rice, maize, mustard and rape seed. 
Regarding farm implements, work was initiated on tractor-driven imple· 
ments and to begin with dimensions for three point linkage for agricultura 
tractors were standardized. 

1.4 In the field of dairying and animal husbandry, initial headway was 
made for a code for construction of cattle houses. Standards on poultry feeds, 
mineral mixtures for supplementing cattle feed and bonemeal as livestock 
feed were revised. In addition standards on broiler feeds, guar meal as 
livestock feed and fishmeal were formulated. Regarding specifications for 
dairy products, new standards were issued on sterilized milk and malted 
skimmed milk food. The new standard in the field of dairy equipment 
was on aluminium farm milk cooling tanks. 

1.5 New work for preparation of Indian Standards in the fields of micro
biological tests, vitamin assay and sensory ( organoleptic ) testing was 
initiated. The work on formulation of a code of practice for the transport 
of live animals was also continued, the emphasis during the year under 
report being on laboratory animals, such as snakes and frogs. 

1.6 The Agricultural and Food Products Division Council held its thirteenth 
annual meeting on 19 March 1968. vVhile reviewing the work of the 
Division in general, the Council accorded approval to the inclusion of about 
100 new subjects in the programme of work of various Sectional Committees. 

1.6.1 The Council reviewed the composition of the following Sectional 
Committees due for reconstitution: 

a) Tea Sectional Committee, AFDC 16 
b) Animal Housing and Equipment Sectional Committee, AFDC 17 
c) Meat and Meat Products Sectional Committee, AFDC 18 
d) Fish and Fisheries Products Sectional Committee, AFDC 27 
e) Drinks and Carbonated Beverages Sectional Committee, AFDC 30 
f) Bakery and Confectionery Sectional Committee, AFDC 31 
g) Processed Cereals and Pulses Sectional Committee, AFDC 32 

1.6.2 Dr H. A. B. Parpia, Director, Central Food Technological Research 
Institute, Mysore was appointed as the new Chairman of Tea Sectional 
Committee, AFDC 16. 

1.6.3 On the recommendation of the Farm Implements and Machinery 
Sectional Committee, AFDC 20, the Division Council agreed to the parti
cipation of Indian Member-Body in the work ofISO /TC 22/T Agricultural 
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Tractors and ISO/TC 23 ,\gricultural Machines as 'P' (Participating ) 
member. 

1.7 A list of 71 Indian Standards formulated by the Agricultural and Food 
Products Division Council and sent to press during the year under review is 
·given in Appendix A. 

2. CHEMICAL DIVISION 

2.1 During the year under review, Chemical Division continued to for
mulate Indian Standards for various important products falling under its 
purview with the object of helping the industrial development of the country. 
Notable standards include the following : 

a) IS: 1848-1968 Writing and printing papers (first revision) 
With the revision of this standard, it has been possible to cover 
about 65 percent of the total production of paper in the country. 
In this revision, Grade 2 has been introduced for some types of 
writing and printing papers in addition to some other changes. 

b) IS: 3976-1967 Safety rubber canvas boots for miners 
This being an important safety item compulsorily by all coal mines. 
The specification has been based on the report of the Miners' Boots 
Committee set up in 1963 by the Ministry of Labour and Employ
ment in which IS! played an active role and was responsible for 
carrying out investigations and submitting the final report to the 
Government of India. 

c) Indian Standards on vegetable tans and KATTHA 
The following three standards on the subject are first in this field 
and are expected to help the tanning industry in securing vegetable 
tans of suitable quality: 
1) IS: 3967-1967 Cutch 
2) IS: 3968-1967 Wattle bark 
3) IS: 3969-1967 Goran bark 
Besides, with the publication of IS: 4~59-1967 'Specification 
for KATTHA' an important project undertaken about a decade 
ago has been completed. The basis of this standard is radically 
different in approach since it gi-ades KATTHA in accordance with 
catechin content. The adoption of this standard for the pur
µu~e~ of PFA Rules is receiving the attention of the Central Com
mittee for Food Standards ( CCFS ), Ministry of Health and 
Family Planning. 

d) IS: 4286-1967 Processed solid smokc>lc>~~ domestic fuels 
The need to preserve hrewood, cattle dung, etc, the burning of 
which deprive the soil of the much-needed nutrients was felt for 
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a long time. This could be achieved by popularizing the use of 
solid fuels in place of firewood, cattle dung, etc. This standard 
covers requirements for not only the so-called 'soft coke' but 
also of briquetted fuel made from lignite and the low and medium 
temperature carbonization products. 

e) IS : 4091-1967 Dermatological tests for cosmetics 
Dermatological testing of cosmetics is the most important aspect 
of a specification for a finished cosmetic. Considerable variation 
in the methods employed exists even in the advanced countries. 
This standard provides a uniform basis for carrying out such tests 
in the country. 

f) IS: 4155-1966 Glossary of terms relating to chemical radiation 
hazards and hazardous chemicals 
This standard, which defines technical terms relating to chemical 
and radiation hazards and hazardous chemicals, has been pub
lished in view of the rapid pace of industrialization within the 
country and consequent increase hazards to public due to chemicals 
and radiations. 

g) IS : 4209-1966 Code of safety for chemical laboratories 
In the chemical laboratories, the very nature of work exposes the 
workers to various hazards. The implementation of this code 
will help in safeguarding the workers from such hazards. 

Efforts were made to maintain close collaboration between ISi and 
other national organizations. Technical personnel of ISi continued to 
discuss matters of common interest with their counterparts in other national 
and technical organizations. 

2.2 The Standing Working Committee of the Chemical Division Council 
held its meeting on 4 December 1967. Five new proposals were approved 
for formulating Indian Standards. 

2.3 A list of 149 Indian Standards formulated by the Chemical Division 
Council and sent to press during the year under review is given in 
Appendix A. 

3. CIVIL ENGINEERING DIVISION 

3.1 During the period under review, Indian Standards on a number of 
important subjects relating to civil engineering were published while work 
on many other important draft standards and subjects made considerable 
progress. 

3.2 Of the printed standards, special mention may be made of the speci
fications for concrete porous pi:pes for l;lnder-drainage, vitreous sanitary 
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appliances, lime pozzolana mixture, portable chemical fire extinguishers, 
method of testing wooden flush door shutters, testing bond in reinforced 
concrete-pull out test, recommendations for stacking and storage of cons
truction materials at site, code of practice for design and construction 
of well foundations, indexing and storage of drill cores, criteria for 
design of arches, ancillary structures in sewerage system, safety code for 
demolition work, finishing of wood and wood based materials, stone masonry, 
earthquake resistant construction of buildings, code of building bye-laws, use 
of chemical resistant mortars, guide for preparation of project report of river 
valley projects, and recommendations for structural design of radial gates 
and fixed wheel gates. An emergency standard on protective helmets for 
scooter and motor cycle riders was also printed. 

3.3 Of the draft Indian Standards taken up during the period under review, 
particular attention may be drawn to specifications for unplasticized PVC 
pipes for portable water supply, preservative treated and fire resistant ply
wood, methods of test of asbestos fibre, code of practice for selection and use 
of heavy duty industrial floor finishes, code for oxidation ponds, design and 
installation of brick kilns, painting non-ferrous metals in buildings, bye-laws 
for construction of cinema houses, criteria for design of reinforced concrete 
chimneys, safety code for tunnelling work, earthwork on canals, maintenance 
of canals, and design of draft tubes. 

3.4 The progress in the work on formulation of standards for multi-purpose 
river valley projects continued to be maintained satisfactorily, and so far 
17 standards have been published. The newly set up Standing Working 
Committee on Projects of the Civil Engineering Division Council held its 
first meeting on 15 September 1967, and after considering the pr•)gress made 
by the various multi-purpose river valley project committee:: and their 
scope of work decided to set up a new Sectional Committee t:J deal with 
barrages. 

3.5 The work relating to the preparation of different parts of the National 
Building Code was proceeding satisfactorily. 

During the period under report, 151 meetings of Sectional Committees, 
Subcommittees and Panels were held. 

3.6 A list of 121 Indian Standards formulated by the Civil Engineering 
Division Council during the year under review and sent to pres5 is given in 
Appendix A. 

4. CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION 

4.1 During the year under review, most of the Indian Standards published 
by the Consumer Products Division were related to medical group of items 
as the manufacture of these items has recently started and the importance of 
standardization is keenly felt. In the preparation of standards both on 
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medical group as well as consumer group of subjccls, a good deal of 
investigation, performance tesling and field trials \\'ere involved. The field 
trials were on the performance of some medical instruments like extraction 
forceps, aural dressing forceps and aural hook, as well as other items like 
sanitary towels and gas burning appliances. 

4.2 In the medical group of items, special mention may be made of deve
lopment in the country of interchangeable medical syringes to the exacting 
tolerance limits specified in IS: 3238-1 965 'Dimensions of hypodermic 
syringes, interchangeable type'. The Hospital Equipment Sectional 
Committee, CPDC 14, which brought out standards on horizontal sterilizers, 
has started work on the much needed high speed sterilizers, anti-static castors 
for hospital equipment, examination tables, dressing trolleys, etc. The work 
of artificial limbs, which includes interchangeable dimensions between 
various limbs, made considerable progress. Some standards on terminal 
fittings were published while others were at advanced stages of preparation. 

4.3 Domestic and Commercial Gas Burning Appliances Sectional Com
mittee, CPDC 23, held its inaugural meeting in May 1967. One standard 
( IS: 4246-1967 Specification for domestic gas stove for use with LPG ) 
was brought out by this Committee, and safety aspects covered in the standard 
have already got recognition both from the manufacturers and users. 

4.4 A list of 75 Indian Standards formulated by the Consumer Products 
Division Council during the year 1967-68 is given in Appendix A. 

5. ELECTROTECHNICAL DIVISION 

5.1 During the period under review, Indian Standards on a number of 
important subjects were formulated and revised. Of these, special mention 
may be made of the five dimensional standards for metal parts for transformer 
bushings up to and including 36 kV. In these standards, aluminium parts 
(an import substitute ) in addition to copper parts have been specified with 
a view to achieving considerable economy besides bringing about ease of 
interchangeability. Indian Standards for domestic electrical appliances, 
such as domestic electrical food mixers ( liquidizers, blenders and grinders ) 
and thermostats for general purpose electric ovens were published. Third 
revision of the Indian Standard relating to general and safety requirements 
for light electrical appliances was brought out expanding the scope to cover 
double insulated appliances also. 

5.2 Standards covering many items of automobile electrical equuipment, 
such as horn switches, head light switches, dip switches, fuse boxes, flashers, 
distributors, lighting of number plates, and code of practice for lighting and 
signalling devices, were published. These standards, when implemented, 
will contribute to improvement in the quality of motor cars made in the 
country. Revised versions of the standards for bayonet lamp holders and 
ballasts for fluorescent lamps now incorporate the substitution of brass or 
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copper by aluminium. Code of practice for inslallalion and maintenance 
of transformers was revised covering many additional items of installation 
and maintenance lechniques. Publicalion of the code of practice for selec
lion of ac induction motor starters (voltage not exceeding 1 000 volts ) 
fulfils a long-felt need for various types of molors for different drives. Code 
of praclice for installalion and maintenance of paper insulated power cables 
(up to and including 33 kV) was revised and it now includes the latest 
practices in the inslallation and maintenance of paper insulated, both copper 
and aluminium conduclored, power cables. Indian Standards for heavy 
and normal duty air-break swilches and composile units of air-break switches 
and fuses for vollagcs not exceeding 1 000 volts and isolators were published 
during the year. 

5.3 In lhe field of cleclronics and telecommunications, Indian Standards 
on methods of measuremcnls, performance requirements and radiation 
measurements on television receivers were processed for printing. These 
standards are expected to assist in the development of indigenous manu
facture of television receivers in lhe country. Standards relating to hearing 
aids and magnetic tapes for sound recording and reproduction were also 
brought out. 

5.4 A number of standards on elcctrotechnical vocabulary and graphical 
symbols were published during the period. 

5.5 Among other important items, work in hand included preparation of 
draft Indian Standard for circuit-breakers in the range of 11 kV and 132 kV; 
classification of areas for electrical installation in petroleum refineries; 
code of practice for seleclion of electrical equipment for such areas; and code 
of practice for protection against possible hazards in radio transmitting and 
similar electronic equipment. The Conduclors and Cables Sectional 
Committee, ETDC 32, is expected to finalize shortly a very important 
specification for thermoplastic covered cables. This type of cables is ex
pected to bring about a lot of savings in the use of imported materials. 

5.6 Inaugural meetings of the following Sectional Committees were held 
during the year: 

a) Electrical Instruments Sectional Committee, ETDC 48, and 
b) Integrating Meters Sectional Committee, ETDC 49. 

5.7 The Electrotcchnical Division Council ( ETDC) held its annual 
session on 29 .February 1968. Consc4 uent upon the retirement of Shri 
B. V . Baliga from the services of Bharat Electrollics Ltd, and his resignation 
from the chairmanship of ETDC, Shri S. Swayambu, Chairman and Manag
ing Director of Heavy Electricals ( India ) Ltd, Bhopal was elected Chair
man. l n 1 h1s mf'rling the Couucil, besides reviewing the composition nf 
various Sectional Committees, approved 20 new subjects for formulation of 
Indian Standards. Another important point discussed in the meeting 
related to the question of making reference to Indian Standards in Rule 29 
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of the Indian Electricity Rules. Some important recommendations were 
made on this subject to the Central Electricity Board. 

5.8 The Electrotechnical Division Council also holds the Secretariat of the 
Indian National Committee of the International Electrotechnical Com
mission ( IEC ) and as such it continued to take active part in the delibera
tions of the various committees of that Organization. A detailed account 
of the activities of the IEC of interest to India is given in Part III of this 
report. 

5.9 A list of 97 Indian Standards formulated by the Electrotechnical 
Division Council which were sent to press during the year under review is 
given in Appendix A. 

6. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION 

6.1 The Mechanical Engineering Division continued to make satisfactory 
progress in its activities. During the year under review, 134 Indian Stand
ards were '!ither published or were under print, as against 116 Indian 
Standards formulated in the preceding year. Twenty-four existing Indian 
Standards were revised. One hundred and thirty-eight draft standards 
were finaliz !d for publication and 119 draft standards were issued for eliciting 
comments, while 99 new draft standards were also prepared during this 
period. 

6.2 Standards prepared during the year covered a number of important 
subjects, such as, machine tools and small tools, gears, bearings, engineering 
metrology, hand tools, gas cylinders, transmission devices, chemical engi
neering, th ·eadcd fasteners and rivets, marine engineering and shipbuilding 
industry and weights and measures. Besides, standards were also formulated 
on wire ropes and wire products, sewing machine components, instruments 
(drawing, optical and surveying), mining, lifting chins and associated 
fittings, an I material handling equipment. 

:Mention may also be made of the four glossaries prepared du1i11g the 
year, namdy, Glossary of terms used in refrigeration and airconditioning; 
Glossary of term~ used for high vacuum technology; Glossary of conveyor 
terms and definitions; and Glossary of terms for ships' derricks. 

6.3 Among the standards revised during the year, special mention may 
be made of those relating to (a) preferred numbers, (b) technical supply 
conditions for threaded fasteners, and (c) pictorial markings for handling 
of goods generally. 

6.4 All technical committees of the Division, numbering 278, remained 
active during the year. Meetings of 31 Sectional Committees and 103 
Subcommittees and Panels were held. Twentythrec new Subcommittees 
and Panels were setup under the various Sectional Committees. 
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6.5 ·work was also initiated on a number of new subjects of which parti
cular mention may be made of the formulation of a guide for the use of 
SI Units. It is hoped that this guide, when prepared, would be useful not 
only to engineering industries, but also for teaching of science and engi
neering subjects, using SI Units. 

6.6 The Standing Working Committee of the Mechanical Engineering 
Division Council ( SWCE ), held its twentysecond meeting on 23 November 
1967 at New Delhi, and reviewed the activities of the Division. 

Compositions of 10 Sectional Committees were reviewed and they 
were re-constituted for another term of three years. While discussing the 
scope of Screw Threads and Fasteners Sectional Committee, EDC 27, 
the SWCE felt that it was rather broad-based which included screw threads, 
threaded fasteners and rivets. Moreover, as the work of the Sectional 
Committee had grown enormously, the SWCE decided to split up the existing 
Sectional Committee into three Sectional Committees in order to handle the 
work expeditiously and in a detailed manner. The new Sectional 
Committees have been designated as under: 

a) Screw Threads Sectional Committee, EDC 27; 
b) Bolts, Nuts, and Fasteners Accessories Sectional Committee, 

EDC 70; and 
c) Rivets Sectional Committee, EDC 71. 

6. 7 Inaugural meetings of the following new re-organized Sectional Com
mittees were also held during the year: 

a) Shipbuilding Sectional Committee, EDC 56; 
b) Marine Engineering Sectional Committee, EDC 67; 
c) Marine Instruments and Safety Aids Sectional Committee, EDC 

68; and 
d) Meteorological Instruments Sectional Committee, EDC 69. 

These Sectional Committees discussed their respective scopes of 
work and set up Subcommittees and Panels to deal with the subjects allot
ted to them. 

6.8 One hundred and thirty-three Indian Standards, formulated by the 
Mechanical Engineering Division and sent for publication during the year 
under report, are listed in Appendix A. 

7. STRUCTURAL AND METALS DIVISION 

7 .1 The Strnrtnral and Metals Division maintained a steady progress of 
work during the ) ear under report through the concertcrl rtlorl·s of the 
various Sectional Committees, Subcommittees and Panels. During the year, 
the Division processed for publication 94 Indian Standards, including the 
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revision of 28 existing Indian Standards, as against 82 during the last year. 
Another 13 draft standards were finalized and are awaiting publication. 
In addition, 65 draft Indian Standards were sent into wide circulation for 
eliciting technical comments. Work on many other items was in progress. 

7 .2 Of the standards processed for publication, special mention may be 
made of code of practice for corrosion protection of light gauge steel sections 
used in buildings; specifications for steel wires for cold formed springs; 
carbon-chromium steels for the manufacture of balls, rollers and bearing 
races; mould steels; carbon-manganese free cutting steels; case-hardening 
steels; alloy steel blooms, billets and slabs for forgings for general industrial 
use; steel tubes used for water wells; elliptical mild steel tubes; comparison 
of Indian and overseas standards for steel castings; code of practice for 
design, manufacture, erection and testing of heavy duty electric overhead 
travelling cranes and special service machines for use in steel works; methods 
for determination of inclusion content in steel and method for elongation 
conversions for steel; crane-suspended hand-operated geared ladles for steel 
and iron foundries; welding of structures subject to dynamic loading; 
recommendations for submerged arc welding of mild steel and low alloys 
steels; copper (second revision of IS: 191 ); copper for commutator bars; 
refined secondary tin; comparison of Indian and overseas standards for 
aluminium castings; method for spectrographic analysis of platinum; 
methods of chemical analysis of metallic manganese and primary nickel; 
fabricated nickel anodes for electroplating; and glossary of terms relating to 
refractory materials. 

7 .3 Draft standards finalized for publication included those for manganese 
ores for the production of ferro manganese; ftourspar for use in metallurgical 
industries; standards for casting pit refractories; codes of practice for design 
of portal and semi-portal wharf cranes, and design of mobile cranes (all 
types). 

7 .4 The draft standards issued into wide circulation included those for 
methods of chemical analysis of chrome manganese and silico chromium; 
method for shot peening of laminated and coil springs; rationalization of 
sizes of steel bars specified to IS: 2073-1962, IS: 2255-1962 and IS: 2591-
1964; cast iron rain-water pipes and fittings (.first revision ofIS : 1230-195 7 ) ; 
refined secondary zinc; gold alloy inlay castings; silver-tin dental amalgam 
alloys; code of procedure for welding at low temperatures; pattern plates for 
machine moulding boxes; chemically bonded chromemagncsite and magne
site-chrome refractories for general purposes; stainless steel for utensils and 
hospitalware ( sheet, coils and circles ) ; code of practice for packaging of 
steel tubes; electroplated coatings of nickel and chromium; reference blocks 
for calibration of ultrasonic flaw detectors; hot-dip zinc coatings on structural 
steel and other allied products; and performance tests for protective scheme 
used in the protection of light gauge steel against corrosion. 

7 .5 Some of the important draft standards compiled during the year related 
to steel for the manufacture of laminated springs for railway rolling stock 
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( ribs and groove sections ) ; hot-rolled steel plates for ship's hulls; method 
for determination of weight of coating on hot-dip aluminium wire; tin
coated finishes on cooking utensils; sizes of cupola furnace for foundry; 
silica bricks for coke ovens; and sampling of powders for powder metallur
gical purposes and splitting selected samples. 

7.6 New subjects taken up for the formulation of standards included, among 
others, chemical analysis of copper-nickel shot; master alloys of copper, such 
as copper-chromium, copper-cadmium, copper-aluminium, copper-phos
phorus, copper-tellurium, copper-manganese, copper-silicon, copper
arsenic, and copper-tin, solders for jointing aluminium and aluminium 
alloys; osmium-iridium-rhuthenium alloys for pen points; code of practice 
for weld repair and fabrication of steel castings; physical tests for iron ores; 
chaplet for use in foundry; zinc, cadmium and nickel plating on threaded 
parts; code of practice for construction of rooms for x-raying and gamma
raying; and code of procedure for conducting field studies on atmospheric 
corrosion of metals. 

7.7 The Structural and Metals Division Council held its Eleventh meeting 
on 23 September 1967 at New Delhi. At this meeting the Council, apart 
from other things, set up three new Committees, namely, Corrosion 
Protection Sectional Committee, SMDC 29; Powder Metallurgical Materials 
and Products Sectional Committee, SMDC 30; and Co-ordinating 
Committee on Materials for Automobiles, SMDC 31. The Council also 
reviewed the compositions of eleven sectional committees and reconstituted 
them. 

7.8 Ninety-two .Indian Standards formulated by the Structural and Metals 
Division Council and sent to press during the year under report are listed 
in Appendix A. 

8. TEXTILE DIVISION 

8.1 Indian Standards formulated by the Textile Division during the period 
under review covered many important subjects, of which special mention 
may be made or the following: 

a) Standard on glossary of terms pertaining to defects in fabrics 
and natural fibres. 

The glossary prescribes the definitions and principal causes for 
various defects which usually occur in fabrics. Photographic 
i llustrations for some of the defects have also been given to supple
ment the definitions. I t is hoped that the publication of the 
standard will eliminate ambigui ty and confusion arising from 
d11ierent interpretations of the defects and will be helpful in 
inspection and taking remedial measures for the elimination of 
defects. 
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The revised version of the glossary of textile terms pertammg 
to natural fibres incorporates many new terms relating to coir, 
jute, silk and textile testing. 

b) Code of practice for seaworthy packaging of cotton cloth and 
yarn. 

The revision of the standard was taken up in view of the diffi
culties experienced by the industry in implementing the standard 
and the complaints of the overseas importers as pointed out by the 
Cotton Textiles Export Promotion Council. The revised standard 
is expected to be adopted soon by the Textile Committee of the 
:N!inistry of Commerce, Government of India, Bombay, to form 
as a basis for compulsory inspection of the packing of export 
packages. 

e) Code of practice for packaging of ready-made garments intended 
for export : Part I Seaworthy packaging. 

Ready-made garments hold a good export market at present. 
This standard has been formulated to provide a dependable guide
line for the procedure of packing ready-made garments to protect 
them from hazards of transit, provide for ease of handling and 
preserve the contents from contamination and other deterioration. 
This part of the standard covers the requirements of packing 
when the goods are intended to be exported by sea. Another 
part of the standard dealing with the packing of garments intended 
to be exported by air is in the process of formulation. 

d) Specification for cotton fabrics for reinforcement of rubber hoses. 

This standard has been formulated with a view to promoting 
effective co-ordination between the textile and rubber hose 
industries. 

e) Specification for jute bagging for wrapping cotton bales. 

Jute bagging is an export jute product. This standard has 
been formulated for the purpose of quality control and pre-ship
ment inspection of jute goods. It is hoped that the quality con
trol measures with reference to this standard would further help 
in strengthening the export trade of the jute bagging. 

f) Specification for rayon velvet, which is an important export item 
earning foreign exchange has been formulated to help manufac
turers in producing velvets of good quality. Specification for 
nylon fabrics for industrial and special purposes has been speci
fically formulated to meet the needs of special Defence uses. 

g) Specifications for khadi items, such as cotton bunting cloth, blan
keting cloth, woollen KAMBLIES and woollen twill cloth. 
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These standards deal with the fabrics woven on handlooms 
from hand-spun yarn. The standards formulated at the instance 
of the Khadi Commission, it is hoped, would help the khadi sector 
in maintaining regularity in production as well as help the central 
purchasing agencies in procuring their requirements of right 
quality. 

h) Specifications for hosiery items, such as gents' worsted pull-overs, 
gents' slipovers, gents' cotton knitted briefs, knitted puttees and 
cotton knitted sports shirts. 

These standards will give a fillip to the small-scale hosiery 
industry where production of hosiery goods is mostly concentrated. 
It is hoped that the standard on cotton yarn, grey for hosiery 
would help the hosiery units in procuring yarn of dependable 
quality. 

Specifications for gents' cotton short drawers and rib-knitted 
gents' nylon stockings, in addition to helping the hosiery units in 
maintaining the quality, would help the official agencies in pro
curing these items of right quality. 

Standard on glossary of terms relating to hosiery has also been 
formulated ·with the intention of eliminating ambiguity arising 
from local interpretations of meanings of terms commonly used 
in the hosiery industry and trade and to establish a generally 
recognized usage. 

j) Standards on textile mill accessories, such as skewers, dobby har
rels, weft pirns for shuttles for pirn-changing automatic cotton 
looms, all metal reeds for warping, metal heald frames for flat 
steel healds and contact wire healds. 

These standards are expected to provide a useful guideline 
to the manufacturers in maintaining the quality of their products 
and will ensure dependable supplies, higher efficiency and less 
breakdown in textile mills. 

k) Specification for textile materials fur ae1onautil,al purposes, such 
as braided nylon cord, nylon tapes, nylon sewing threads and 
nylon breaking cords. 

These standards have been formulated with a view to encourag
ing indigenous production of the materials wliich are hitherto 
being imported. 

m) Standards on hand-made NAAIDHAS, sunnhemp druggets and 
sunnhemp carpets. 

The standard on hand-made NAMDHAS has been published at 
the instance of the Government of Jammu and Kashmir-a major 
exporter of the item. It is expected that formulation of a national 
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standard for hand-made .NAlvlDHAS will go a long way in 
boosting export of this item. 

The standards on sunn hemp druggets and sunn hemp carpets 
have been published at the instance of the Government of Madras. 
It is only recently that sunn hemp druggcts and sunn hemp car
pets have found their place in the export trade of the country and 
formulation of national standards on these items will give a fillip 
to their export. 

n) Specifications for textile materials for fishing purposes, such as 
nylon twines. 

With the indigenous production of nylon yarn in the country, 
nylon nets for fishing have become very popular. These are much 
lighter and hence much bigger nets could be handled with ease by 
the fisherman. Added to this, they are rugged which do not allow 
the fish to escape or cut the net. In order that the fisherman may 
get good quality nylon nets, this standard was formulated covering 
the quality requirements of nylon twines. 

8.2 The Textile Division Council (TDC) held its seventeenth meeting on 
1 May 1967 in New Delhi. 

The Council re-elected Dr. T. S. Subramanian (Director, IJIRA, 
Calcutta) as its Vice-Chairman for another term of three years ending 
31 December 1969. 

The Cotton Healds and Reeds Sectional Committee, TDC 22, and the 
Wire Healds Sectional Committee, TDC 23, were amalgamated into one 
Sectional Committee, namely, Healds and Reeds Sectional Committee, 
TDC 22, to deal with all types of healds and reeds. Spindle Tape and 
Tubular Banding Sectional Committee, TDC 25, Wicks for Oil Burning 
Domestic Appliances Sectional Committee, TDC 32, and Tapes for Electrical 
Purposes Sectional Committee, TDC 35, were amalgamated into one Sec
tional Committee, namely, Narrow Fabrics, ·webbings and Braids Sectional 
Committee, TDC 25, to deal with all types of narrow fabrics. Composition 
of four Sectional Committees was reviewed and they were reconstituted. 
The subject of card and gill pins for use in jute industry was approved for 
formulation of an Indian Standard. 

The Advisory Committee on Indian Standards for Accessories used 
by the Textile Industry was set up to review the published standards on mill 
accessories and suggesting various measures including arrangements for 
conducting performance tests and series of controlled operational trials 
under the guidance of research laboratories in production conditions in their 
respective areas. The data thus available from such trials and tests could 
be used while reviewing the Indian Standards on textile mill accessories for 
making changes and for spelling out the real advantages of using materials 
bearing ISI Certification Mark. 
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The Council decided that the formulation of Indian Standards for 
export varieties of fabrics need not be taken up unless specific demand for 
such standards was made by agencies, such as Export Promotion Councils 
and Government bodies. It was further decided that the Sectional Com
mittees functioning under Textile D ivision Council and dealing with the 
formulation of Indian Standards for fabrics be permitted to take up market 
varieties for preparation of Indian Standards only on functional aspects 
like width, dimensional changes due to washing, colour fastness and such like 
particulars as would satisfy the basic requirements of consumers. 

8.3 The Advisory Committee on Indian Standards for Accessories used 
by the Textile Industry held its first meeting on 13 May 1967 in New Delhi, 
to discuss the lacuna in the standards on textile mill accessories which 
hindered their implementation. The Committee was of the opinion that 
standards could be easily implemented by the manufcturers if it was explained 
to them that accessories conforming to standards were better and the 
standards should specify characteristics which would be measured objectively. 
The Committee suggested a guideline for investigation and exploring 
the possibility of incorporating these requirements in the standard and 
requested the ISI Directorate General to approach the important textile 
research organizations to conduct project work of performance tests 
in their laboratory pilot plants and within selected m ills and to correlate the 
test results for further consideration by the Committee. 

8.4 The Standing Working Committee of the Textile Division Council 
( SWCT ) held i ts fifteenth meeting on 30 January 1968 in Bombay. 

T"'o Sectional Committees were reconstituted and 57 new subjects 
were approved for formulation of Indian Standards. In addition to this, 
28 other new subjects were also approved by S\VCT, by postal ballot, during 
the period under review. The Nylon Fishing Nets Subcommittee, TDC 
10 : 5, was elevated to the level of a Sectional Committee under the name of 
'Textile ~faterials for Fishing Purposes Sectional Committee, TDC 42 ', 
to deal with all types of textile materials for fishing purposes. A new 
Sectional Committee, namely, Apparels Sectional Committee, TDC 43, was 
i:ilso set up to formulate Indian Standards for ready-made garments. 

8.5 A list of 54 Indian Standards formulated by the Textile Division Council 
and sent to press during the period under review is given in Appendix A. 

9. SECTIONAL COMMITTEES UNDER THE 
COMMITTEE 

EXECUTIVE 

9 .1 Docunientation (EC 2 )-( Sectt : Publications Deptt ) - The 
ieconstitutcd Documentation Sectional Cnmmittt>~ (EC 2) met under its 
new Chairman ~hri B.S. Kesavan, Director, Imlia11 Scientific Documenta
tion Cen tre ( INSDOC ), on 16 October 1967 in New D elhi. The Sec
tional Committee reconstituted R cprography Subcommittee, EC 2 : 2, 
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Structure and Layout of Books and Periodicals Subcommittee, EC 2 : 3, and 
amalgamated the two panels, namely, Panel for Abbreviations for Titles of 
Periodicals in North Indian Languages (EC 2: 5: l ), and Panel for Abbre
viations for Titles of Periodicals in South Indian Languages ( EC 2 : 5 : 2 ) 
with the Alphabetization and Abbreviations for Titles of Periodicals Sub
committee, EC 2: 5. The Sectional Committee also recommended the for
mation of a subcommittee to deal with the production aspect of the text
books, namely, Production of Textbooks Subcommittee, EC 2 : 11. 

One standard, namely, Indian Standard glossary of cataloguing terms 
(first revision of IS : 796 ) was published during the year under Report. 
The Committee finalized the draft Indian Standard practice for layout 
of library catalogue code (first revision of IS: 1358-1959) and also finalized 
draft amendment No. I to IS: 3050-1 965 'Code of practice for reinforced 
binding of library books and periodicals'. The Committee approved for 
wide circulation the draft Indian Standard abbreviations for titles of perio
dicals in Indian languages. 

The following new subjects were taken up in its programme of work: 
a) Article in a periodical, prelims; 

b) 
c) 

Sizes of publications; 
Symbols and notations for 
proofs of illustrations; and 

d) Catalogue cards. 

simplifying, checking and correcting 

9.2 Quality Control and Industrial Statistics Sectional Committee 
(EC 3 )--( Sectt: Statistics Department) - The draft ' Indian Standard 
Precision of Test Methods, Part I Principles and Application ' was issued 
into wide circulation for eliciting comments. The Committee also formulated 
draft ' Indian Standards regarding statistical quality control during produc
tion by use of control charts for variables, methods of regression and corre
lation and inter laboratory testing for determination of the precision of 
test methods. These draft standards, when printed would considerably 
promote the knowledge and application of statistical techniques in industries. 

IO. STATISTICS DEPARTMENT 

IO.I During the period under review, the Department was actively engaged 
in the formulation of a number of Indian Standards on methods for sampling 
of different types of materials and also basic Indian Standards on control 
charts, random sampling methods and other statistical techniques, in addi
tion to evolving sampling plans for incorporating in material specifications. 
An important feature of the year was the appointment of Work Study Sec
tional Committee to formulate standards relating to terminology and glossary 
of terms used in work study, norms for performance, indices of relaxation 
allowance, and to compile anthropometric data as also the data on optimum 
working conditions and basic time for elemental activities. 
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Mention may also be made fo the organization of the third training 
course in Statistical Quality Control for the benifit of the ISI Licensees 
for cables and conductors. 
10.2 The Department continued to scrutinize draft Indian Standards with 
the object of introducing in them, wherever possible, concepts of statistical 
quality control. Of the 676 draft standards scrutinized during the year, 
statistically sound sampling plans were recommended for incorporation 
in 382 cases and in most of the cases these recommendations were accepted 
by the concerned Sectional Committees. In this connection, mention may 
be made of Indian Standard specifications on pipe wrenches IS: 4003-
1967 ), knitted puttees, dye ( IS: 4053-1967) canned RASOGOLLA 
(IS: 4·079- 1967 ), chain pipe wrenches (IS : 4132-1967 ), surgical rubber 
gloves (IS : 4148-1967 ), typewriter ribbons (IS: 4174-1967 ),brushes foun
dry flat ( IS: 4301-1967 ), and fire resistant bratticecloth (IS: 4355-1967 ). 

10.3 The Department also scrutinized the routine inspection schemes 
referred to it for the issue of licences under the Certification Marks Scheme. 
The routine inspection data collected from different licensees in accordance 
with the recommended schemes were also statistically analyzed to find 
out whether or not the certified goods conformed to the relevant Indian 
Standards as also to examine the adequacy of the recommended frequencies 
of testing and inspection. 

10.4 Training in Statistical Quality Control ( SQC ) - The third 
training programme in Statistical Quality Control for the benefit of ISI 
licensees for cables and conductors was held from 10 to 18 April 1967 at 
Calcutta. Nine licensees had nominated 13 trainees to participate in the 
programme. 

Besides the SQC techniques, the participants were given instruction 
in procedural and practical aspects of introducing SQC methods in their 
production processes. Such programmes would help the licensees in pro
ducing goods of uniformly satisfactory quality conforming to the relevant 
Indian Standards at an economic level, thereby considerably facilitating 
the sound operation of ISI Certification Marks Scheme. 

10.5 The Department conducted extensive investigations and carried out 
statistical analyses of the data relating to different aspects of standardization 
work. 

Statistical analyses of data relating to honey, neem fruit oil, neem seed 
oil and neem kernel oil were made and specification limits were recom
mended for different characteristics based on the results of statistical 
analyses. Data on indigenous wire healds were analyzed and specification 
limits for breaking strength were recommended. 

"With a view to incorporating the latest developments in science and 
technology in Indian Standard specifications, extensive collection and 
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analyses of data on products, such as biscuits, oilcakes, Portland cement 
and hessian were conducted for revising the specification limits. 

For evolving a suitable method of sampling of steel castings fo r general 
engineering purposes based on process variation, data were collected and 
analyzed statistically. Studies are in progress for estimating the repeatabi
lity and reproducibili ty of test methods used in the chemical analysis of 
KATTHA. 

I0.6 Comments and suggestions were sent for the improvement of draft 
proposals of the International Organization for Standardization ( ISO ) 
and some overseas Standards Bodies, pertaining to coal sizing, raw rubber 
in bales and green coffee. 

II. RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION 

II.I R esearch and investigation are basic to the development of economy, 
industry, science and technology, as well as in the field of standardization. 
Therefore, for furthering the cause of improving the quality of industrial 
products, it is essential that quality requirements, methods of tests and 
sampling procedures are scientifically tested and analyzed in laboratories 
and test houses before being prescribed in Indian Standards. 

Research and analytical studies have been undertaken in ISI's own 
laboratory. They have also been carried out in active collaboration with 
national, state and private laboratories, testing organizations and research 
bodies. The Institution is appreciative of the co-operation and assistance 
received from them. 

Il.2 Details of the research and investigation carried out during the year 
under report are given in the following paragraphs. 

Agricultural and Food Products Division - The research and 
investigation undertaken by this Division related to the efficacy of various 
common indicator solutions used in the analysis of pesticidal formulations, 
adhesion property of organo-mercurial dry seed-dressing formulations, 
smoke forming property of Gamma BHC lindane smoke generators, thiram 
content by amine method, acidity and alkalinity requirement in endosulfan 
technical, binapacryl technical and their formulations, solubility of war
farin technical in distilled water, neutralization value of warfarin technical, 
neutralization range for coumafaryl technical, infra-red asbsorptivity of 
toxaphene, determination of quality characteristics of honey, analysis of milk 
and milk products; separation of three substances of turmeric powder, a nd 
determination of their chemical properties with particular reference to 
curcumin; and determination of chemical characteristics of saffron, dehydra
ted onion, chillies and cinnamon. 

Chemical Division - The problems on which research and investi
gations were carried out included testing of barium potassium chromate for 
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soluble chromates in order to specify suitable limits for the unreacted potas
sium chromate; determination of aldehyde content in crotonaldehyde; 
testing of samples of coated paper and board ( art and chrome ) , and pulp 
board produced in the country with a view to arriving at suitable require
ments. Samples of writing and printing paper were tested to arrive at 
suitable requ irements. This became necessary as a result of change in the 
available raw materials. 

Investigations were undertaken to evaluate the suitability of glass 
bottles, corrugated boxes, tinplate containers, hessian bags, etc, as packages 
for various types of pesticides. Study on thermal shock resistance of porce
lain crucible was completed. Investigations were under progress to 
examine whether the limits prescribed with regard to minimum tin-coating 
for VANASPATI tins could be safely lowered. vVork relating to testing of 
soiled cloth for reflectance, tannin content in myrobalan nuts, colour values 
of vrnterproof drawing ink, carbon black in book printing ink, and trans
parency and shrinkage of tracing cloth was under progress. 

Civil Engineering Division - The problems on which research and 
investigations were completed during the year included thermal efficiency 
of brick kilns; performance test for batch type concrete mixers; performance 
of concrete vibrators; investigation on polythene pipes for their suitability 
for potable water supply; investigation on moulded rubber rings. Research 
and investigations were in progress on revision of permissible limit of mag
nesia content in building limes; testing of natural building stones; abrasion 
resistance requirement of cement concrete flooring tiles; development of 
simple field tests for determining the abrasion resistance of cement concrete 
flooring tiles; investigations on use of square and circular plates for load 
tests on soils; effect of vibrations on soils; testing and calibration of sieve 
shaker; effect of sediment on velocity distribution and hence on discharge; 
effect of sediment on the rating of current meters; minimum number of 
verticals for discharge measurement in canals; position of current meters 
with reference to the boat; investigations on the use of the bubble gauge; 
effect of sediment on discharge coefficients of notches, weirs and flumes; 
instructions for collection of data for the determination of errors in the 
measurement of flow by velocity area methods: effrrt of bed formation by 
sr.cl iment motion (form drag) on flow in open channels; cupping and twist
ing of fibre boards; preservative treatment for cores for bloekboards; tests on 
vitreous sanitary appliances for laying down proper performance criteria; 
improvements in wall type flushing cisterns; studies for combination of 
tim bers for manufarture of aircraft µlywood; testing abrasion resistance of 
h bre boards; testing warping and glueabi li ty for composite construction; 
testing creeping and swelling of wood-based building boards; fire resistance 
of wood based build ing boards; and limiting values of strength a nd nther 
proper ties of pozzolam1. 

Structural and Metals Division - Investigations to determine 
the optim um temperature for ignition of silica being conducted at five 
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laboratories were completed. For silica determination in various metals and 
alloys, ignition temperature of 900° to 950°C was specified in Indian Stand
ards while in British and other overseas standards a temperature of more 
than 1 100°C was recommended. This investigation was, therefore, called 
for to check the results ob tained at 900° to 950°C in comparison with those 
obtained at higher temperature. The data collected as a result of the 
investigations were examined by the relevant technical committee and it 
has beeen decided that optimum temperature for ignition of silica shall 
henceforth be prescribed as 1 050°C in Indian Standards published by the 
Structural and Metals Division. 

Another investigation completed related to the determination of 
spelling resistance requirements for fireclay refractories. 

New research work undertaken related to (a) testing samples of blast 
furnace refractories ( corresponding to Type 1 refractories ) ; these test 
results will help in revising IS : 1529-1961 ' blast furnace refractories for steel 
plants '; (b) testing some sam plcs of hot face insulating bricks conforming to 
IS : 2042-1963 ' Insulating refractories'; the results of these investigations 
will help in including some more properties like thermal conductivity, 
in IS: 2042-1 963; and (c) investigations on RRL PCE test cones for their 
adoption as Indian Standard PCE test cones. These tests will help in ·adopt
ing such cones as Indian Standard PCE test cones. 

Textile Division - Investigations were carried out in connection 
with the preparation of ISI photographic yarn appearance standards for the 
purpose of grading cotton yarn with the help of expert photographers and 
for determining the width, dry breaking strength and turns per metre of 
nylon gill net twines and trawl net twines for including these requirements 
in standards on nylon twines. Investigations were in progress to evolve a 
suitable method of test for evaluating the performance quality of fillets for 
take-up rollers. Tests were carried out for evaluating constructional parti
culars and breaking load of cotton fabrics for reinforcement of rubber hoses 
and hessians used as packing material for determining their hardness; sample 
of braided nylon rope for mountaineering purposes of high tenacity nylon 
yarn was tested for evaluating its constructional particulars, angle of sag, 
etc, and practical trials on tha t sample were conducted at the High Altitude 
Warfare School (HAWS). Tests were also carried out to ascertain 
whether or not it would be necessary to prescribe in the standards on rayon 
velvet, colour fastness to agencies, such as water and light. 
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

1. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION 
(ISO) 

1.1 Out of 119 technical committees of the International Organization 
for Standardization ( ISO ) , as on 31 March 1968, ISI was a Participating 
Member of 86 technical committees and an Observer Member of 28 others. 
In addition, the Institution also held the Secretariat of 4 technical 
committees, 3 subcommittees a nd 8 working groups dealing with subj ects 
of interest to India. 

1.2 ISO General Assembly - The 7th meeting of the General Assembly 
of ISO held in Moscow on 26-27 June 1967 under the presidency of Shri 
Jehangir J . Ghandy. The General Assembly was attended by representa
tives of 42 member countries; India was represented by Dr A. N. Ghosh 
and Shri K. N. P. Rao. Shri F . Sunter (Turkey) was elected President 
of ISO for the three-year term starting 1 January 1968; Member-bodies 
of Germany, Poland, Netherlands, Peru and USSR were elected members 
of the I SO Council for a three-year term beginning 1 January 1968. 

1.3 ISO Council - The Council met on 22-23 J une 1967 under the chair
manship of Shri Jel1augir J. Chandy. Shri H. A. R . Binney, Director, British 
Standards Institution, \.Vas re-elected \'ice-President for another term of 
three years. The h ighlight of the Council meeting was the proposal to 
constitute an Executive Committee to look after the day-to-day work of the 
Cen tral Secretari<i t, superseding a number of administrative committees, 
such as Finance Committee, Supervisory Committee and O rganization 
Committee, which would now be dissolved . Dr A . N. Ghosh, Director 
General, ISI was a ppointed as ISO Liaison Officer with Economic Commis
sion for Asia and F<i r East ( ECAFE) iu succession to Dr Lal C. Vcrnic:tu. 

1.4 ISO Planning Collllllittee ( PLACO) - PLACO, which discusses 
plans and co-ordinates the technical work of over 100 technical committees 
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of ISO, met in Moscow on 14 and 15 June 1967 under the chairmanship of 
Dr Lal C. Verman. I t discussed the various technical points raised about 
new committees, dissolution of old committees, re-working of the scope of 
committees and amalgamation of old two or more committees. As Dr 
Lal C . Verman expressed h is desire lo retire, Shri N . Ludwig (Germany ) 
was appointed the ncvv Chairman and Dr A. N. Ghosh was made a member 
in place of Dr Verman. 

1.5 ISO D evelopment Com m ittee ( DEVCO ) and D evelopment 
Conference ( DEVCONF )-The Development Committee ( DE\'CO ), 
in addition to its regular meeting, organized, in co-operation with a nd with 
the financial assistance of United Nations Industrial D evelopment Ot·ganiza
tion, a Development Conference. Along with the other countries, 
15 developing countries not members of ISO or IEC were also invited to 
participate in the Conference. A number of papers including one from 
Dr A. N. Ghosh were presented. Dr Ghosh was appointed Chairman of the 
Working Group set up by the Development Conference which made certain 
recommendations and which were later adopted by DEVCO and accepted 
by the Council. 

1.6 ISO Standing Committee for the Study of Scientific Principles of 
Standardization ( ISO/STACO ) - STACO met on 21 June 1967 
in Moscow under the chairmanship of Shri T . R . B. Sanders. Out of the 
many scientific principles of standardization discussed in the meeting, the 
main point of interest to India, for the present, was the study of economic 
consequences of international standardization for which there was a concert
ed move by some members of STACO, particularly, Netherlands for the 
establishment of an Economic Section in the I SO Central Secretariat. In 
view of the precarious financia l position of ISO and the backlog of work, 
India expressed doubts about the advisability of initiating such studies at 
present, especially. The Organization Committee ( ORCO ) also recog
nized the financial difficulties and recommended that the establishment of an 
Economic Section in ISO should be dropped for the present. 

1.7 ISO Organization Committee ( ORCO ), Finance Committee 
(FINCO ), Council - Dr A. N. Ghosh, Director General, I S! attended 
the meeting of Organization Committee and Finance Committee ofISO held 
in Geneva from 23-26 February 1968 and also an informal meeting of 
ISO Council on 27 February 1968 in Geneva. The matters considered at 
these meetings included evaluation of the efficiency of the working of the 
Central Secretariat and the ways and means to meet the increasing 
expenditure at ISO. India's views, particularly, wi th regard to keeping 
the expenses within the limits of anticipated income and increasing efficiency 
at the Central Secretariat found favour in the meetings. 

1.8 ISO Technical Committees - A brief report on the work of ISO 
technical committees, subcommittees and working groups of interest to 
India is given in the following paragraphs. 
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ISO /TC 5 Pipes and Fittings - ( Sectt : Switzerland ) - Draft 
ISO Recommendation for pipes and fittings for the dairy industry was 
received for comments and approved on behalf of India. Another four 
draft ISO R ecommendations were received for comments. These related 
to stainless steel tubes - dimensions, tolerances and conventional masses per 
unit length; steel tubes - outside diameter larger than 4 19 mm ( 16! in ); 
steel tubes butt welding bends 5D ( 90° and 180°); and boiler tubes -
dimensions, tolerances and conventional masses per unit length. 

ISO/TC 5 /SC 2 Cast Iron Pipes, Fittings and Their Joints -
( Sectt : France ) - Draft ISO Proposal for ductile iron pipes, fittings and 
accessories for pressure pipe lines was approved on behalf of India. 

ISO/TC 5/SC 3 Non-ferrous Metal Pipes - ( Sectt: France) -
Third meeting, 5-6 December 1967, Paris. India was not represented. 
Revision of ISO Recommendation No. 274 ' Copper tubes of circular 
section-metric series ' was considered. 

ISO /TC 11 Boilers and Pressure Vessels - ( Sectt: USA) -
18-25 October 1967, New York. India was represented by Shri S. C. Dey, 
Chief Inspector of Boilers, Government of Assam, Shillong; Shri M. V. 
Patankar, Director (MED), ISI ; and Shri H . R. S. Rao, Bharat Heavy 
Electricals Ltd, Tiruchirapalli. The Committee recognized the urgent need 
for an International Pressure Vessel Code to facilitate international trade in 
pressure vessels. Consequently, the documents relating to material, design 
and workmanship of pressure vessels, prepared by the concerned Sub
committees and Working Groups were reviewed. It was decided that the 
Secretariats of the Subcommittees and Working Groups would prepare 
revised documents based on the decisions arrived at during the discussions 
and submit them to the TC 11 Secretariat for incorporation in draft ISO 
proposal, which would then be circulated to member-bodies for review and 
comments. Items of administrative nature like foreword, scope, registration, 
procedure and responsibilities were dealt with by the TC 11 Secretariat 
and important agreements reached. Two new Working Groups-WG4 
Safety Valves with Mr Chipperfielcl nf UK as the Chairman, and WG 5 
Testing and Inspection and Certification and Stamping with Mr Clarke 
of USA as the Chairman - were formed and initial meetings held. 

Regarding the materials for boilers and pressure vessels it was agre~rt 
that ;:i 11 ISO Recommendations for steels to be used will be established by 
ISO/TC 17 Working Group 10 Steel for Boilers and Pressure Vessels, but 
with the consent of TC 11. DR 851 Rules for Construction of Stationary 
Boilers was expected to be published as ISO Recommendation by April 
1968. Tt was, however, ugrccd tl1al on the r.ompletion of the prcssme 
vessels the boiler code should be reviewed and brought up-to-date and into 
accord with the relevant provisions of the proposed pressure vessel code, 
reflecting the latest thinking. 
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ISO /TC 12 Quantities, Units, Symbols, Co1£version Factors 
and Conversion Tables - ( Sectt: Denmark) -The following docu
ments were circulated to all the Member-Bodies by ISO Central 
Secretariat: 

a) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 838-Quantities and U nits of 
Atomic and Nuclear Physics, and 

b) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 839- Q uantities and Units to 
Nuclear Reactions and Ionizing Radiations. 

ISO/TC 12/SC 1 Procedure for Inter-Conversion of Values 
from one System of Units to Another - ( Sectt: India ) - The Secre
tariat prepared the third draft proposal on procedures for inter-conversion 
of values from one system of uni ts to another ( Doc : 12 /I N 27 ) and circu
lated it to the members ofISO /TC 12/SC I for their approval and comments. 
The draft proposal was also circulated to the members of ISO /TC 12 for 
their comments. 

ISO/TC 12/SC 2 General Rules for the Use of SI Units, Their 
Multiples and Sub-multiples in the Various Industries - ( Sectt; 
Denmark) - Second meeting, 22-24 June 1967, Moscow. No delegate 
from India could attend the meeting. 

The document 'Rules for the use of units of the international system 
of units and a selection of the decimal multiples and sub-multiples of the 
SI unit' was circulated by the ISO Central Secretariat as Draft ISO 
R ecommendation No. 1557 to all the ISO Member-Bodies as well as ISO 
Council Members. 

ISO /TC 17 Steel - ( Sectt: UK ) - Ninth plenary meeting, 19-23 
June 1967, Moscow under the chairmanship of Mr G. Weston, Associate 
Director, British Standards Institution. The meeting was attended by about 
102 delegates from 21 countries. Besides these, three representatives--one 
each from AICMA. International Institute of Welding and Union Inter
nationale des Chcmins de Fer- participated at the meeting. 

Shri B. S. Krishnamachar, Deputy Director General, I Si ; and Shri 
K . N. P. Rao of Tata Iron & Steel Co Ltd, J amshcdpur, attended this meet
ing on behalf of Ind ia. 

At this meeting, 25 d raft ISO Proposals relating to chemical analysis 
of steel, methods of mechanical testing, structural steel, heat-treated steels, 
methods of tests ( other than mechanical and chemical analysis ) , dimensions 
of hot-rolled steel sections and tinplate were considered and finalized for 
publication as Draft ISO Recommendations. 

During the year, 26 Draft ISO Recommendations were received for 
comments, out of which 19 were approved on behalf of India and the remain
ing 7 were in circulation to the concerned technical committees. 
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ISO /TC 17 /WG 8 Dimensions of Hot-Rolled Steel Sections -
( Sectt: India) - Sixth meeting, 14-17 June 1967, Moscow. Forty-six 
delegates from 16 countries participated in this meeting. As India, being 
the Secretariat of this Working Group, could not provide a Chairman for 
this meeting, Dr Ing. H . Schmitz of West Germany was elected to the chair. 
Shri B. S. Krishnamachar and Shri K. N. P. Rao attended this meeting on 
behalf of India. Shri Krishnamachar acted as the Secretary. 

At the meeting, draft proposal on dimensional tolerances for hot-rolled 
equal and unequal leg angles ( metric and inch series ) was finalized and 
approved for submission to ISO/TC 17 Steel for further processing as a 
Draft ISO Recommendation. 

In addition, draft proposals on I-beam sections (metric series), 
I-column sections (metric series), and dimensions of hot-rolled channels 
( inch series ) were also discussed. 

ISO/TC 17/WG 9 Tinplate and Black Plate - ( Sectt: UK) 
- Fifth meeting, 4-6 July 1967, London. Recommendations regarding 
preparation of draft ISO Proposals for cold reduced tinplate and cold 
reduced black plate in coil form were adopted. 

The draft ISO proposal prepared on the basis of the recommendations 
adopted, has been forwarded to all member countries for their examination 
and comments. 

ISO /TC 17 /WG 10 Steel for Pressure Vessels - ( Sectt: Ger
many )-Third meeting, 25-28 September 1967, Aachen under the chair
manship of Dr H. Schmitz of Fachnormenausschuss Fur Eisen Und Stahl. 
At the meeting, apart from reviewing the work done by its three subgroups, 
the Working Group discussed in detail, draft ISO proposals for plates, 
tubes and forgings. Also, it was decided to collect more data from member 
countries regard ing elevated temperature proof stress values, before the same 
could be included in the relevant documents. Proposal formats for collecting 
the above data were forwarded to all member countries. 

ISO /TC 18 Zinc and Zinc Alloys - ( Sectt: Belgium ) - Four 
draft ISO R ecommenJ alions for zinc ingots; chemical analysis of zinc, 
photometric determination of copper; polarographic determination of 
cadmium in zinc; and photometric determination of iron, were received for 
comments and were approved on behalf of India. 

ISO /TC 20 Aircraft- ( :::iectt: UK) - Fourte~nth meeting, 
19-21 June 1967, Moscow. India did not attend the meeting. Draft 
ISO Recommendation received for comments related to methods of test 
for general purpose electric cables with aluminium or aluminium allny 
conductu1s fu1· aircraft. 

ISO /TC 24 Sieves, Sieving and Other Sizing Methods -
( Sectt: Germany ) - The following Subcommittees met on the dates 
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shown against each: 

ISO /TC 24 /SC 1 Test Sieves 

ISO/TC 24/SC 2 Test Sieving 

ISO /TC 24/SC 3 Industrial Screening 

22 J anuary 1968 

25-26 J anuary 1968 

23 January 1968 

Draft ISO Recommendation No. 805 was printed as ISO /R 565 
'Woven wire cloth and perforated plates in test sieves - nominal sizes of 
apertures '. 

ISO /TC 25 Cast Iron - ( Sectt : UK ) - Fourth meeting, 
11-12 April 1967, London. India did not attend this meeting. Five draft 
ISO Recommenda tions for whiteheart malleable cast iron, blackheart 
malleable cast iron, pearlitic malleable cast iron, designation of the 
microstructure of graphite in cast iron, and beam unnotched impact test 
for grey cast iron were considered. Third draft ISO proposal for spheroidal 
graphi te or nodular graphite cast iron was also considered. 

Two draft ISO Recommendations, namely, designation of the micro
strueture graphite in cast iron; and beam unnotched impact test for grey 
cast iron were received for comments and approved on behalf of India. 

ISO /TC 26 Copper and Copper Alloys - ( Sectt : Germany ) -
Six draft ISO Recommendations relating to special copper alloys, designa
tions for copper and copper alloys, temper designation for copper and copper 
alloys, wrought coppers, cast copper alloys and phosphorus-deoxidized 
copper refinery shapes, were received for comments out of which five were 
approved on behalf oflndia and one is under the consideration of the relevant 
Technical Committee. 

ISO/TC 27 Solid Mineral Fuels - ( Sectt: UK) - Eighth 
meeting, 19-22 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Shri 
D. Flint of British Coal Utilisation Research Association, UK. The Com
mittee approved three draft ISO proposals for determination of the gross 
calorific value of coal with an adiabatic bomb calorimeter, calculation of 
net calorific values, and calculation of coal results to other bases. 

ISO /TC 30 Measurement of Fluid Flow in Closed Conduits -
( Sectt: France ) - Working Group 1 - Venturi tubes-met in Paris on 
11-12 April 1967; and Working Group 2-Stearing group for the activities of 
TC 30 - met in Paris on 13-14 April 1967 and again on 7-8 February 1968 
in Paris. 

D raft ISO Recommendation No. 541 was accepted by the Council 
and was printed. 

Modified text of draft ISO Recommendation No. 1157 ' Venturi 
tubes' was approved by the requisite majority of the member-body. 

ISO /TC 33 Refractories - ( Sectt : UK ) - Three draft ISO 
Recommendations for classification of dense refractory products; dimensions 
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of refractory arch bricks, and Pyrometric reference cones were received 
for comments and approved on behalf of India. 

ISO/TC 33/WG 2 Methods of Test for Refractoriness and 
Refractoriness Under Load - ( Sectt : UK ) - Draft ISO proposal 
for the determination of refractoriness under load of refractory products 
was received for comments. 

ISO /TC 34 Agricultural Food Products - ( Sectt: Hungary) -
Sixth plenary meeting, 26-27 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship 
of Prof Dr Telegdy Kovats of the Technical University, Budapest, Hungary. 
India was represented by Dr Y. K. Subrahmanyam, Deputy Director 
General, Union Ministry of Health and Family Planning, and Dr Hari 
Bhagwan of ISL The Committee considered the reports of its 8 
subcommittees. 

ISO /TC 34/SC I Propagation Materials - ( Sectt : France ) -
Third meeting, 21-23 June 1967, Moscow. India was not represented. 
The Subcommittee considered the draft proposal on method of checking 
cows milk in the light of comments received as a result of voting by 
correspondence by the ' P' members. The amendments suggested by SC I 
were accepted by ISO /TC 34 at the meeting which followed. The 
amended draft proposal will now be submitted for final voting. 

A Working Group was set up to study the characteristics of capacity 
for use of peat pots or pots or both of other vegetable matter ( WG I ). 
Norway was requested to hold its Secretariat. 

Subject to confirmation by members of SC I, the following four 
Working Groups will be set up to look after the respective work: 

i) Specifications for the quality of agricultural seeds ( WG 2 ) -
( Sectt : USSR ) ; 

ii) Specifications for the quality of seeds of trees and shrubs ( WG 3 ) 
- ( Sectt: USSR); 

iii) Terminology, specifications, methods of test, etc, relating to vege-
tative propagated materials ( WG 1· ) ( Sectt: Hungary); 
and 

iv) Problems raised by the artificial insemination of various animals 
to be reared ( WG 5) - ( Sectt: USSR). 

The Secretariat was requested to prepare draft proposals on the 
milk recording of goats and sheep. 

ISO /TC 34/SC 2 Oleaginous Seeds and Fruits - ( Sectt: 
Rumania) - Fifth meeting, 15-16 J une 1%7, Moscow. Methods for deter
mination of free acidity in oilseeds, and determination of protein and oil 
content in oilseed residues were considered. 
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ISO/TC 34/SC 2 /WG 1 Sampling (of Oleaginous Seeds and 
Fruits) - ( Sectt: UK) - Fourth meeting, 14-15 June 1967, Moscow. 
No delegate from India could attend the meeting. 

Sampling qf Crude Vegetable Oils and Fats - Secretariat was requested 
to prepare a revised version of the document 34/2/1 N 25, taking into account 
the decisions reached at the fourth meeting. 

Sampling of Oilseed R esidues - The WG 1 Secretariat was requested 
to prepare a revised version of the document 34/2/l N 19, taking into account 
the decisions reached at the fourth meeting. 

ISO/TC 34/SC 3 Fruits, Vegetables and Their Derived Products 
- ( Sectt: Poland) - Seventh meeting, 24 June 1967, Moscow. Dr Hari 
Bhagwan of ISI represented India . Draft proposals relating to the storage 
of apricots, fresh pineapples, table grapes and tomatoes were considered on 
the basis of the recommendations made by the relevant Working Group. 

A new Working Group ( WG 4 ) - Dry and Dried Fruits, with Iran 
as Secretariat, was set up to study nuts, nut kernels, dried fruits and dehyd
rated fruits. India would participate as an active member of WG 4. 

ISO/TC 34/SC 4 Cereals and Pulses - ( Sectt: Hungary ) - Sixth 
meeting, 19-20 June 1967, Moscow. India was represented by Shri T. S. 
Nagarajan of the Brooke Bond (India) Limited, Calcutta. The 
Subcommittee considered draft proposals concerning method of assessment 
of fitness for storage of cereals a nd pulses, determination of glycosidic hydro
cyanic acid of pulses, determination of ash content in cereals and pulses, 
general directives for the determination of nitrogen ( using the Kjeldahl 
method for the destruction of organic matter), and determination of test 
weight of cereals. Three new subjects relating to determination of vitre
ousness of grain, methods of analysis for particle size of flour, and determina
tion of amylolytic power of cereals and cereal products were taken up for 
inclusion in the future programme of work. 

ISO /TC 34/SC 6 Meat and Meat Products -( Sectt: Germany )
Fifth m eeting, 10-11 November 1967, Berlin. No delegate from India 
could attend the meeting. M eetings of Working Groups 1 and 2 also took 
place in Berlin in November 1967. Detailed report is awaited. 

ISO /TC 34/SC 7 Spices and Condiments - ( Sectt: India )
Fifth meeting, 19-21 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Dr 
Y. K. Subrahmanyam, Deputy Director General, Ministry of Health and 
Family Planning, Government of India. Besides the Chairman, the Indian 
delegation comprised Dr Hari Bhagwan of ISI, who also acted as the Secre
tary for meeting. Following subjects were considered: Specifications for 
(a) Curry powder; (b) Saffron; (c) Cinnamon; (d) Cloves; (e) Coriander 
seed ; and (f) Methods of sampling and test for milling products of red pepper 
( Paprika) . 
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The documents would be revised in the light of the discussions held and 
processed further. 

ISO/TC 34/SC 8 Stimulant Foods - ( Sectt: India) -Third 
meeting, 17 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Dr Y. K. 
Subrahmanyam ( India ) ; Dr Hari Bhagwan of ISI acted as Secretary. 
Reports of three Working Groups on tea, coffee and cocoa were considered. 
It was felt that the methods of sampling were being considered by all the 
three Working Groups and India had offered good comments on all of them. 
It was, therefore, decided that SC 8 Secretariat should prepare a document 
on the guiding principles which could hold good for all the three Working 
Groups. However, the three Working Groups would continue to work 
on their documents to cover details. 

ISO /TC 34/SC 8 /WG I Tea - ( Sectt: UK ) - Second meeting, 
15 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Shri G. W. U. Liddle 
( UK), Dr Y. K . Subrahmanyam, Shri T. S. Nagarajan, Shri D . G. S. 
Marsh and Dr Hari Bhagwan of ISI, attended the meeting on behalf of India. 
The subjects considered at the meeting related to methods of test for tea, 
sampling and specifications for tea, glossary of terms relating to tea trade, 
preparation of infusion for taste test, etc. 

ISO /TC 34/SC 8 /WG 2 Coffee - ( Sectt: Argentina ) - Second 
meeting, 14 and 17 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Prof 
Telegdy Kovats (Hungary). Dr Y. K. Subrahmanyam, Shri T. S. 
Nagarajan and Dr Hari Bhagwan of ISI, attended the meeting on behalf of 
India. The subjects considered included methods of test for green coffee 
beans, determination of moisture content ( basic reference method) and 
determination of moisture content (routine method), sampling of green 
coffee, and terminology of green coffee. 

ISO/TC 34/SC 8 /WG 3 Cocoa - ( Scctt: France) - First meeting, 
16 June 1967, Moscow, under the chairmanship of Shri M. Coste ( France ) . 
Dr Y. K. Subrahmanyam and Dr Hari Bhagwan ofISI attended the meeting 
on behalf of India. The subjects considered included specification for 
cocoa beans, sampling of cocoa beans, test methods of cocoa beans, tests on 
the uniformity of size of ship of cocoa beans, and methods of determination 
of moisture content of cocoa beans. 

ISO /TC 36 Cinematography - ( Sectt: USA ) - Draft ISO 
Recommendations received for comments related to luminance of screens 
for 35 mm projection of indoor theatres, direction of winding for motion
picture film perforated one edge, magnetic stripine on 8 mm motion-picture 
film and cinematography picture areas for films and slides for television. 

ISO/TC 37 Terminology (Principles and Co-ordination)
( Sectt: Austria ) - The following draft ISO Recommendations were 
approved for rnbmi~~inn to the ISO Cuu11cil: 

a) ISO /DR 1189 International unification for concepts and terms 
b) ISO/DR 676 Naming principles 
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The draft ISO Recommendation No. 769 was approved by the ISO 
Council for publication as an ISO Recommendation, namely, ISO /R 
639-1967 'Symbols for languages, countries and authorities'. 

ISO/TC 38 Textiles - ( Sectt: UK) - Draft ISO Recommen
dations received from the Central Secretariat of ISO related to designa
tion of yarn structures, method of test for wool fibre length using a 
comb sorter, permeability method for measuring the mean diameter of 
wool fibres, tests for colour fastness of textiles (fifth series), determination 
of dimensional change of woven fabrics subjected to laundering near the 
boiling point and netting yarns - designation in the tex system. 

ISO /TC 38 /SC 4 Systematic Restriction in the Nu:mber of Yarn 
Counts - ( Sectt: Netherlands ) - Fifth meeting, 24 and 25 October 
1967, Timperlay (UK ) . India was not represented. The Committee 
recommended to change its title from 'Systematic Restriction in the Number 
of Yarn Counts ' to ' Implementation of Tex System '. Draft ISO Recom
mendation on intermediate steps leading to the complete introduction of the 
second stage of tex system was recommended to be withdrawn and replaced 
by a new document. The use of the submultiple, decitex was accepted and 
the Secretariat was asked to prepare the draft revisions of ISO /R 138 
'Universal yarn count system' and ISO/R 271 'Implementation of the tex 
system for designating the size of textile fibres, yarns and similar structures ' 
in which decitex will be given a similar status as that of millitex and 
kilotex. The Committee decided to refer the documents on twist coefficient 
in tex system to members for seeking their views. 

ISO/TC 39 Machine Tools - ( Sectt: France) - Ninth meeting, 
11-14 October 1967, Turin ( Italy) . India was represented by Shri 
R. Yogeshwar of Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd, Bangalore. Draft ISO 
Recommendations relating to cotter slots; test conditions for parallel lathes, 
and test conditions for milling machines were adopted. 

A new Subcommittee, ISO /TC 39 /SC 1 was set up for oil hydraulic 
and pneumatic transmissions. Besides, it was also decided to set up two 
Working Groups - one to study the standardization of unit heads and the 
other to study the lubrication of machine tools. 

ISO/TC 43 Acoustics - ( Sectt: UK) - Tenth plenary meeting, 
25 and 27 April 1968, Vedback (Denmark). The following ISO recom
mendations were issued since the ninth meeting of ISO /TC 43: 
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I SO /R 495-1966 General requirement for the preparation of test 
codes for measuring noise emitted by machines. 

ISO/R 507-1966 Procedure for describing aircraft noise around an 
airport. 

ISO /R 532-1966 Method for calculating loudness level. 
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A large number of draft secretariat proposals were circulated for 
comments on subjects, such as standard reference zero for the calibration of 

lpure tone audiometers, test code for the measurement of the airborne noise 
I emitted by rotating electrical machinery, measurement of reverberation time 
rin auditoria, reference quantities for acoustical levels, proposal for noise 
assessment for hearing conservation purposes, proposal for noise assessment 
with respect to annoyance, and revision of ISO Recommendation No. 507 
'Procedure for describing aircraft noise around an airport'. These documents 
will be considered at the forthcoming tenth plenary meeting of ISO /TC 43. 
At this meeting, the Secretariat's proposal for reorganization of ISO /TC 
43 also will be considered. 

ISO/TC 44 Welding- ( Sectt: France) - Eight draft ISO 
Recommendations relating to dimensions of tubular electrode holders for 
spot welding machines, standardization of solid wires for gas-shielded metal 
arc welding of mild steel, dimensions and pitching of slots on platens for 
projection welding machines, radiographic image quality indicators, radio
graphic inspection of fusion welded butt joints for steel plates and pipes, 
definitions of radiographic terms, code of symbols for covered electrodes, 
dimensions of straight spot welding electrodes, were received for comments 
and approved on behalf of India. 

ISO /TC 44/SC 6 Resistance Welding Equipment - ( Sectt: 
UK) - Draft ISO Recommendations received for comments related to 
dimensions of tubular electrode holders for spot welding machines, 
dimensions and pitching of slots on platens for projection welding machines 
and dimensions of straight spot welding electrodes (for loads greater than 
1 500 kgf ). 

ISO /TC 44/SC 7 Symbolic Representations of Welds on Draw
ings - ( Scctt : France ) - Meeting of the expert group appointed by the 
Subcommittee, 30-31 January 1968, Paris. India was not represented. 
Document on symbolic representation of welds on drawings was considered. 

ISO /TC 44/SC 8 Gas Welding Equipment - ( Sectt : Germany) -
Meeting, 2 }-26 October 1967, Berlin. India was not represented. Second 
draft proposal for welding and cutting blow pipes, definitions, connections, 
marking, nominal range was considered. 

ISO /TC 44/WG 2 Unification of Requirements in the Field of 
Metal Welding - ( Secll: Germany ) - Second meeting, 5-8 February 
1968, Berlin. India was not represented. The scope of the Working 
Group and the first draft proposal of quality safeguarding for welding work 
and the comments thereon were considered. 

ISO /TC 45 Rubber - ( Sectt : UK) - Fifteenth meeting, 
23-30 September 1967, Milan, was held under the chairmanship of 
Shri R . C . Moakes. 141 delegates and observers from 16 countries as well 
as from the International Rubber R esearch and Development Board and 
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International Institute of Synthetic Rubber Products Inc participated 
Dr D. Banetjee, Director, National Rubber Manufacturers Ltd, Calcutta
( Leader ); Shri Lalit Mohan Jamnadas, Managing Director, Cosmos India 
Rubber vVorks Pvt Ltd, Bombay ( Member); Shri M. M. Patel, Technica 
Service Manager, Synthetic and Chemicals Ltd, Bombay ( Member): 
Shri W. G. Desai, Technical Manager, Indian Rubber Regenerating Cc 
Ltd, Bombay (Member); Shri K. M. Phillip, Chairman, Indian Rubber 
Regenerating Co Ltd, Bombay ( Observer) represented India. 13 drafl 
ISO Recommendations and 37 draft ISO proposals were approved. 21 
documents were approved as draft ISO proposals. 

ISO /TC 46 Docwnentation - ( Sectt: Germany ) - Eleventh 
meeting, 24-27 June 1967, Moscow. The documents to be issued as ISC 
Recommendations were the 'International code for the abbreviation of title~ 
of periodicals', 'Abbreviations of generic names in titles of periodicals' 
'Bibliographical references - essential and supplementary elements ', anclo 
the 'International system for the transliteration of Cyrillic characters'. 
The documents 'Title-leaf of a book' and 'Index of a publication' reachec 
the final stage and were submitted as draft ISO Recommendations fo1 
consideration. 

Library statistics, international standard for library directories; 
terminology of classification; book numbering; patents; and full and short
references, their elements and terminology of documentation were taken up 
as the new subjects. 

ISO /TC 46 /SC I Docuinentary Reproduction - ( Sectt: France ) 
- One draft ISO Recommendation, namely, 'Microcopies legibility tests 
description and use of the ISO micromire for checking a reading apparatus ' 
was submitted for acceptance as an ISO Recommendation. Other subjects 
under consideration were glossary of documentary reproduction, 35 mm and• 
16 mm microfilms, spools and reels and A6 size transparent microfiche. 

ISO/TC 46/SC 2 Conversion of Written Languages - ( Sectt: 
USA) - The revision of ISO/R 9 'International system for the translite
ration of Cyrillic characters ' has already been put to vote for approval as 
an ISO Recommendation. Some of the subjects taken up for consideration 
were international system for the transliteration of Arabic characters 
( revision of ISO /R 233 ) , conversion of yiddish, romanization of Japanese, 
etc. 

ISO/TC 55 Sawn Tiinher - ( Sectt: USSR) - Fifth plenary meet
ing, 14-19 June 1967, Moscow. The following draft ISO Recommen
dations were approved by the member-bodies and referred to the Council· 
members for approval: . 
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i) ISO /TC 55 ( Secretariat-29 ) 60E ( Rev ) Draft ISO Recommen
dation No. 874 ' Coniferous sawn timber. Sizes. Methods of 
measurement'. 
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ii) ISO /TC 55 ( Secretariat-3 1 ) 62E ( Rev ) Draft ISO Recommen-
dation No. 875 ' Coniferous sawn timber. Sizes. Values of 
shrinkage and division '. 

The following draft recommendations were referred to member-bodies 
for approval: 

i) ISO/TC 55 ( Secretariat-49 ) 13 1 E /F/R ( Rev ) Draft ISO 
Recommendation No. 1256 'Coniferous sawn timber. Defects. 
Classification ' . 

ii) ISO /TC 55 ( Secretariat-50 ) 132E/F /R ( Rev) Draft ISO 
Recommendation No. 1257 'Coniferous sawn timber. Defects. 
Measurements '. 

iii) ISO/TC 55 ( Secretariat-51) 133 E /F /R (Rev) Draft ISO 
Recommendation No. 1258 'Coniferous sawn timber. Defects. 
Terms and definitions'. 

iv) ISO/TC 55 ( Secretariat-54) 136 E/F/R (Rev) Draft ISO 
Recommendation No. 1259 ' Coniferous sawn timber. Sizes. 
Terms and definitions ' . 

The following ISO proposals were circulated by the ISO /TC 55 
Secretariat for consideration, and will be discussed in the next meeting: 

i) ISO/TC 55 ( Secretariat-78 ) 162 'Wood. Sampling method 
and general requirements for physical and mechanical tests 
( first ISO Draft proposal ) '. 

ii) ISO/TC 55 ( Secretariat-67) 151 'Wood. l\lethod for deter-
mination of moisture content in physical and mechanical tests 
( first ISO Draft proposal ) ' . 

iii) ISO /TC 55 ( Secretariat-69) 153 'Wood. Method of deter-
mination of conventional ultimate strength in local compression 
perpendicular to grain ( first ISO Draft proposal ) ' . 

iv) ISO/TC 55 ( Sccretariat-66 ) 150 'Wood. Method for deter-
mination of density in physical and mechanical tests (first ISO 
Draft proposal ) ' . 

v) ISO /TC 55 ( Secretariat-68) 152 'Wood. Method for deter-
mination of ultimate strength in static bending (first ISO Draft 
proposal ) ' . 

ISO /TC 56 Mica - ( Sectt : India ) - Draft proposal on bridge 
mica received from USSR member-body was circulated to members of 
the Committee for consideration. 

ISO/TC 59 Building Construction - ( Sectt: France) - Fourth 
meeting 22-26 May 1967, Brussels. 
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The following documents were circulated to member-bodies for 
approval: 

ISO/DR 1426 'Architecture and building drawings - Vocabulary' . 
India has approved with minor comments of editorial nature. 

ISO /DR 1427 ' Architectural and building drawings; Preserva
tion of drawings - Scales'. 

T he following documents were circulated to the member-bodies for 
comments: 

i) 'Modular co-ordination, Vocabulary' - Doc. 187E. 

ii) ISO /TC 59 ( Sectt-96 ) l 90E 'Dimensions of swing doors ' (first 
ISO Draft proposal) was referred to member-bodies for comments. 

ISO/TC 61 Plasti cs - ( Sectt: USA) - Seventeenth meeting, 9-14 
October 1967, Ultrecht, Netherlands. Nine working groups and various 
task groups held multiple sessions. 154 delegates from 18 countries partici
pated . 7 draft ISO Recommendations and 21 draft ISO proposals were 
approved. 

ISO/TC 65 Manganese Ores - ( Sectt : USSR) - Sixth plenary 
meeting, 23-27 J une 1967, Moscow. India was not represented. One 
draft ISO proposal on methods of sampling manganese ores, Part II 
Methods of sampling manganese ores not loaded in wagons was considered. 
Member-bodies of TC 65 were requested to furnish their views on a proposal 
made by USSR to set up a new Technical Committee on chromium ores or 
to include this subject in the prograrrune of TC 65. 

ISO /TC 67 /WG 5 Casing, Tubing and Drill Pipes - ( Sectt : 
France) - First meeting, 21 J une 1967, Moscow and second meeting, 
27-28 November 1967, Paris. India did not participate in these meetings. 
Draft ISO proposals on casing, tubings and drill pipes; casing and tubing of 
C-75 steel grade, and casing and tubing with high resistance were considered. 

ISO /TC 69 Statistical Treatment of Observations - ( Sectt : 
France) - Working Group ISO/TC 69/WG 1 Terminology and Symbols, 
held its first meeting at Pa ris on 9 and 10 November 1967. The following 
recommendation was approved for publication: 

I SO/R 645-1967 'Statistical vocabulary and symbols' . First series of 
terms and symbols. Part I: Statistical Vocabulary. The Working Group 
a lso considered draft proposals relating to statistical vocabulary and symbols 
and_second series of terms and symbols, 69 N 122. 

ISO/TC 72 Textile Machinery and Accessories - ( Scctt: 
Switzerland) - Sixth meeting, 24 and 28 April 1967, Paris. India was not 
represented. The Committee agreed to the following programme of work 
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of the various subcommittees in order of priority indicated below: 

TC/72/SC 1 Spinning Preparatory, Spinning and Doubling 
( Twisting ) Machinery: 

Warp tubes 1 : 38 - Lengths over 400 mm 
Metal travellers for spinning and doubling 
Revision of ISO /R 95 to 97 - Rings for spinning and doubling 
Revision of ISO /R 94 - Spindle gauges 
Drafting systems - Terminology 
Spinning machinery - Terminology 
Condenser bobbins 

TC/72/SC 2 Winding and Weaving Preparatory Machinery: 
Paper cones for yarn winding, taper 3°30' 
Preparation for weaving; terms and definitions 
Weaving preparatory machinery; terms and definitions 
Wound packages - Terminology 
Packages without former terminology 
Cop wound yarns, basic terminology 
Cylindrical tubes for man-made fibre yarns 
Amendment of ISO /R 326 - vVood cones for cross winding, nominal 

half angle of cone 5°57' 
\ i\Torking width of sectional warping machines 
Horizontal and vertical pitch of warping creels 

TC/72/SC 3 Weaving Machinery: 
Lingoes for healds for jacquard weaving 
Twin wire healds with flat-oval inset mails 
Serrated bars 
Pirns for box loaders and for winding at the loom 
H anding of shuttles 
( All these subjects to be dealt wi th at the next meeting of WG C ) 

TC/72 /SC 4 Dyeing and Fi nis hing Machinery: 
Nomenclature of dyeing and hnishing machinery 
Vocabulary of dyeing and finish ing machinery 

Draft ISO R ecommendations on flyer bobbins for spindle d iameters 
of 25 mm or more and lifts of 300 rnm aml over and weft pirns for hox 
loaders 1or a utomatic looms were circulated by the ISO Cen tral Secretariat 
to i ts member-bodies for approval as ISO Recommendations. 
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The following draft ISO Recommendations were also received for 
comments: 

a) Cylindrical tubes for draw-stretch-twisters; 
b) Cylindrical sliver cans. Height over I 000 mm; 
c) Cylindrical sliver cans on castors; 
d) Se·:tional beams for warp knitting machines; terminology, di-

mensions; 
e) Definition of right and left sides of dyeing and finishing machines; 
f) Nominal working widths of dyeing and finishing equipment; 
g) Chssification of dyeing and finishing machinery; and 
h) Beams for dyeing fibres and yarn. 

IS0/1rC 72/SC 1 Spinning Preparatory, Spinning and Doubling 
( Twisting ) Machinery - ( Sectt: Switzerland ) - Sixth meeting, 24 
April 1967, Paris. India was not represen ted. The Committee agreed to 
submit the following documents, modified in the light of the decisions taken 
in the meeting, to TC 72 for postal ballot: 

a) Cylindrical tubes for draw-stretch-twisters; 
b) Cylindrical sliver cans, heights over I 000 mm; 
c) Cylindrical sliver cans on castors; and 
d) Flyer bobbins for spindle diameters of 25 mm or more and lifts of 

300 mm and over. 

I t was also agreed that the document on metal travellers for spinning 
and doubling machines, modified in the light of the comments received, be 
circulated to the traveller manufacturers before submitting it to SC I . 

ISO /TC 72 /SC 2 Winding and Weaving Preparatory Machinery 
- ( Sectt: Germany) - Fifth meeting, 25 and 26 April 1967, Paris. India 
was not represented. The Committee agreed to submit the following do
cuments, modified in the light of the decisions taken, for postal ballot to the 
Subcommittee: 

a) Packages for yarns and intermediate products, basic terms; 
b) Wound yarns, basic terms; and 
c) Formers, types. 

It was also agreed that these documents, after approval by the Sub
committee, be submitted to TC 72 for circulation as draft ISO Recommenda
tions. 

ISO/TC 72 /SC 3 Weaving Machinery - ( Sectt: UK) - Sixth 
meeting, 27 April 1967, Paris. India was not represented. The following 
documents were considered at the meeting: 

a) Healds for au tomatic drawing-in machines, 
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b) Closed-end drop wire for drawing-in machines, 
c) Serrated bars, 
d) Terminology for shuttles, 
e) Lingoes, and 
f) Numbering of heald frames. 

ISO /TC 72 /WG E Sectional Beams for Warp Knitting Machines 
- ( Sectt: Germany) - Fourth meeting, 26 April 1967, Paris. India was 
not represented. The Committee agreed to submit the document ' Sectional 
beams for warp knitting machines, terminology, dimensions', prepared in the 
light of the decisions taken, to TC/72 for postal ballot. In respect of ISO 
Recommendation on Sectional beams, the Committee agreed that a new 
clause relating to dynamic balancing be added. 

ISO /TC 74 Hydraulic Binders - ( Sectt: Belgium ) - The follow
ing ISO Draft Recommendations were received for acceptance by member
bodies and are now under print: 

i) ISO/DR 771 'Definitions and terminology of cements'. 
ii) ISO /DR 772 ' Method of testing strength of cements compressive 

and flexural strengths of plastic mortar ( Rilem-Cembureau 
method)' . 

iii) ISO /DR 737 ' Chemical analysis of cement. Main constituents 
of portland cement '. 

iv) ISO/DR 774 'Chemical analysis of cement. Minor constituents 
of portland cement ' . 

v) ISO /DR 775 ' Chemical analysis of cement. Determination of 
sulphur as sulphide' . 

ISO /TC 79 Light Metals and Their Alloys - ( Sectt: France ) -
- Nine Draft ISO Recommendations relating to chemical analysis of a lu
minium and aluminium alloys, photometric determination of manganese, 
tensile testing of light metal and light metal alloy tubes and wires, drift 
expanding test on light metal and light metal alluy tubes, simple bend test 
for light metal and light metal alloy sheet and strip of thickness between 
0·2 mm and 7 mm, flattening test of aluminium and aluminium alloy tubes, 
simple torsion test and wrapping test for alumin ium and aluminium alloy 
wire and verification ofRockwell superficial N ;rnd T scale hardness testiug 
machines were received for comments. Out of these eight have been ap
proved on behalf of India and one is in circulation to the concerned com
mittee. 

ISO /TC 81 Common Names for Pesticidt!s - ( Sectt: UK) 
- Seventh meeting, 26-29 September 1967, London. India was 
represented by Shri G . J. Hedley of Tata Fison Industries Ltd, Bombay. 
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ISO /TC 85 Nuclear Energy - ( Sectt: USA ) - Fourth meeting, 
10 November 1967, Geneva (Switzerland ). India was not represented. 
The Committee reviewed the work done by various subcommittees since 
its last meeting held in May 1960. The plenary session of the Committee 
was followed by the meetings of various subcommittees. Subcommittee 
3 'Reactor Safety' decided to set up 3 Study Groups to study the following: 

a) Future work in the field of steel containment structures and to 
recommend particular area which appear likely to enable profit
able study and the production of ISO Recommendations; 

b) Nature and scope of standardization work in the area of pre
stressed concrete pressure vessels and prestressed containment 
structures; and 

c) The possibility of collecting and statistically analyzing information 
concerning faults relating to reactors and their equipment. 

ISO /TC 87 Cork - ( Sectt: Portugal ) - The Draft ISO Recom
mendation No. 733 ( revised text ) ' Cork. Glossary' was submitted to the 
ISO Council members for approval as an ISO Recommendation and the 
ISO has decided to accept this as an ISO Recommendation for publication 
under the reference ISO/R 633-1967 'Cork. Glossary.' 

ISO /TC 89 Boards Made from Wood of Other Lignocellulosic 
Fibrous Materials - ( Sectt: Germany ) - Fourth plenary meeting, 
20-24 October 1967, Bucharest. Revised text of six draft ISO Recommen
dations for ' Fibre building boards ', four draft ISO Recommendations for 
' Particle boards ' and five draft ISO Proposals for ' Plywood ' were adopted 
unanimously. 

ISO /TC 89 /SC 1 Fibre Building Boards - ( Sectt: Germany ) -
Draft ISO Recommendations for 'Fibre building Boards - definition, classi
fication, determination of dimensions of test pieces, determination of moisture 
content, determination of bending strength, determination of water absorp
tion and swelling in thickness after total immersion in water, and deter
mination of density' were adopted by ISO /TC 89 at its fourth plenary 
meeting held in Bucharest. 

ISO /TC 89 /SC 2 Particle Boards - ( Sectt: Germany ) - Draft 
ISO R ecommendations for 'Particle boards-definition, classification, 
determination of dimensions of test pieces, d etermination of density, and 
determination of moisture content' were a dopted by ISO /TC 89 at its 
meeting in Bucharest. 

ISO /TC 89 /SC 3 Plywood - ( Sectt: Germany ) - Fourth meeting, 
17-19 October 1967, Bucharest. ISO Draft Proposals on 'Plywood-classi

fication, terminology, determination of dimensions of panels, general re
quirements and dimensions and tolerances' were adopted at ISO /TC 89 
meeting, for transmission of the documents to the ISO Central Secretariat. 
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In addition, five draft ISO Proposals were adopted for submitting to ISO 
Central Secretariat for voting by correspondence of the 'P' members of the 
ISO /TC 89 and of the ISO member-bodies. 

ISO /TC 90 Apparatus for Testing Milk and Milk Products -
( Sectt: Germany ) - According to the decision of PLACO, this Committee 
was disbanded and the work would be carried on within ISO/TC 34/SC 5 
' Milk and milk products '. 

ISO /TC 92 Fire Test on Building Materials and Structures -
( Sectt: UK) - Fifth plenary meeting, 9 November 1967, Hague. The 
following two new working groups were formed: 

i) ISO /TC 92 /WG 7 To discuss problems of reaction to fire 
and fire resistance. 

ii) ISO /TC 92/WG 8 To review the possible need for revising 
ISO Draft Recommendation No. 1060 
' Fire resistance tests of structures'. 

Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1060 ' Fire resistance test of struc
tures' was received from the ISO Central Secretariat for our approval and 
was duly approved. 

ISO /TC 99 Semi-Manufacturers of Timber - ( Sectt: Geneva ) 
Third meeting, 25-26 October 1967, Bucharest. The following Draft 
Recommendations were circulated to ISO member-bodies for their approval 
for printing: 

i) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 756 (revised text) ' Mosaic 
parquet panels '. 

ii) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1324 ' Classification of 
parquet strips of solid oak ' . 

ISO /TC 96 Cranes , Lifting Appliances and Related Excavator 
Equipment - ( Sectt: UK) - Second plenary meeting, 20-22 June 
1967, Moscow. The scope of the Committee was clearly defined by 
changing the title of the Committee to ' Cranes, Lifting Appliances and 
Related Excavator Equipment '. 

As a recommendation of the Working Group 1, the committee estab
lished a new programme of work giving priority to important subjects like 
terminology, classification of equipment, range of capacity and selection of 
ropes for cranes, stability requirements, testing procedures and general 
design principles. 

T he Committee set up the following three new Working Groups: 

WG 2 - Terminology ( Sectt : USSR ) , 
WG :; - ~election of Ropes ( Sectt: UK), and 
WG 4 -Testing Procedures ( Sectt: USSR ). 
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Working Group 1 will under a feasibility study into the question of 
preparing a document on general design principles. 

ISO/TC 102 Iron Ores - ( Sectt: Japan) -Two draft ISO pro
posals on sampling and preparation of samples of iron ores were received for 
comments. These draft proposals were not approved by India. 

ISO/TC 102/SC I Sampling of Iron Ores - ( Scctl: Japan) -
Fourth meeting, 16-20 June 1967, Moscow. India was not represented. 
One draft ISO proposal on moisture determination of iron ores was consi
dered in detail. Consideration of two other draft ISO proposals on method 
for evaluation of quality variation of iron ores and experimental methods 
for check sampling of iron ores was postponed to the next meeting due to 
late circulation of these documents to the member countries. 

ISO/TC 102/WG I Methods of Physical Tests of Iron Ores -
( Sectt: USA ) - Second draft ISO proposals relating to methods of tum b
l er test for pallets, sinters and sized iron ores was received for comments. 

ISO /TC 106 Dentistry - ( Sectt: UK ) - Third plenary meeting, 
6-7 July 1967, Paris. Also, the first joint meeting of ISO /TC 106 
with the Federation Dentaire Internationale, FDI Commission on 
Dental Materials, Instruments, Equipment and Therapeutics was held 
on 5July 1967. Col N. N. Bery, Chairman of Dental Equipment Sectional 
Committee, CPDC 15 and Dental Instruments Sectional Committee, CPDC 
21, who was in Paris at that time in connection with meetings oflnternational 
Dental Congress, attended the joint meeting on 5 July 1967 and the inaugural 
session ofISO/TC 106 on 6 July 1967. 

It was decided to prepare documents on clastomeric impression 
materials and acrylic resin teeth. The Committee also agreed to circulate 
documents on terminology to member countries. 

ISO /TC 107 Metallic and other Non-organic Coatings - ( Sectt: 
Italy ) - Second plenary meeting, 10-12 April 1967, Budapest. Eight 
draft ISO proposals for measurement of metal and oxide coating thicknesses 
by microscopic examination of cross sections; electroplated coatings of nickel 
plus chromium, of copper-nickel-chromium on steel and of nickel; guiding 
principles for protection against corrosion by hot-dip galvanizing; deter
mination of the mass per unit ore of hot-dip galvanized coatings on ferrous 
materials by chemical dissolution of the coating-gravimetric method; 
requirements for hot-dip galvanized coating on fabricated ferrous products, 
and a method for the evaluation of the results of accelerated corrosion 
tests on elcctrodeposited coatings cathodic to the basis metal, were consi
dered. 

ISO /TC 107 /WG I Terminology - ( Sectt: Switzerland ) - Third 
meeting, 14-15 March 1968, Torino. India was not represented. Two 
draft ISO proposals for general classification of terms relating to surface 

II 
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treatment and metallic coatings and glossary of terms relating to electro
plating were considered. 

ISO /TC 107 /WG 2 Methods of Inspection and Co-ordination of 
Test Methods - ( Sectt: Italy) -Third meeting, 11-13 March 1968, 
Turin ( Italy ). India was not represented. Four draft ISO proposals 
relating to definition of minimum and average thickness of metallic and 
other non-organic coatings, measurement of the thickness of metallic coat
ings by the anodic dissolution method, measurement of thicknesses by 
instruments based on the magnetic principles, and measurement of the 
thickness of non-conductive layers of metal coatings by the Eddy current 
method, were considered. 

ISO /TC 107 /WG 3 Electrodeposited Coatings - ( Sectt : UK ) 
-Meeting, 13-1 5 November 1967, London (UK). India was not 
represented. Four draft ISO proposals relating to electroplated coatings 
of zinc on iron and steel, cadmium on iron and steel, tin, and 65 /35 tin
nickel alloy, were considered. 

ISO /TC 113 Measurement of Liquid Flow in Open Channels -
( Sectt: India) - ISO Recomrnendation-ISO/R 555-1966 'Liquid flow 
measurement in open channels dilution methods for measurement of 
steady flow: Part I Constant rate of injection method' was printed. The 
following draft ISO Recommendations were submitted to the Council for 
acceptance and approval for pringing: 

a) ISO /DR 948 ' Liquid flow measurement in open channels by 
velocity area methods'. 

b) ISO/DR 954 'Vocabulary of terms and symbols used in con
nection with the measurement of liquid flow with a free surface'. 

Further, draft ISO Recommendation No. 1140 'Liquid flow mea
surement in open channels by slope area method' was approved by the 
requisite majority of the member-bodies and was in the process of submission 
to the Council. Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1438 'liquid flow mea
surement in open channels using thin plate weirs and venturi flumes' was 
submitted to the central Secretariat for circulation to the member-bodies. 
Draft ISO R ecommendations 995 and 1071 on 'Instructions for collection 
of data and the stage discharge relation ', respectively, were approved by a 
majority of the member-bodies, and were being processed further. 

ISO /TC 117 Methods of Testing Industrial Fans - ( Scctt: 
UK ) - The following Subcommittee and Working Groups of 
ISO /TC 11 7 held their meetings on the dates mentioned against each: 

ISO /TC 11 7 /SC 1 Fan Performance 
Testing 

Date Place 

24 April 1967 London 
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ISO /TC 11 7 /SC l /WG 1 Rules for 
Fan Performance Testing 

ISO /T C 11 7 /SC l /WG 2 Methods for 
Fan Performance Testing with 
Standardized Airways 

ISO /TC 117 /SC l /WG 3 Site Testing 
of Fans 

I ndia did not attend these meetings. 

Date 
25-26 April 1967 
21-24 Nov 1967 

27-28 April 1967 

12-14 June 1967 

Place 
London 
Paris 

London 

Bruzelles 

Draft ISO proposals relating to aeraulic characteristics of fans and 
their determination, matters of principle and recommendations about 
aerodynamic performance test methods in a test stand of the industrial 
encased fans, adaptation of a fan and a fan performance test circui t, testing 
of fans, and acceptance and performance tests on fans were discussed at 
these meetings. 

ISO /TC 122 Packaging - ( Sectt: USA ) -

ISO/TC 122/SC 2 Freight Containers - Fifth plenary meeting, 
22, 23, 24 and 26 J une 1967, Moscow. The most important task of the 
Committee was to reach international agreement on the design of corner 
fittings to be specified for series 1 containers and the Committee unanimously 
adopted the proposal of one of its working groups on the subject. T he 
Committee also unanimously adopted the draft proposals covering 'Specifi
cation in testing series 1 and series 2 containers ' ( the dimensions and rating 
of which have already been specified in DR-804 and have been ratified by 
member countries). T he draft ISO Recommendation on this subj ect was 
decided to be submitted for the approval of all ISO member-bodies. Further, 
a working group was set up to deal specifically with small containers 
( series 3 ) and with a rating of 5 ton or less. 

In view of the special circumstances raised by the Secretariat of 
I SO /TC 122 (USA) and bearing in mind the present practices requiring 
successive processing of draft recommendations through Subcommittees and 
Technical Committees, the Council by a resolution decided to re-establish 
ISO /TC 104 ' Freight containers'. 

ISO/TC 122/SC 3 Methods of Test and Quality Requirement for 
Packaging - ( Sectt: U K ) - First meeting, 28-30 November 1967, 
London. I t was agreed that the Subcommittee would concern itself 
with performance requirements and tests for field transport packages. 

2. INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION ( IEC) 

2.1 As on 31 March 1968, there were 64 IEC technical committees, 82 
subcommittees, 4 expert committees and 124 working groups of the 
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International Electrotechnical Commission ( IEC ). India participated in the 
work of almost all technical committees and subcommittees and a few 
working groups. In addition, India held the Secretariat of and provided 
chairmanship for the technical committee on electric fans. 

2.2 A brief report of the working of various IEC committees, which met 
during the period under review, is given in the following paragraphs. 

ANNUAL GROUP MEETINGS AT PRAGUE (CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 

About 42 Technical Committees, Subcommittees, Working Groups and 
Adivsory Committees, and the Committee of Action met at Prague ( Czecho
slovakia) from 11-25 July 1967. 

Dr A. N. Ghosh, Director General, ISI, represented India at these 
meetings. 

Council ( 20 July 1967) - The General Secretary presented the 
Central Office Report for 1966 which was cogent and precise. As in 
the past meetings, the need for increasing .the finances was discussed at 
great length when the Treasurer explained the problems facing the IEC 
and the need for increasing the subscriptions. 

The question of liaison with ISO was explained by Prof R. Radulet, 
President of IEC, Mr H. A. R. Binney, Vice-President of ISO, and Mr 
C. H. Sharpston, Secretary General of ISO. 

Mr Pierre Ailleret, President of French National Committee was un
animously elected as President of IEC for a period of three years 1967-1970; 
while Mr J. 0. Knowles was re-elected as the Treasurer for the same period. 

Committee of Action ( 13 and 25 July 1967) - The Com
mittee of Action considered the reports received from various committees 
which had met in Israel in 1966. A point of special interest discussed at 
the meeting was whether it would be possible to standardize conduits. It 
was finally agreed that TC 23 Electrical Accessories should take up this work. 
Another subject of special interest to India was the question of taking up 
work on wiring rules. A subcommittee first considered this question in 
detail, discussing the preliminary document prepared by UK, and then the 
Committee of Action set up a new Technical Committee, namely, ' Electrical 
Installations of Buildings ', for preparing recommendations on this subject. 

The Committee of Action also considered a request from ISO /TC 
95 concerning electrical requirements of office machines. 

Concerning the British proposal to start work on integrated circuits, 
it was decided that TC 47 Semiconductor Devices should be invited to 
examine this matter at its next meeting and that ACET alsu sliuulJ give:: the:: 
matter a further thought before making recommendations to the Committee 
of Action for a final decision in 1968. 
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TC 8 Standard Voltages, Current Ratings and Frequencies -
( Sectt: Italy) - The Committee discussed an important point concerning 
the unification of220/380 and 240/415 V, and decided that it may be consi
dered again by the Working Group to see whether a reference voltage for 
utilization equipment could be found in the range of voltages above 1 000 V. 
It was also agreed to have a separate table of nominal voltages and highest 
voltage of equipment for industrial applications included in IEC Pub 38 
'Standard system voltages'. 

TC 12 Radio-Communication - ( Sectt: Netherlands) -The 
Committee received reports of its three Subcommittees, namely, SC 12A, 
12B and 12C. A large number of documents recommended by them were 
approved for circulation under the six-months' rule. In addition, the Com
mittee also considered a document on symbols for information on terminal 
devices and controls for radio-communication equipment and electronic 
devices employing similar techniques. 

SC 12A Radio Receiving Equipment - ( Sectt: Netherlands)- In 
addition to receiving reports of various Working Groups, the Subcommittee 
recommended the following for circulation under the six-months' rule: 

a) Methods of measurement of oscillator voltage in the frequency 
range 30 Mc/s to 1 000 Mc/s at the aerial terminals of a radio 
receiver ( to be issued as supplement to IEC Pub l 06 ) ; and 

b) Methods of measurement on radio receivers for various classes 
of emission for modifications and additions to be applied to radio
frequency measurements on receivers for amplitude-modulation 
transmissions, of the full-carrier double-side band type. 

The Subcommittee discussed various documents relating to measure
ment of radio receiving equipment, such as measurement of MF stereo 
receivers, measurement of time-base radiations, immunity of television 
receivers to the entry of signals and interference by paths other than the 
aerial, professional FM receivers. 

The Committee also constituted a new Working Group SSMP for 
radio and television receivers to deal with the standard measuring methods 
for performance of radio receivers. 

SC 12B Safety - ( Sectt: Netherlands) - The documents relating to 
(a) Mechanical strength of electronic equipment, (b) Requirements for splash
proof equipment, (c) ~ermissib~e cha~ge in resistance. of ~esistors, ~d) Re
quirements for professional radio receivers, (e) Test circuit and switch for 
surges, (f) Requirements and tests for mains cords and for external cords 
with live conductors, (g) Monitor for ionizing radiation, (h) Requirements 
for battery eliminators, U) Requirements and tests for safety capacitors, 
and (k) Requirements for apparatus with more than one supply possibility, 
were recommended for circulation under the six-months' rule. 
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Revised Secretariat documents on a number of subjects, such as im
plosion test methods, moisture, treatment, wood as insulating material, test 
methods for insulating layers, mechanical stability of equipment, additional 
requirements of printed wiring and switches of microgap construction used 
as mains switches, will be issued for further consideration. 

A Working Group was set up for the preparation of test methods for 
capacitors, short-circuiting of which may cause fire hazard. 

SC 12C Radio Transmitting Equipment - ( Sectt: Netherlands ) 
- The following documents were recommended for circulation under the 
six-months' rule: (a) Methods of measurements for radio transmitters- Part 
7 : Wanted and unwanted modula tion of radio transmitters for various 
classes of emission - Section One: Modulated emissions; (b) Methods of 
measurements for radio transmitters - Part 7: Wa nted and unwanted mo
dulation of radio transmitters for various classes of emission - Section Two: 
Characteristics of transmitters particular to modulation; (c) Methods of 
measurements for radio transmitters - Part 7: Wanted and unwanted modu
lation of radio transmitters for various classes of emission - Section Three: 
Deterioration of the carrier caused by modulation; and (d) Methods of 
measurements for radio transmitters - Part 7 : Wanted and unwanted modu
lation of radio transmitters for various classes of emission - Section Four: 
Unwanted modulation, including hum and noise modulation. 

Documents relating to (a ) measurement of amplitude/frequency 
characteristics and non-linearity distortion of transmitters for radio-telephony 
and sound broadcasting, and (b) measurements particular to transmitters 
and transposers for monochrome and colour television will be circulated as 
Secretariat documents. 

TC 13 Measuring Instruments - ( Sectt: Hungary ) - The 
Committee received and approved the report from its Subcommittees and 
Working Groups; and recommended a large number of documents for 
circulation under the six-months' rule. In addition, second draft on electro
technical vocabulary on scientific and industrial measuring instruments 
in relation to the definitions proposed by OIML was considered. 

The Committee discussed the reorganization of SC 13C Electronic 
Measuring Instruments and decided unanimously to propose to the Commit
tee of Action the formation of a new Technical Committee for electronic 
measuring equipment, such as oscillators, generators and microwave appa
ratus. The Committee also recommended that the present SC 13C should be 
maintained with the restricted scope to deal with the electronic measuring 
instruments mainly intended to replace electrical measurements, such as 
electronic voltmeters and for other electronics covering the need for SC 13A 
Integrating Metrrs ann SC l 3B Indicating Instruments. 

SC 13A Integrating Meters - ( Sectt: Hungary) - Document 
relating to telemetering for consumption and demand was recommended 
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for circulation under the six-months' rule, the document on symbols for meters 
for consideration was agreed to be revised at the next meeting, an d document 
on alternating-current watthour meters was postponed for consideration at 
the next meeting. It was also decided to ascertain the interest of National 
Committees on statistical control of meters and a Working Group was 
appointed in drawing up the outline for this work. 

SC 13B Indicating Instruments - ( Sectt: Hungary) - Docu
ment relating to indirect acting instruments was recommended for circulation 
under the six-months' rule and the German proposal relating to precision to 
resistors was agreed to be circulated as Secretariat document. The Sub
committee also considered the Swedish proposal to standardize dimensions 
for switchboard and panel instruments and decided to re-examine this 
subject after collecting necessary information on the work being done in 
ISO. 

SC 13C Electronic Measuring Instruments - ( Sectt: Hungary ) 
-The Committee considered the reports received from various Working 
Groups and recommended for issue under the six-months' rule the documents 
on cathode-ray oscilloscopes and specification for signal generators. 

SC 17C High Voltage Enclosed Switchgear and Controlgear 
( Sectt: Germany) - The documents on: (a) Co-ordination of rated volta
ges, rated short-time currents and rated normal currents for high voltage 
meter enclosed switchgear and controlgear; (b) Requirements and test 
methods for shutters, partitions and inspection windows of insulating 
material; and (c) Weatherproofing test, were discussed at this meeting. It 
was decided that these drafts, which supplemented the main document on 
high-voltage metal enclosed switchgear and controlgear, would be circulated 
for approval under the six-months' rule. 

TC 25 Letter Sym bols and Signs - ( Sectt: USA ) - The docu
ments on: (a) Letter symbols for telecommunications and electronics, (b) 
Letter symbols for 2-part networks, (c) Rules for subscripts, (d) Recommend
ed subscripts, and (e) Additional letter symbols to Pub 27 'Letter symbols' 
to be used in electrical technology were recommended for issue under the 
six-months' rule. 

SC 31G Intrinsically Safe Apparatus - ( Sectt: UK) -The 
Committee discussed the proposal of the German National Committee 
regarding the layout and test for intrinsically safe electrical equip
ment, in particular the test apparatus. It was decided to issue revised 
draft under the six-months' rule. A working group was appointed to go into 
the question of test methods as also the definitions. 

TC 32 Fu ses - ( Sectt: France ) - Apart from receiving the 
reports of the Subcommittees and Working Groups, the Committee discussed 
the type designations of fuse-links for miniature and low-voltage fuses and 
concluded that it was not possible to reach an agreement concerning either 
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the use of symbols or the possibility of achieving common symbols for all 
Subcommittees and that the use of symbols to indicate the general charac
teristics of fuse-links should remain within the scope of the individual Sub
committees for the time being. 

SC 32A High Voltage Fuses - ( Sectt: France ) - The Committee 
decided to recommend the draft on high voltage expulsion and similar fuses 
for circulation under the six-months' rule. 

SC 32B Low Voltage Fus es - ( Sectt: Germany ) - A draft of the 
questionnaire to be put to the National Committees, to get a larger basis 
for the future discussion on 'non-interchangeability', was discussed. The 
Subcommittee also discussed the problems involved in standardizing the 
characteristics and dimensions of fuses, and it was felt that domestic fuses and 
industrial fuses up to 100 A capacity should be studied separately, and two 
working groups were formed with the Secretariat of SC 32B as the Secre
tariat of both the Working Groups. 

SC 32C Miniature Fuses - ( Sectt: Netherlands ) - The Sub
committee discussed the standard sheets on time-lag low breaking capacity 
and quick-acting low breaking capacity fuses . The revision of IEC Pub
lication 127 'Cartridge fuse links for miniature fuses', was taken up during 
this meeting and it was decided to prepare a final Secretariat document. 

TC 33 Power Capacitors - ( Sectt: Netherlands ) - The Com
mittee discussed in detail the document on coupling capacitors and 
capacitor dividers and recommended it for approval under six-months' rule. 

TC 36 Insulators - ( Sectt: Italy) - Documents relating to: (a) 
Characteristics of string insulators units of cap and pin type; and (b) Locking 
devices for ball and socket coupling of string insulators, were approved for 
circulation under the six-months' rule and the two-months procedure, 
respectively. The Committee also received and approved the reports of its 
Subcommittees. 

SC 36C Insulators for Sub-stations - ( Sectt: Sweden ) - The 
Subcommittee included the following subjects in its futur~ programme of 
work: 

a) Insulators for HVDC, 

b) Insulators to withstand switching surges, 

t:) Pollution tests, 

d) Radio interference tests, 

e) Insulators of organic materials, and 

f) Testing of ~mii 11, hnllnw porcelains. 

A Working Group was set up for the subjects (a) to (d). 
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TC 40 Capacitors and Res istors for Electronic Equipment -
( Sectt: Netherlands) - The Committee recommended for circulation 
under the six-months' rule, the documen ts relating to: (a) Specification for air 
dielectric rotary variable capacitors; (b) Guide to the use of testing of variable 
capacitors; ( c) Terms and methods of test for fixed capacitors; ( d) Dimensions 
for ceramic dielectric capacitors of the plate type; ( e) Case sizes of aluminium 
electrolyte capacitors; (f) Specification for NTC thermistors; (g) Fixed wire
wound resistors, Type 2 with relatively small temperature coefficients and 
close tolerances; and (h) Terms and methods of test for potentiometers. 

The Committee also considered the report of SC 40A and discussed a 
large number of documents relating to resistors and capacitors, revised 
drafts of which will be considered at the next meeting. 

SC 40A Variable Capacitors - ( Sectt: UK) -The Subcom
mittee recommended the specification for air dielectric variable 
capacitors, and guide on the use of testing of variable capacitors for 
circulation under the six-months' rule. After discussing the difficulties 
involved in the preparation of article sheets, it was agreed that a 
Secretariat questionnaire should be circulated. An ad hoc Working 
Group was constituted to discuss the specification of solid dielectric variable 
capacitors having interleaving rotating vanes. It was agreed to request the 
USA National Committee to make a detailed proposal for ceramic rotary 
trimmers. 

TC 44 Electri cal Equipment of Machine Tools - ( Sectt: Swit
zerland) - The drafts on: (a) Referencing letters for diagrams, and (b) 
Illuminated push-buttons were discussed and recommended for circulation 
under the six-months' rule. It was further decided to prepare a Secretariat 
document on other symbols for submission to TC 3 Graphical Symbols. 
Three Working Groups were formed: WG 1 ( Sectt: Switzerland) to con
tinue the ·work on diagrams and other appendices for !EC Publication 204; 
WG 2 ( Sectt: France) to continue the work on current carrying capacity 
of conductors for machine tools; and WG 3 ( Sectt: Germany) to define 
the scope of TC 44 to cover other machines for which !EC Pub 204-1, 204-2 
and 204-3 apply as they stand or with only minor modifications. 

SC 48C Switches ( Sectt: UK) - The Committee discussed 
the document on classification of switches and decided to redraft this 
document. The Committee also recommended the document on push
button switches for circulation under six-months' rule. 

TC 49 Piezo-Electric Crystals and Associated Devices -( Sectt: 
USSR) - Documents relating to: (a) Small crystal holders; (b) Testing 
for mechanical stress and cracks in glass crystal holders; (c) Transmission 
test circuit method for measurement of frequency and equivalent resistance 
of crystal units, mechanical, climatic and storage tests for crystal fi lters; 
and (d) Terms and definitions for piezo-electric filters, were approved for 
circulation under six-months' rule. Documents on few other types of holders, 
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glass holders, guide for transmission tests for measurement of frequency and 
equivalent crystal units, sealing test, test method for piezo-electric filters, 
guide to the piezo-electric were approved for circulation as Secretariat 
documents for further consideration. 

TC 56 Reliability of Electronic Components and Equipment 
- ( Sectt: USA ) - The Committee recommended the document on time 
grid for reliability tests and data acquisition for circulation under the six
months' rule. The draft on guide for the collection of reliability data from 
field performance of electronic equipment was agreed to be circulated to the 
various National Committees with a request for approval for its circulation 
under the six-months' rule without waiting for its being reconsidered at a 
meeting. 

The Committee also agreed to issue an amendment on managerial 
aspect of reliability under six-months' rule subject to the condition that 
it should be issued as IEC report only. 

TC 57 Line Traps - ( Sectt: Germany ) - The Committee appro
ved a draft recommendation for line traps for circulation under the 
six-months' rule. 

TC 59 Performance of Household Electrical Appliances ( Sectt: 
France ) - A new Subcommittee 59G for small motor operated kitchen 
appliances was set up. In addition, the Committee received and considered 
the reports of the Subcommittees 59A, 59B, 59C, 59D, 59E and 59F. 

SC 59A Electric Dishwashers - ( Sectt: USA ) - The Subcom
mittee discussed about the soiling p rocedure, evaluation of washed dishes 
and items and dimensions of place settings to be incorporated in the draft 
recommendations for measurement of performance characteristics of electric 
dishwashers. 

SC 59B Cooking Appliances - ( Sectt: Germany) - Various 
proposals on measuring methods of a few characteristics, such as heat dis
tribution, grilling surface, energy consumption and surface protection, to 
be included in the draft on test methods for the performance of household 
electrical ranges and ovens, were discussed. The original draft was also 
separately discussed by the Subcommittee and the Secretariat would prepare 
the final draft. 

SC 59E Ironing and Pressing Appliances - ( Sectt: Japan ) -
The Subcommittee recommt>nded for circulation the draft ua method of 
measuring characteristics of domestic electric irons under the six-months' 
rule. 

SC 59F Floor Treatment Appliances - ( Sectt: Sweden ) - The 
Subcommittee discussed the documents on performance te5ting of (a) 
domestic vacuum cleaner, and (b) floor polishers. The problem of standardi
zation of the test carpet for vacuum cleaner was discussed at length and it 
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was felt that no international standardization was possible in this respect. 
I t was decided that each country should choose its own test carpet. 

MEETINGS AT OTHER PLACES 

TC 2 Rotating Machinery - ( Sectt: UK) - 29 September 
1967, Baden-Baden (Germany). Shri Y. S. Venkateswaran, Director 
( Electro technical ) , ISI , attended the meeting as an Indian delegate. 
The Committee received the report of several preparatory Working 
Groups entrusted with work on measurement of temperature-rise by the 
method of superposition, terms and definitions, temperature-rises, noise 
limits, terminals and acceptable limits of balance. In addition, reports of 
Subcommittees were also received. The document on protection of rotat
ing electrical machinery against environmental conditions was briefly dis
cussed in relation to the directive of the Committee of Action to keep in mind 
IEC Pub 68. I t was agreed that SC 2H should examine this document again, 
taking into account appropriate part of IEC Pub 68. Another important 
point discussed was the UK proposal to take up work on insula tion systems 
for rotating machines. At the suggestion of Indian delegate it was agreed 
to await the recommendations of Insulation Systems TC 63 but, in the 
meanwhile, requirements of rotating machinery could be collected for pass
ing on to that Committee. The suggestion from Yugoslavia to take up 
work on classification of methods of construction of rotating machines was 
accepted and the subject was allotted to SC 2H. 

SC 2B Dimensions of Rotating Electrical Machines - ( Sectt: 
Denmark) - 27-29 September 1967, Baden-Baden (Germany). Shri 
Y. S. Venkateswaran, Director ( Electrotechnical ), ISI, represented India. 
Documents on dimensions of large foot-mounted machines, output ratings of 
electric machines and the draft revision of both I EC Publications 72-1 and 
72-2 were recommended for issue under the six-months' rule. 

SC 2H Degrees of Protection of Enclosures- Methods of Cooling 
- ( Sectt: France) - 25-27 September 1967, Baden-Baden (Germany ). 
Document on methods of cooling of rotating machinery was recommend
ed for circulation under the six-months' rule. 

SC IOA Insulating Hydrocarbon Oils - ( Sectt: Belgium) -
17-18 J anuary 1967, London. Draft specification for insulating oils for 
transformers and switches was recommended for circulation under the six
months' rule. An item of special interest to all countries was the question 
of power factor ( tan ) on which no agreement could be reached and which 
has, therefore, been left out of this specification for further investigation. 

SC IOC Gaseous lnsulants - ( Sectt: France ) - 30-3 1 October 
1967, Bucharest. Specification for sulphur hexafluoride was discussed. 
On the basis of the d ecisions taken, a new Secretariat document would be 
issued to the National Committees. 
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TC 14 Power Transformers - ( Sectt: UK) - 11-12 October 
1967, Zagreb. Document for loading guide for oil-immersed trans
formers was approved for circulation under the six-months' rule. In addi
tion, document on methods of measuring magnetic, electrical and mechanical 
properties of magnetic sheets, recommended by SC 14A Magnetic Steel, 
was also approved for issue under the six-months' rule. A preparatory 
Working Group was set up to revise the Chapter on transformers of the 
International Electrotechnical Vocabulary. 

TC 15 Insulating Materials - ( Sectt: Italy) - 11, 15, 20 Sep
tember 1967, \'Varsaw. The Committee received and approved reports 
of the Subcommittees and also discussed about the future work. In view 
of the formation of a separate Technical Committee 63 Insulation Systems, 
the work of this Committee would be only concerning insulating materials. 
At the request of SC 15B and SC 15C, it was agreed to reduce the number of 
standard atmospheres to one, namely, 23°C and 50 percent R.H. The 
possibility of the formation of a new Subcommittee SC 15D to handle the 
work on thermal indices of insulating materials which, in effect, would be 
revision of IEC Publication 85 was also discussed. 

SC 15B Endurance Tests - ( Sectt: USA) - 11-20 September 
1967, ·warsaw. Two documents on thermal evaluation of varnish and bond 
test were approved for issue under the six-months' rule. As a result of dis
cussion on many other subjects including thermal index, radiation index, 
discharge index, and internal discharge flexible insulating materials, it was 
decided to prepare the revised Secretariat documents. 

TC 17 Switchgear and Controlgear - ( Sectt : Sweden ) - 20 
and 28 January 1967, Paris. The Committee received and considered the 
reports of Subcommittees 17 A, l 7B and l 7C, and recommended the defini
tions proposed by the Working Group for circulation under the six-months' 
rule. Arising out of discussion on questionnaire from TC 1 7 regarding work 
in the field of low voltage metal and non-metal enclosed switchgear, it was 
decided to form a new Subcommittee l 7D with Germany holding its Secre
tariat, to deal with the subject. 

The Committee also discussed the questionnaire from TC 17 regarding 
vollage limits for high voltage and low voltage switchgears, and it was 
decided that 1 000 V ac should be regarded as a low voltage and not a 
high voltage. 

SC 17 A Iligli Voltage Switchgear and Controlgear - ( Sectt : 
Swe<len) - 21-27 January 1967, Paris. Documents relating to general 
purpose switches; co-ordination table, specifications for high voltage switches 
- tests for single capacitor bank; switching; specification for high voltage 
switches- tests for cable charging Lieakin).{ capacity; and specification for 
high voltage switches - field tests for line charging breaking capacity, were 
recommended for circulation under the six-months' rule. 
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The Subcommittee also discussed the document on rating of alternat
ing-current circuit-breakers and it was decided that this document should 
not be sent out under the six-months' rule for the time being. 

Another meeting of SC 17 A was held from 25-29 September 1967 
at Baden-Baden ( Germany ) - Documents relating to design and cons
truction, rou tine tests and selection of circuit-breakers for service were 
recommended for circulation under the six-months' rule. 

SC l 7B Low Voltage Switchgear and Controlgear - ( Sectt : 
France) - 16-19 January 1967, Paris. Draft specification for low-voltage 
ac motor starters was discussed partly and the rest of the document was left 
to Working Group 2 for finalization. It was decided to recommend this 
document for approval under the six-months' rule after it has been rewritten 
by the Working Group without having been examined again by SC I 7B. 
Draft specification for low voltage control switches, Part I, was discussed and 
Working Group 3 was instructed to elaborate a new draft on the basis of 
discussion for the next meeting of SC l 7B. 

The Subcommittee also examined in detail the proposals on recom
mendations for moulded-case circuit-breakers. It was felt that no separate 
publication for moulded-case circuit-breakers is necessary. A Working 
Group was appointed to write down a specification dealing with both 
moulded-case circuit-breakers and non-moulded-case circuit-breakers in a 
single document taking into account the provisions of the IEC Pub 157-1 
Circuit-Breakers, and the proposals for non-moulded-case circuit-breakers. 

TC 20 Electric Cables - ( Sectt: UK) - 1-2 November 1967, 
Ankara. Besides noting the report from SC 20B Low Voltage Cables, 
the document on methods of test for PVC insulation sheath was 
recommended for approval under the six-months' rule. Another 
important decision taken was the adoption of the symbol 'U' for voltage in 
all the cable specifications in place of symbol 'E'. 

SC 21A Alkaline Accumulators - ( Sectt: Germany) - 10-11 
May 1967, London. The Subcommittee decided to issue revised docu
ments for: (a) standardization of output terminals (connections) for cylindri
cal rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells; (b) drafts - recommendation for the 
dimensions of cylindrical cells not included in the various tables of RM 
912/SC 21A ( I tem IX of RM 966/SC 21A ); and (c) choice of final dimen
sions of the cylindrical cells in Table II of RM 912/SC 21A (Item VIII of 
RM 966/SC 21A ). 

TC 27 Electro-Heating- ( Sectt: Poland) - 16-18 May 1967, 
Brussls. Drafts on classification of industrial electro-heating appliances and 
recommendation for test methods for induction furnaces with submerged 
channels were discussed and it was decided to circulate the latter document 
with a note to the effect that should no important points be affected by 
National Committees' comments, the Chairman would approve this docu
ment for circulation under the six-months' rule. 
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TC 37 Lightning Arresters - ( Sectt: USA) - 16-19 January 
1967, Paris. The Committee approved for circulation under the six
months' rule the document relating to revision of IEC Pub 99-1 'Non-linear 
resistor type arresters for alternating current systems '. 

TC 38 InstrUtnent Transformers - ( Sectt : UK ) - 23-26 
January 1967, Paris. Drafts on capacitor voltage transformers, 
single-phase protective voltage transformers and terminal markings for 
voltage transformers were approved for circulation under the six-months' 
rule. 

SC 39A Microwave Tubes and Valves - ( Sectt: UK) -18-22 
September 1967, New Haven. Documents relating to methods of 
measurements on microwave amplifier tubes, methods of measure
ments on high-power klystrons used as oscillators and amplifiers and methods 
of measurement of microwave gas filled switching devices were approved for 
circulation under the six-months' rule. The Subcommittee also considered 
and agreed to circulate the revised documents relating to methods of measur
ing noise in microwave tubes and valves, methods of measurement of Type 
' 0 ' backward travelling-wave tubes, methods of measurements of ' M ' 
type backward wave oscillators, classification of microwave tubes and valves 
based on USA proposal, and pulse measurement of microwave tubes and 
valves. Further the Subcommittee took up on priority basis work on 
terminology used in microwave tubes and valves. 

TC 43 Electric Fans - ( Sectt: India) - 25-26 September 1967, 
Baden-Baden (Germany). Shri Y. S. Venkateswaran acted as the Secretary 
and in the absence of Shri S. N. Mukerji, Chairman, Prof J. K. Choudhury 
from India was elected to the Chair. The Committee recommended for 
circulation under the six-months' rule, documents on safety requirements of 
electric fans and regulators and the draft on electric fans and regulators for 
use in ships. The document on electric ventilating fans and regulators for 
non-industrial use was discussed in detail and all aspects except the method of 
test for air delivery were finalized. This particular problem was left to a 
·working Group for making recommendations to the Technical Committee. 

SC 59C Small Heating Appliances - ( Sectt : Netherlands ) - 9-10 
March 196'/, Arnhem. The Subcommittee discussed the British proposal 
for methods to determine the performance of water heater and decided 
that the Secretariat would prepare the revised draft for discussion at the 
next meeting. 

SC 59D Home Laundry Appliances - ( Sectt : France ) - 6-8 
March 1967, Arnhem. Major points of discussion were the method of 
determination of the rising efficiency, determination of wear suffered by linen 
and determination of drying efficiency. It was decided that the Secretariat 
would prepare a completely new draft on determination of the performance 
of domestic washing machine taking into account the various decisions taken 
on these points. 
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TC 61 Safety of Household Electrical Appliances - ( Sectt : 
USA) - 6-10 February 1967, New York. The following scope was 
suggested by the Committee for approval by Committee of Action: 

T o prepare safety requirements for electrical appliances for house
hold and similar purposes. 
The Committee decided to develop its work in two parts - Part I 

consisting of general requirements common to all household a ppliances, and 
a series of Part !I's for specific appliances beginning with those at present 
under consideration by TC 59 Performance of Electro-Domestic Appliances. 
Two Working Groups were formed to work separately on thermal aspect 
and electrical aspect. 

Advisory Committee on Electronics and Telecommunications 
{ ACET) - 9-10 November 1967, Geneva. T he Committee discussed the 
recommendations of Committee of Action made at its Prague meeting for the 
creation of a new technical committee on electronic equipment for measure
ment ( I EC/TC 66) and the division of work between the new committee 
and SC 13C Electronic measuring instruments. I t was agreed to recommend 
that SC 13C should deal with electronic measuring apparatus equivalent 
to the instruments dealt ·with by SC 13B Indicating instruments, while TC 
66 wi ll deal with electronic apparatus for measuring, generating and observ
ing other than those used in the field of heavy current. On safety matters, 
ACET recommended to the Committee of Action, that the Advisory Panel 
on Safety Matters ( APSM ) should be asked to arrange for a discussion on 
the general organization of safety work with the Chairman and Secretariats 
of those IEC Committees active in the field of safety of electronic equipment, 
the Chairman and Secretariat of TC 61 being invited to the meeting. The 
Commiltee also agreed to broadening the scope of TC 49 to include ceramic 
filters but exclude piezo-electric transducers dealt with by other I EC 
committees. This matter was referred to the Committee of Action for 
acceptance. 

The Committee considered the proposal made by the Indian Kalional 
Committee to take up work on transformers and coils for use in electronic 
equipment and requested TC 51 to investigate this matter further, taking 
into account the I ndian Standards existing on the subject. In addition, 
co-ordination of work with other ACET committees and other general aspects, 
ACET discussed the question of constituting a new technical committee to 
take up work on integrated circuits, in the light of the report received from 
TC 47 Semiconductor Devices which is at present handling the subject. I t 
was finally decided to keep open for the present the question of formulating 
a new technical committee. 

3. WORKING GROUP ON STANDARDIZATION AND THE ASIAN 
STANDARDS ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF ECAFE 

3.1 The first meeting of the Asian Standards Advisory Committee ( ASAC ) 
was held in Bangkok on 25-27 November 1967 under the chairmanship 
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of Mr l\Ianoon Prachankhadee, Deputy Director General of Thailand's 
Ministry of Industry. This was preceded by a meeting of the 'Vorking 
Group on Standardization held from 20-24 November 1967. Dr A. N. 
Ghosh attended both these meetings as a representative from India. The 
Advisory Committee accepted all the 17 recommendations made by the 
vVorking Group, the important ones being formation of a study team to 
recommend the type of assistance required to establish or develop national 
standards bodies, United Nations help to augment existing facilities to train 
standardization personnel, and the exchange of literature and technical 
personnel among the countries of the region. The Advisory Committee 
also appointed a five-member Consultative Group consisting of representa
tives from Australia, Japan, Iran, India and Thailand to be made available 
to the ECAFE Secretariat for consultation in carrying out the Committee's 
policies on standardization. 
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PART IV 

APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

( See pages 6 and 27 ) 

INDIAN STANDARDS PUBLISHED AND IN PRESS 
DURING 1967-68 

(This list gives the new Indian Standards published during 1967-68 
and those which were under print on 31 March 1968. It does not include 
standards which were under print on 31 March 1967 and printed during 
the year under report. The latter were included in a similar list published 
as Appendix A in last year's Annual Report. ) 

SL 
No. 

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD PRODUCTS 

Abattoir 

I. IS: 4393-1 967 Basic requirements for an abattoir 

Animal Feeds 

!l. lS: lbb4-1!!68 Mineral mixtures for supplementing cattle ft:ec.ls (fir•I 

Rs 

5·00 

reuision ) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8·00 
3. IS 1942-1968 Bone-meal as livestock feed supplement (first revision) ... 6·00 
4. IS 4193-1967 Guar meal as livestock feed ... ... ... 2·00 
5. IS 4307-1967 Fish meal as livestock feed ... ... ... 5·00 

Animal Houliing and Equipment 

6. IS: 4466 (Part I )-1967 R ecommendations for farm cattle housing for 
plain areas with medium 1ainfall: Part I Cattle shed for an average 
farml"r . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 3·50 

7. IS: '1166 (Part II) 1967 R ecommendations for farm rMtJ,. hnmine fnr 
plain areas with medium rainfall: Part II Cattle shed for a rural milk 
producer .. . ... . .. . .. ..• ..• 3·50 
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SL 
No. 

Beverages and Alcoholic Drinks 

8. IS 3752-1967 Methods of test for alcoholic drinks 
9. IS 3753-1967 Methods of sampling for alcoholic drinks 

10. IS 4100-1967 Gin 
11. IS 4449-1967 Whiskies 
12. rs 4450-1967 Brandies 

Cereals and Pulses 

Rs 

7·00 
2-50 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 

13. IS: 4333 (Part I )-1967 Methods of analysis for foodgrains: Part I 
Refractioru .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . 2·50 

14. IS: 4333 (Part II )-1967 Methods of analysis for foodgrains: Part II 
Moisture ... ... .. . ... ... 2·50 

15. IS: 4333 (Part III )-1967 Methods of analysis for foodgrains: Part III 
Determination of hectolitre weight .. . . . . . . . 2·50 

Coffee Products 

16. IS : 4074-1967 Grading of monsooned coffee 2·00 

Dairy Equipment 

17. IS: 1373-1967 Tinned mild steel milk cans (second revision) 
18. IS: 1392-1967 Glass milk bottles (first revision) .. 
19. rs: 4192-1967 Aluminium farm milk cooling tanks 

5·00 
5·00 
5·50 

Dairy Products 

20. IS 1165-1967 Mill: powder (whole and skim) (first revision) 
21. IS 4079-1967 Canned RASOGOLLA 
22 . IS 4238-1967 Sterilized milk ... 
23. IS 4421-1967 Malted skimmed milk food 

8·00 
9·50 
5·00 
2·00 

Edible Starch and Starchy Products 

24. IS: 1006-1967 Arrowroot starch (first revision) 
25. IS: 4287-1967 Glossary of terms relating to starch 

3·50 
4·00 

Fa1·m Implements and Machinery 

26. IS 4358-1967 Siclcles ... ... ... .. . ... 3·50 
27. IS 4366-1967 Agricultural tillage discs ... ... ... 5·50 
28. IS 4468-1967 Dimensions for three-point linkage of agricultural 

wheeled tractors . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 5·00 

Fish and Fishery Products 

29. IS: 4302-1967 Dry-salted mackerel . . . . . . ... ... 2·50 
30. IS: 4304-1967 Tuna canned in oil ... ... ... ... 3·50 

Fish Industry, Sanitary Conditions 

31. IS: 4303 (Part I )-1967 Code for sanitary conditions, handling and trans-
port in fish industry: Part I Pre-processing stage . .. . .. 2·50 

32. IS: 4303 (Part II )-1967 Code for sanitary conditions, handling and trans-
port in fish industry: Part II Sanitary conditions for fish processing 
units ... ... ... ... ... ... 2·50 
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No. 

Food Additives 

33. IS 4446-1967 Chlorophyll 
34. IS 4447-1967 Sodium benzoate, food grade 
35. IS 4448-1967 Benzoic acid, food grade 
36. IS 4467-1967 Caramel 

Fruits and Vegetables 

37. IS 4232-1967 Turnip 
38. IS 4233-1967 Beets 
39. IS 4234-1967 Sweet potato 
40. IS 4235-1967 Chillies, fresh 
41. IS 4243-1967 Mandarins 

Meat and Meat Products 

42. IS: 4352-1967 Pork luncheon meat, canned 

Pesticidal Formulations 

43. IS 1506-1967 Copper oxychloride dusting powder (first revision) 
44. IS 4322-1967 Endosulfan dusting powders ... 
45. IS 4323-1967 Endosulfan emulsifiable concentrates 
46. IS 4324-1967 Endosulfan water dispersible powder concentrates 
47. IS 4325-1967 Binapacryl emulsifiable concentrates 

Pesticides, Technical Grade and General 

*48. IS : 885-1967 Common names for pesticides (first revision) 
49. IS: 1321-1967 Methyl bromide (first misio11) 
50. IS: 4320-1967 Thiram, technical 
51. IS: 4321-1967 2, 4-D, technical 
52. IS : 4344-1967 Endosulfan, technical 
53. IS: 4345-1967 Binapacryl, technical 
54. IS: 4451-1967 Toxaphen(', technical 

Propagation Materials 

55. IS: 4194-1967 l\Iustard and rape seed for propagation purposes 
56. IS: 4195-1967 Wheat seed for propagation purposes 
57. IS: 4196-1967 Maize seed for propagation purposes 
58. lS: 4197-1967 Rice seed for propagation purposes 

Safety Standards 

APPENDIX A 

Rs 

4-00 
4·00 
4·00 
2·50 

2·50 
2·50 
2·50 
2·50 
4·00 

4·00 

5·00 
5·50 
6·00 
5·50 
6·00 

5·50 
5·50 
5·00 
4·00 
5·00 
7·00 

2·00 
2·00 
2-50 
2·00 

59. IS: 4015 (Part II )-1967 Guide for handling cases of pesticide poisoning: 
Part II Symptoms, diagnosis and treatment .. . .. . ... 8·50 

Spices and <..:ondimcnts 

60. IS: 4403-1967 AJOWAN ... 
61. IS 4404-1967 Cloves, whole 
62. IS 4405-1967 Cloves, powder 
63. IS 1152 1967 Dehydrated onions 

*Under print. 

2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2")1) 
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SL 
No. 

Tea 

64. IS: 3611-1967 Method of sampling of tea packed in containers 
65. IS: 4541 -1968 Glossary of tea terms 

Tobacco and Tobacco Products 

Rs 

2·00 
6 ·50 

66. IS : 4463- 1967 HO OKA tobacco, manufactured ... ... ... 4·00 
67. I S : 4469-1967 Code of practice for construction of flue-curing tobacco 

barns ... ... ... ... ... 4 ·00 

Transport of Live Anllnals 

68. IS: 3699 (Part II )-1967 Code for the transport of monkeys by land: 
Part II Transport from railhead to the neareH airport .. . .. . 2·00 

69. IS: 3907 (Part II )-1967 Code for the transport of laboratory animals: 
Part II Transport of snakes .. . .. . .. . ... 2·50 

70. IS: 3907 (Part Ill )-1967 Code for the transport of laboratory animals: 
Part III Transport of frogs .. . .. . .. . .. . 2·00 

71. IS: 4157 (Part I )-1967 Code for the transport of livestock: Part I Trans-
port of equines (horses, mules and donkeys ) by rail, road and sea . . . 2·50 

CHEMICAL 

Adhesives 

72. IS: 4 185-1967 Gummed paper tapes 

Alcohols and Allied P roducts 

73. IS 170-1966 Acetone (first revision) 
74. IS 517-1967 Methanol ( methyl alcohol ) (first revision) 
75. IS 695-1967 Acetic acid (first revision) ... 

*76. IS 3506-1967 Tables for alcoholometry (by Pyknometer method) 
77. IS 4117-1966 Alcohol denaturants 

Alkalis 

2·50 

5·00 
8·00 
6·50 

9·50 

78. IS: 1540 (Part I )-1967 Quick lime and hydrated lime for chemical 
industries: Part I Quick lime (first revision ) .. . .. . .. . 8·00 

Brush ware 

79. IS 4208-1967 Brush, stencil 
80. IS 4214-1967 Brushes, boiler tube (without shank) 
81. IS 4301-1967 Brushes, foundry, flat 
82. IS 4517-1967 Brush, welder's 

Chemical Hazards 

83. IS : 4155-1966 Glossary of terms relating to chemical and radiation hazards 

4·00 
3·50 
3·50 
3 ·50 

and hazardous chemicals .. . .. . .. . .. . 7·00 
84. IS: 4167-1966 Glossary of terms relating to air pollution ... ... 5·50 

*Under print . 
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SL 
No. 

85. IS 4209-1966 Code of safety for chemical laboratories 
86. IS 4262-1967 Code of safety for sulphuric acid ... 
87. IS 4263-1967 Code of safety for chlorine 
88. IS 4264-1967 Code of safety for caustic soda 
89. IS 4312-1967 Code of safety for lead and its compounds 

Chemicals, Inorganic ( Miscellaneous ) 

90. 
91. 
92. 

93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 

JOO. 
101. 
102. 

IS 255-1967 Sodium sulphate, anhydrous (first revision) 
IS 258-1967 Potash alum, technical (first revision) 
IS 332-1967 Chromium potassium 5uJphate ( chrome alum) 

revision) . . . . . . . .. . .. 
IS: 380-1967 French chalk, technical (first revision) 
IS: 797-1967 Common salt for chemical indu5trie5 (first revision) 
IS : 1109-1968 Botax (first revision ) ... 
IS: 1314-1967 Calcium chloride (first revision) 
IS: 4150-1967 Potassium chloride, technical 
IS: 4200-1967 Sodium aluminate ... 
IS: 4222-1967 Coloured chalks, moulded 
IS: 4256-1967 Hydrated calcium sulphate from marine brine 
IS: 4408-1967 Sodium chloride, analytical reagent 
IS : 4505-1968 Sodium formaldehyde sulphoxylate 

Chemicals, O r ganic (Miscellaneous ) 

103. IS: 4105-1967 Styrene (vinyl benzene) 
104. IS: 4306-1967 Hexamethylenetetramine ( hexamine) 

Coa l and Coke 

(first 

Rs 

7·00 
3•50 
6·00 
3·50 
2·50 

5·50 
5·00 

3·50 
6 ·00 
3·50 
5·00 
7·50 
5 ·50 
5·50 
3·50 
2 ·00 
5 ·50 
5 ·00 

8·00 
5·50 

105. IS 4286-1967 Processed solid smokeless domestic fuel ... . .. 2·00 
106. IS 4311-1967 Method for the determination of mineral matter in coal .. . 2·50 
107. IS 4433-1967 Method for the determination of the hardgrove grindability 

index of coal . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 2·50 

Coal Ca rbonizat ion P r oduct s 

108. IS: 537-1967 Toluene, pure, nitration grade (first revision) 8·00 

Cos m etics and T oilet Goods 

109. IS: 1462-1967 Talc for cosmetic industry (first revision) 
110. IS : 1463-1967 Kaolin for cosmetic industry (first revision ) 
111. IS : 4011-1967 Methods for dermatological tests for cosmetics 
112. IS: 4236-1967 Glyceryl monostearate for co5met'c industry 

6·00 
5·00 
5·00 
6·00 

Drying Oils 

11 3. IS: 74-1966 Methods of sampling and test for dryin~ oils for paints 
revision) .. . .. . .. . .. . 

(.first 
11·00 

114. IS: 75-1967 Linseed oil, raw and refined (first revision) 2·50 

Dye Intenuedlat es 

115. IS: 4265-1967 4-4' Diaminostilbene 2-2' disulphonic acid 
116. IS : 4334-1967 o-ChloroaniJine 

4·00 
s.oo 
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SL 
No. 

Rs 

117. IS 4335-1967 m-Chloroaniline . . . . . . . . . . .. 5·00 
118 . IS 4336-1967 p-Chloroaniline ... ... ... ... 5·50 
119. IS 4425-1967 p-Nitrotoluene o-sulphuric acid ... ... ... 4·00 
120. IS 4523-1968 Acetoacetanilide ... ... ... ... 4·00 
12 1. IS 45U-1968 Acetoacet-o-chloroanilide ... .. . ... 4·00 

* 122. IS 4525-1968 p-Aminoacetanilide .. . .. . .. . . .. -
123 . IS 4526-1968 2, 5-Dichloroaniline ... .. . ... ... 5·00 
124. IS 4527-1968 2-Nitro-4-chlorotoluene ... ... ... 5·00 
125. IS 4528-1968 4, 4'-Dinitrostilbene-2, 2'-disulphonic acid ( disodium s::ilt) 5·00 

Electroplating Chemicals 

126 . IS: 1880-1967 Zinc oxide for electroplating 6·00 

Esplosive and Pyrotechnic Materials 

127. IS: 4396-1967 Barium nitrate for explosive and pyrotechnic compositions... 5·00 

Fertilizers 

128. IS: 826-1967 Ammonium sulphate, fertilizer grade (first revision) 

Fillers, Stoppers and Putties 

129. lS: 419-1967 Putty, for use on window frames (first revision) 

Footwear 

130. IS : 4128- 1967 Fireman's leather boots 
*131. IS : 45 12-1967 Footwear lasts, wooden 

Glass and Glassware 

4·00 

2·00 

5·50 

132. IS: 490- 1967 Vaccine phials (first revision) ... ... ... 3·50 

Inks and Allied Products 

133. IS:4174-1 967Typewri terribbons ... ... ... ... 2·50 
134. IS:4175-1967 Correcting fluid ... ... ... . .. 2·50 
135. IS: 4395-1 967 Glossary of terms rela ting to ink and allied industries ... 2·00 

KATTHA, Vegetable Tans and Allied P r oducts 

136. IS 3967-1967 Cutch .. . ... ... ... ... 3·50 
137. IS 3968-1967 Wattle bark .. . ... ... .. . 5·00 
138. IS 3969-1967 GORAN bark ... .. . ... .. . 5·00 
139. IS 4359-1967 KATTHA ... ... ... ... ... 7·00 

Laboratory Glassware, Thermometers and Related Apparatus 

140. IS: 1672-1967 Floating dairy thermometers (first revision) ... ... 3·50 
141. IS: 1997-1967 Burettes (first revision) ... ... 5·00 
142 . I S : 4161-1967 Nessler cylinders ... ... ... .. . 2·50 
143. IS: 4162-1967 Graduated pipettes ... ... ... ... 5·00 
144. IS : 4426-1967 Methods of sampling laboratory glassware and medical 

glass instruments ... ... ... .. . ... 2·50 
145. IS: 4529-1968 Glass tubes for medical thermometers ... ... 3·50 

*Under print. 
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SL 
No. 

Leather, Leather Goods and Leather Dressings 

146. IS 4102-1967 Leather for shuttlecock caps 
147. IS 4191-1 967 Leather for volleyball 
148. IS 4207-1967 Leather for football 

Lubricants 
' 149. IS: 495-1967 Graphite, flake, for lubricants (first revision) 

150. IS: 720-1967 Grease, S. hard, loco (first revision) ... 

Oils and Fats, Oleaginous Seeds and Fruits 

151 . I S : 35 79-1966 Method5 of test for oilseeds 
152. IS : 4054-1 966 Neatsfoot oil 
153. IS: 4055-1966 Maize (corn) oil 
154. IS: 4056-1966 Fish oil for leather industry 
155. IS: 4088- 1966 KUSUM oil .. . 
156. IS: 4115-1967 Methods for sampling of oilseeds 
157. IS : 4219E-1967 Rice bran oil, edi ble grades 
158. IS: 4220E-1967 Solvent-extracted sesame oil 
159. JS : 4276-1967 Solvent-extracted soybean oil, refined 
160. IS: 4·277-1967 Solvent-r·xtracled sunflower oil, refined 
161. IS: 4427-1 967 Grading for groundnut kernels, for oil milling and for table 

use ... ... ... ... 
162 . IS : 4428-1967 Grading for mustard seeds for oil milling 
163. IS: 4429-1967 Grading for sesame seeds for oil milling 

Paper and Allied Products 

164. IS 1397-1967 Kraft paper (first revision) 
165. JS 1576-1967 Solid pressboard for electrical purposes 
166. IS 2617-1967 Millboard, greyboard a nd strawboard (first revision ) 
167. IS 3413-1 966 Base paper for carbon paper 

Paper Products and Packaging Materials 

Rs 

2·50 
5·00 
6 ·00 

3·50 
2-50 

3·50 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
4 ·00 
1·50 
1-50 
2·50 
2·50 

3·50 
2-50 
2·00 

2·50 
9·00 
3·50 
2·50 

168. IS: 3962-1967 Waxed paper for general packaging ... ... 2·50 
169. IS : 4006 ( Part I )-1 966 l'vlethods of test for paper and pulp based pack-

aging materials: Part I . .. . .. .. . . .. 7·00 
170. IS: 4261 -1 967 Glossary of lerms relating to paper- and pulp-based pack-

aging materials . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5·00 
171. IS: 4356-1967 Paper cuttings ... ... . .. ... 2·00 

Perfumery Materials, Natural and Synthetic 

172. IS 4271- 1967 Coumarin .. . 
173. IS 4272-1967 Vanillin .. . 
174 . 1~ 4:! '/3- 1967 1s0Bornyl acetate 

P etroleum and Petroleum Products 

175. 
176. 
177. 

178, 

IS 1448 ( P: 2 )-1967 Acidity ( P: 2) (first revision) ... 
IS 11-18 ( P: 3) 1967 Aniline point ( P: 3) (first revision) ... 
IS 1448 ( P: 8 )-1967 Carl.Jou n:siuue Ly R a1w,bollom 1Uell1ud ( r: U) 

(first revision ) . . . . . . . .. 
IS: 1448 ( P: 11 )-1967 Freezing point ( P: 11 ) (first revision) 

2·00 
2·50 
2·00 

2·00 
2·50 

3·00 
2·00 
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SL 
No. 

179. 

180. 
181. 
182. 

183. 

184. 

185. 
186. 

187. 

188. 

189. 
190. 
191. 

192. 
193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 

IS: 1448 ( P: 12 )-1967 Colour by ASTM colour scale ( P: 12) (first 
revision) .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . 

IS: 1448 IP: 18 )-1967 Distillation ( P: 18) (first revision) ... 
IS: 1448 ( P: 30 )-1967 Sediment by extraction ( P: 30) (first revision) . .. 
IS: 1448 ( P: 37 )-1967 Tetraethyl lead (TEL) by chlorate oxidation 

method ( P : 3 7 ) (first revision ) . . . . .. . . . . .. 
IS: 1448 ( P: 38 )-1967 Lead antiknock compounds in gasoline by gravi-

metric method ( P: 38 ) (first revision) . .• . . . . .• 
I S : 1448 ( P: 39 )-1967 Vapour pressure by Reid method ( P : 39) 

(first revision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
IS: 1448 ( P: 40 )-1967 Water by distillation ( P: 40) (first revision) ... 
IS: 141~ ( P: 41 )-1967 Water and sediment by centrifuge ( P: 41) (first 

rev1s1on) .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . 
IS: 1448 ( P: 60 )-1967 Method oftest for consistency of lubricating grease 

by cone penetrometer ( P : 60 ) . . . . .. .. . .. . 
IS: 1448 ( P: 63 )-1967 Benzene and toluene by ultraviolet spectrophoto-

metry ( P : 63 ) . . . . . . . . . . .. 
IS 1448 ( P: 65 )-1967 Oxidation test for lubricating oilB ( P: 65) 
IS 1448 ( P : 67 )-1967 Foaming characteristics ( P: 67) ... 
IS 1448 ( P : 68 )-1967 Evaporation loss in greases ( 22-hour drying) 

(P:68) ........... . 
IS 15 71 -1 967 Aviation turbine fuels, kerosene type (first revisio11 ) 
IS 1587-1967 Aviation turbine fuels, high flash point type (first revision) .. . 
IS 1588-1967 Aviation turbine fuels, wide cut gasoline type (first revision ) .. . 
IS 1604-1967 Aviation gasoline (first revision) .. . 
IS 1745-1966 Petroleum hydrocarbon solvents (first revision ) 

Photographic Chemicals 

Rs 

2·00 
4·00 
1-00 

2·00 

2·00 

3 ·00 
2-00 

2·00 

2·50 

2·50 
2·00 
2·00 

1-50 
5·50 
4·00 
4·00 
2·50 
2-00 

197. IS: 4173-1967 4-Methylaminophenol sulphate ... ... ... 5·00 

Pigments and Enenders 

198. IS: 50-1967 Leads and scarlet chrome (second revision) .. . ... 5·00 
199. IS: 51-1966 Zinc chromes for paints \second revision) ... ... 6·00 
200. IS: 3574 (Part II )-1966 Organic pigments: Part II Phthalocyanines ... 3·50 

Rubber and Rubber Products 

201. I S : 3400 (Part VI )-1967 Methods of test for vulcanized rubbers: Part VI 
Resistance to liquids ... . . . . . . .. . ... 6·00 

202. IS: 3400 (Part VII )-1967 Methods of test for vulcanized rubbers: 
Part VII Resistance to flex cracking . . . . . . . . . 4·00 

203. IS: 3400 (Part VIII )-1967 Methods of test for vulcanized rubbers: 
Part VIII Resistance to crack-growth ... ... .. . 2·50 

204. IS: 3400 (Part IX )-1967 Methods of test for vulcanized rubbers: 
Part IX Relative density and density . . . . . . .. . 2·00 

205. IS : 4135-1967 Hospital rubber sheetings . .. .. . ... 5·00 
206. IS: 4148-1 967 Surgical rubber gloves . .. ... .. . 3·50 
207. IS : 4149-1967 Post-mortem rubber gloves .. . ... ... 3·50 
208. IS: 4511 (Part I )-1967 Methods of tests for styrene-butadiene rubber 

( SBR ) latices: Part I Determination of dry polymer, total solids, 
coagulum, pH, surface tension, density, viscosity, residual styrene, 
bound styrene and soap content . .. . . . . . . ... 8·50 

209. IS: 4518 (Part I )-1967 Methods of tests for styrenebutadiene rubbers 
( SBR ): Part I Determination of volatile matter, total ash, organic 
acid, soap, antioxidants, bound styrene and mooncy viscosity .. . 8·50 
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Soaps and Other Surface Active Agents 

210. IS: 4199-1967 Liquid soap 

Treated Fabrics 

211 . IS: 4355-1967 Fire resistant brattice cloth 
212. IS: 4501-1967 Aprons, rubberized, acid and alkali resistant 

Varnishes and Lacquers 

*2 I 3. IS : 524-l 9f.8 Varnish, finishing, exterior, synthetic (first revision ) 
214. IS: 525-1968 Varnish, finishing, exterior, and general purpo<es (first 

Rs 

2·00 

5·00 
2'50 

revision) . .. .. . ... .. . .. . 3·50 

Water and Water Treatment 

215. IS 4221-1967 Quality tolerances for water for tanning industry ... 2·00 
216. IS 4251-1967 Quality tolerances for water for processed food industry ... 4·00 
217. IS 4343-1967 Code of practice for treatment of water for high pressure 

boilers ... .. . .. . .. . ... ... 5·00 

Unclassified 

*218. IS: 4048-1966 Density-composition tables for aqueous solutions of sul-
phuric acid ... ... .. . ... .. . 

2 I 9. IS : 4·284-1967 Method for volumetric determination of iron . .. .. . 2·00 
220. IS: 4285-1967 Method for volumetric determination of calcium ... 1·50 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Aggregates 

221. IS: 3182-1967 Broken brick (burnt clay) fine aggregate for use in lime 
mortar 

Bricks and Blocks 

222. IS : 2185-1967 Load bearing hollow concrete blocks (first revision ) 
223 . IS: 4139-1967 Sandlime bricks 

Builder's Hardware 

224. IS: 362-1968 Parliament hinges (second revision) 

Cement 

225. IS: 269-1967 Ordinary, rapid-hardening and low heat Portland cement 

2·50 

6·50 
4·00 

3·50 

( second revision ) .. . . .. .. • . .. . .. 4·00 
22G. IS 455-19G7 Portland blastfumace slag ceuienl (second reuisiun) ... 4·00 
227. IS 1189-1967 Portland-pozzolana cement (first revision) ... ... 4·00 
228. IS 3466-1967 Masonry cement (first revision) ... ... ... 2·50 

Concrete Testing 

229. IS: 2770 (Part I )-1967 Methods of testing bond in reinforced concrete: 
Part I Pull-out test .. . .. . ... ... ... 3·50 

*Under print. 
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Construction Equipment 

230. 
231. 
232 . 

IS: 4 183-1967 M etal hand rammers 
I S : 4·184-1967 Steel wheel barrows (with two wheels) 
IS: 4198- 1967 Emulsion spraying machines for roads 

Doors and Windows 

233 . 
234 . 
235. 

IS 4020-l 967 Methods of tests for wooden flush doors: type tests 
I S 4021-1967 Timber door, window and ventilator frames 
IS 4351-1967 Steel door frames 

Drawing, Estimation and Measurement 

Rs 

2·50 
3 ·50 
5·00 

5·00 
5·50 
5·00 

236. IS : 962-1967 Code of practice for architectural and uuilding drawings 
(first revision ) . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 14·00 

237. IS: 1200 (Part VIII )-1967 Method of measurement of building and 
civil engineering work: Part VIII Steelwork and ironwork (second 
revision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4· 00 

Drawing Office Equipment 

238. 
239. 
240. 

IS 4204-1967 Drafting chairs 
IS 4205-1 967 Drafting stools 
IS 4212-1967 Drafting tables and reference tables for drawing offices 

Fire Fighting Equipment 

241. 
242 . 

243. 

244. 

245. 
246. 
247. 

IS : 933-1967 Portable chemical fi re c:-xtinguisher, foam type (first revision) 
I S : 93~-.1967 Portable chemical fire extinguisher, soda acid type (first 

revmon) . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
IS: 935-1967 Portable chemical fire extinguisher, carbon tetrachloride 

type (first revision ) . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 
IS : 949-1967 Emergency tender for fi re brigade use and rescue tender for 

general purposes (first revision ) ... 
IS 957-1967 Control van for fire brigade use 
IS 4151E-1967 Protective helmets for scooter and motor cycle riders ... 
IS 4308-1967 Dry powder for fire fighting 

Fire Safety 

248. I S : 3594-1 967 Code of practice for fire sefcly of industrial buildings: general 

2·00 
2·00 
2·50 

6·50 

4·00 

4·00 

6·00 
5·00 
4·00 
2·50 

storage and warehousing including cold storages . . . .. . 4·00 
249. I S : 3595-1 967 Code of practice for fire safety of industrial buildings: 

coal pulverizers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·00 
250 . IS: 4226-1 967 Code of practice for fire safety of industrial buildings: 

aluminium powder factories . . . . . . . .. . . . 5·00 

Flow Measuring Instruments 

251. 
252. 
253 . 
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JS 4073-1967 Fish weights 
IS 4080-1 967 Vertical staff gauges 
IS 4477 ( Part I )-1967 Methods of measurement of fluid flow by means 

of Venturi meters: Part I Liquids 

2·50 
2·50 
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Foundation 

254. IS: 2974 (Part III )-1967 Code of practice for design and construction of 
machine foundations: Part III Foundations for rotary type machines 

Rs 

( reinforced concrete foundations for steam turbo generators ) . . . 6·00 
255. IS: 4091 -1 967 Code of practice for design and construction of foundations 

for t ransmission-line towers and poles . . . . . . . . . 5·00 

Furniture 

256. 
257. 
258. 
259. 
260. 

IS 4103-1 967 Metal nesting chairs 
I S 41 16-1967 Wooden shelving cabinets (adjustable type ) 
IS 4126-1967 Wooden wardrobes (adjustable and non-adjustable type ) ... 
IS 4414-1967 Wooden table top~ ... . . . 
IS 4415-1967 Glossary of terms for wooden furniture 

Gen eral Structural Design and Construction 

2·50 
4·00 
4·00 
3·50 
3·50 

261. IS: 1597 (Part I )-1967 Code of practice for construction of stone masom-y: 
Part I Rubble stone masonry . . . . . . . . . . . . 1·00 

262. IS: 1597 (Par t II )-1967 Code of practice for construction of stone 
masonry: Part II Ashlar masonry . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·50 

263. IS: 3370 (Part I II )-1967 Code of practice for concrete structures for the 
storage of liquids: Part III Pres tressed concrete structures . . . 4·00 

*264. IS: 3370 ( Part IV )-1967 Code of practice for concrete structures for 
the storage of liquids: Part IV Design tables . . . . . . . . . -

265. I S : 4090-1967 Criteria for the design of reinforced concrete arches . . . 8 ·00 
266. IS: 4326-1967 Code of practice for earthquake resistant construction 

of buildings . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 8 ·50 

Lime 

267. IS: 4098-1967 L ime-pozzolana mixture 5 ·00 

Manufacture or Processing 

*268. IS 401-1967 Code of practice for preservation of timber (second revision ) ... 
269. IS 1849-1967 Code of practice for design and installation of lime kilns... 6·50 
270. IS 2117-1967 Guide for manufacLUrc of hand-made common burnt-clay 

building bricks (first mision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6·00 

Multi-Purpose River Valley Projects 

27 1. IS: 4078-1 967 Code of practice for indexing and storage of drill cores ... 2·50 
272 . IS: 4186-1967 Guide for preparation of project report for river valley 

projects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6·50 
273. I S: 4247 (Part I )-1967 Code of practice for structural design of surfarr 

hydel power stations: Part I Data for design ... .. . ... 4·00 
:.U4. l~: 4410 (.Par t I )-1967 Glossary of terms relating to river valley 

projects: Part I I rrigation . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·50 
275. IS: 4410 (Part II )- 1967 Glossary of terms relating to river valley 

projects: Part II Project planning . . . . . . . . . 8 ·00 
276. TS: 44 10 ( p,. ,., TTT )- 1 Qfi7 Gl0ssai·y of terms relating to river valley 

proj ects: Part III R iver and river training . . . . . . 5·50 

*Under print. 
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SL 
l'\o. 

*277. 

278. 

*279. 
280 . 

281. 

Pipes 

IS: 4410 ( Part IV )-1967 Glossary of terms relating to river valley 
projects: Part IV Drawings . . . . . . . . . . .. 

IS : 4453-1967 Code of practice for exploration by pits, trenches, drifts 
and shafts .. . . .. ... . .. . .. 

IS: 4461-1967 Code of practice for joints in surface hydel power stations ... 
IS: 4464-1967 Code of practice for presentation of drilling information 

and core description in foundation investigation .. . 
IS: 4515-1967 Code of practice for boulder lining for canals .. . 

282. IS: 4350-1967 Concrete porous pipes for under drainage 

Planning, Regulation and Control 

283. 
284. 

IS : 1256-1967 Code of building byelaws (first revision ) 
IS: 4082-1967 Recommendations on stacking and storage of construction 

materials at site 

Plaster, Paint and Allied Finishes 

285. IS: 2338 (Part I )- 1967 Code of practice for finishing of wood and wood-

Rs 

5·50 

4·00 
2·00 

5·00 

12·50 

3·50 

based materials: Part I Operations and workmanship . . . . . . 5·50 
286. IS: 2338 (Part II)-1967 Code of practice for finishing of wood and wood-

based materials: Part II Schedules . .. . . . . . . 3·50 
287 . IS: 2395 (Part II )-1967 Code of practice for painting concrete, masonry 

and plaster surfaces: Part II Schedules ... . .. ... 2·50 

Pozzolanas 

288. 
289. 

IS: 1727-1967 Methods of test for pozzolanic materials (first revision) 
IS: 4305-1967 Glossary of terms relating to pozzolanas 

Reinforcement 

290. IS : 1566-1967 Hard-drawn steel wire fabric for concrete reinforcement 

12·00 
2·00 

(first revision) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5·00 
291 . IS: 1785( Part II )-1967 Plain bard-drawn steel wire for prestressed con-

crete: Part II As-drawn wire . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·00 

Roof 

292. IS: 2115-1967 Code of practice for flat roof finish: mud PHUSKA (first 
revision) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·50 

Safety in Construction 

293. 
294 . 
295. 

IS 4081-1967 Safety code for blasting and related drilling operations 
IS 4130-1967 Safety code for demolition of buildings 
IS 4138-1967 Safety code for working in compressed air 

Soil Engineering 

4·00 
4·00 
6·50 

296. IS: 2720 ( Part XX!\' )-l 9G7 .Methods of trst for soils: Part XXIV 
Determination of base exchange capacity . . . . . . . . . 2·00 

*Under print. 
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297. IS: 2720 (Part XXV )-1967 Methods of test for soils: Part XXV Deter-

Rs 

mination of silica sesquioxide ratio . . . . . . . .. 2·50 
298. IS: 2720 (Part XXVI )-1967 Methods of test for soils: Part XXVI 

Determination of /JH values . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
299. IS: 4332 (Part I )-1967 Methods of test for stabilized soils: Part I Method 

of sampling and preparation of -stabilized soils for testing . . . . . . 2·50 
300. IS: 4332 (Part II )-1967 Methods of test for stabilized soils: Part II 

Determination of moisture content of stabilized soil mixtures . . . 6·00 
30 I. IS : 4332 ( Part III )-1967 Methods of test for stabilized soils: Part III 

Test for determination of moisture content-dry density relation for 
stabilized soil mixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·00 

*302 . IS: 4434-1967 Code ofpractiee for in-situ vane shear test for soils 

Stones 

303. IS: 4121-1967 Method of test for determination of water transmission rate 
by capillary action through natural building stones . .. . . . 2·00 

304. IS: 4122-1967 Method of test for surface softening of natural building 
stones by exposure to acidic atmospheres . . . . . . . . . 2·00 

305. IS : 4348-1967 Methods of test for determination of permeability of natural 
building stones .. . . . . ... . . . . . . 3·50 

Tiles 

306. IS : 445 7-1967 Ceramic unglazed vitreous acid-resistant tiles ... 

T imber 

307. IS 4422-1967 Willow clefts for cricket bats 
308. IS 4423-1 967 Guide for h and-sawing of timer 
309. IS 4424- 1967 Use of timber in coal mines 

Timber Stores 

310. IS: 4435-1967 Wooden ladders and trestles 

Wall and Ceiling Finish 

311. I S: 4101 (Part I )-1967 Code of practice for external facings and veneers: 

4-00 

2·50 
4· 00 
4·00 

6·00 

Part I Stone facing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6·00 
312. IS: 4101 ( Part II )-1967 Code of practice for external facings and veneers: 

Part II Cement concrete facing . . . . . . . . . . 6·00 
313. 1S: 41 l:L-1967 Code of practice for fixing of polystyrene wall tiles . .. 2·50 
314. IS: 4407-1967 Code of practice for reed walling ... ... ... 4·00 

Wa t erproofing a nd Damp-Proofing 

315. IS: 4365-1967 Cede of practice for application of bitumen mastic for water-
proofing of roofs .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . 6 00 

Wa ter Supply, Sanitation and Dra inage Fittings 

316. 
317. 

IS : 780-1967 Sluice valves for waterworks purposes (third reuisimz) 
IS : /8 1-1967 Sand-cast bra'~ ~rrt>w-rlnwn bib taps and stop tnp3 for wate1 

services (first revision ) 

*Under print. 
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SL 
No. 

318. 

3 19. 
320. 

321. 

322. 

323. 

324. 

325. 

326. 

327. 

328. 

329. 

330. 
331. 

IS: 1726-1967 Cast iron manhole covers and frames intended for use in 
drainage works (first revision ) .. . .. . .. . 

IS : 2548-1967 Plastic water-closet seats and covers ( second revision ) 
IS: 2556 (Part I )-1967 \'itreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 

Part I General requirements (first revision) .. . .. . 
IS: 2556 ( Part II )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china ): 

Part II Specific requirements of wash-down water-closets (first 
revision ) . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. 

IS: 2556 ( Part III )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part III Specific requirements of squatting pans and traps (first 
revision) . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . 

IS: 2556 (Part IV )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part IV Specific requirements of wash basins (first revision) ... 

IS : 2556 (Part V )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china ) : 
Part V Specific requirements of laboratory sinks (first revision ) .. 

IS: 2556 (Part VI )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part VI Specific requirements of urinals (first revision) . . . . .. 

IS: 2556 (Part VII )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part VII Specific requirements of half-round channel (first revision ) ... 

IS: 2556 (Part VIII )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part VIII Specific requirements of siphonic wash-down water-closets 
(first revision) . .. ... .. . . .. . .. 

IS: 2556 ( Part IX )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part IX Specific requirements of bidets ( first revision ) . . . . . 

IS: 2556 ( Part X )-1967 Vitreous sanitary appliances (vitreous china): 
Part X Specific requirements of foot rests (first revision) .. . 

IS: 4038-1967 Foot-valves for waterworks purposes .. . 
IS: 4346-1967 Washers for water taps for cold water services .. . 

Water Supply, Drainage and Sanitation 
332. IS : 4111 ( Part I )-1967 Code of practice for ancillary structures m 

sewerage system: Part I Manholes .. . .. . 
333. IS: 4111 (Part II )-1967 Code of practice for ancillary structures 

sewerage system: Part II Flushing tanks .. . .. . 
334. IS: 4111 (Part III )-1967 Code of practice for ancillary structures 

sewerage system: Part III Inverted siphon .. . .. . 
335. IS : 4127-1967 Code of practice for laying of glazed stoneware pipes 

... 
m 
.. 
in 

Unclassified 

Rs 

5·50 
4·00 

5·50 

3·50 

4·00 

5·00 

2·50 

3 ·50 

2·00 

2·00 

2·00 

2·00 
4·00 
2·00 

5·00 

2·50 

2·50 
6·50 

336. IS: 4124-1967 Glossary of terms relating to powders ... ... 3·50 
337. IS: 4441-1967 Code of practice for use of silicate type chemical resistant 

mortars . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ... 2·50 
338. IS: 4442-1967 Code of practice for use of sulphur type chemical resistant 

mortars . . . . .. ... .. . ... .. . 2·50 
339. IS : 4443-1967 Code of practice for use of resin type chemical resistant 

mortars .. . ... .. . ... . . . ... 3 ·50 
340. IS : 4456 ( Part I )-1967 Methods of test for chemical resistant mortars: 

Part I Silicate type and resin type ... ... ... 7·50 
341. IS : 4456 (Part II )-1967 Methods of test for chemical resistant mortars: 

Part II Sulphur type . .. .. . .. . ... .. . 4 ·00 

CONSU MER PRODUCTS 

Art ificia l Limb and Orthopaedic R ehabilitation Appliances 
342. IS: 4534-1968 Adapter for terminal devices, artificial limbs 
343. IS: 4535-1968 Saw-grip terminal device for artificial limbs 

100 
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Dental Equipment and Instruments 

R s 

344. I S : 3889-1 967 Dental, chisels .. . .. . ... . . . 3·50 
345. IS : 3890 ( Part II )-1 967 Instruments, plastic filling, dental: Part II 

Designation numbers 12, 20, 21, 46, 47, 153 and 183 ... . . . 4·00 
346. I S : 4313-1967 P liers, plate, dental .. . ... . .. ... 2·50 
347. IS: 4314-1967 P liers, cone sockets, <lental ... ... ... 2·00 
348. I S : 4315-1 967 P liers, bar bending, dental ... . .. . . . 2·00 
349. IS: 4316-1 967 P liers, snipe nose, dental ... ... . . . 2·00 
350. IS : 43 19-1967 Pliers, stretching and contouring, dental ... . .. 2·00 

Domestic and Commercial Gas Burning Appliances ( Pressure Type } 

35 1. I S: 4246-1 967 Domestic gas stoves for use with liquefied petroleum ga~es. . . 8·00 
352. IS: 4473-1 967 Gas ovens for use with liquefied petroleum gases, domestic... 8·00 

Domestic Hardware 

353. IS 4065-1967 Watering cans 
354. I S 41 09-1 967 KA DA HTES 
355. I S 4119-1 967 Charcoal-burning p ressin g irons 
356. IS 4 120-1 967 T ubs and ba ths ... 
357. IS 4230-1 967 Lock, lever tumbler type 
358. IS 4231 -1967 Lock, Miller type 

Fasteners for Consumer Goods 

359. IS 3148-1 967 M etallic slide fasteners (first revision) 
360. IS 4066-1967 Metal hooks, clips a nd eyes 
361. I S 4084-1967 Eyelets and washers 
362. IS 4108-1967 Press buttons 
363. I S 4274-1967 Buckles 

Fountain Pens and Ball Point Pens 

364. IS 4099-1 967 Nibs for penholders for general writing purposes 
365. IS 41 18-1967 Penholders .. . 
366. I S 4498-1968 Nibs for fountain pem .. . 

Hospital Equipment 

2·00 
2·00 
3·50 
4·00 
3·50 
3·50 

7·50 
2·50 
4·00 
2·00 
5-50 

2·50 
2·50 
2·50 

367. I S 4035-1967 Trolleys. stretcl-.er ... ... ... ... 2·00 
368. IS 4036-1967 T rolleys, patient ... . .. ... ... 2·00 
369. I S 4037-1967 Stretcher and stretcher carr iers ... .. . ... 2·50 
370. IS 4266-1967 Locker.>, bedside for hospital use . . . . . . .. . 2·00 
37 1. IS 4267-1 967 Stands, wash hand basin ... .. . .. . ?. ·SO 
372. IS 4455-1967 Trolleys, so'led linen . . . ... . .. ... 2·00 
373. I S 4458-1967 Screens, bedside . . . ... ... ... 2·50 
374. I S 4494-1968 T ables, overbe<l . .. . .. ... ... 2·00 
375. I S 4510-1968 Horizontal cylindrical high steam sterilizers, pressure type... 4·00 

Hospital Utensils 

376. IS: 3997-1967 J ars, ointment 
377. IS: 3998-1967 Cups, med icine 

5·00 
5·00 
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Sports Goods 

378. IS 4141 -1 967 Table tennis rackets 
379. IS 4142-1967 Discus .. . 
380. IS 4143-1967 Carrom-draughts 
381. IS 4144-1967 Carrorn-strikers 
382. IS 4385-1967 Throwing hammers 
383. IS 4386-1967 Putting shots 
384. IS 4387-1967 Asymmetric bars 

Surgical and Medical Instruments 

Rs 

2·50 
2·50 
2·50 
2· 00 
3·50 
2·50 
4·00 

385. IS: 4067-1967 Tube, swab (West type), for throat ... . .• 2·00 
386. IS: 4068-1967 Ureometer, doremus type ... ... .. . 2·50 
387. IS: 4069-1967 Urinometer ... ... ... ... 2·50 
388. IS: 4085-1967 Knives, amputating . .. ... .. . . .. 2·00 
389. IS: 4087-1967 Pipette for haemoglobinometers and blood pipette for 

biochemical work .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3·50 
390. IS: 4089-1967 Forceps, clip removing, Michel pattern ... ... 2·50 
391. IS: 4094-1967 Forceps, sterilizer, Cheatle's pattern ... ... 2·50 
392. IS : 4 113-1967 Laryngoscopes .. . .. . . . . ... 3·50 
393. IS: 4 153-1967 Trolleys for gas anaesthetic apparatus ... ... 5·50 
394. IS : 4 154-1967 Endotracheal connections . .. .. . .. . 5·00 
395. IS: 4244-1967 Retractors skin, double ended ... ... ... 2·00 
396. IS: 4245-1967 Needle holder (gillies) combined with scissors, for plastic 

surgery ... ... . .. ... ... 2·50 
397. IS: 4275-1967 Scissors, Killner's for plastic surgery .. . .. . 2·50 
398. IS: 4281-1967 Scissors, Mcindoe's for plastic surgery ... ... 3·50 
399. IS: 4282-1967 Forceps, dissecting, plastic surgery . .. . .. 3 ·50 
400. IS: 4363-1967 Drip counter ... ... •. . .. . 2·00 
401. IS: 4364-1967 Pipettes, serological ... ... ... ... 2·50 
402 . IS: 4444-1967 Bottles, bacteriological ... . .. ... 2·50 
403. IS: 4445-1967 Filter and filter chamber for blood transfusion ... 2·00 
404. IS: 4487-1968 Forceps, tonsil artery ( Birkett's pattern) .. . ... 2·50 
405 . IS: 4488-1968 Forceps, tonsil holding (Muck's and White's patterns) ... 2·50 
406. IS: 4489-1968 Forceps, nasal turbinate, Luc's ... ... .. . 2·00 
407. IS: 4490-1968 Forceps, dilating, Trouss<'au's ... . . . ... 2·00 
408. IS: 4504-1967 Forceps, peritonsillar ... ... ... ... 2·00 

*409. IS: 4513-1968 Scissors, surgical dressing and stitch ... ... -
410. IS: 4514-1968 Forceps, tonsi l dissecting (Waugh's pattern ) ... ... 2·50 
4 11. IS: 4520-1968 Forceps, punch, nasal ( Citclli's antrum and Hajek's 

sphenoidal) ... ... ... ... ... 2·50 
412 . IS: 4533-1968 Suction apparatus ... ... ... ... 3·50 
413. IS: 4538-1968 Refrigeration type oxygen tent units used for oxygen 

therapy . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . 3·50 

Utensils and Cutlery 

414. IS 1660-1967 Wrought aluminium utensils (first revision) ... .. . 6·00 
415. IS 4136-1967 Aluminium compartmental trays ... ... ... 2·50 
416. IS 4536 (Part I )- 1968 Composite bottom tainless steel cooking utensils: 

Part I Copper electrodeposited . . . . .. .. . . .. 4·00 

*Under print. 
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ELECTRO TECH NICAL 

Acoustics 

Rs 

417. TS: 4242-1967 Method of measurement of acoustical noise emitted by 
balla5ts for gaseous discharge lamps . . . . .. . . . 2·00 

418. IS: 4377-1967 General requirements for magnetic tapes for sound re-
cording and reproduction . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·50 

419. IS: 4406-1967 General requiremen ts for hearing aids . . . ... 3·50 
420. IS: 4479-1967 Methods of measurements on magnetic tapes for sound 

recording and reproduction . . . . . . .. . . . . 6·00 
421 . TS: 4480-1967 Magnetic tapes for sound recording and reproduction ... 2·50 
422. IS: 4482-1967 H earing aids ... ... ... ... 2·00 

Applian ces 

423. IS: 302-1967 General and safety requirements for light electrical appli-
ances ( third revision ) . . . . .. 

424. IS 4158-1967 Solid-embedded type electric heating elements 
425. IS 4159-1967 Mineral filled sheathed heating elements 
426. IS 4165- 1967 Thermostats for general purpose electric ovens 
427. IS 4250- 1967 Domestic elec:tric food-mixers (liquidizers, blenders and 

grinders) ... 

Automobile Electri cal Equipment 

14·00 
2·50 
2-50 
5·00 

5·50 

428. IS: 4050-1967 Methods of tests for horn switches for automobiles ... 1·50 
429. IS: 4060-1967 Flashers for direction indicators for automobiles ... 3·50 
430. IS: 4061-1967 Headlight switches for automobiles ... ... 4·00 
431. IS: 4062-1967 Foot-operated headlight dip switches for automobiles ... 3·50 
432. IS: 4063-1967 Fuse box for automobiles ... .. . ... 2·50 
433. IS: 4086-1967 Methods of test for distributors ... . .. ... 3·50 
434. IS: 4362- 1967 Recommendation for lighting of number plates for auto-

mobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... 2·00 
435. IS: 4373-1967 Hydraulically operated stop light switches for automobiles... 3·50 

Batteries 

436. IS: 4268-1967 Air depolarized primary wet cells 5·00 

Cinem atographic Equipment 

437. IS: 4495-1968 Method of measurement of light output of cinemato-
graph projectors (for narrow gauge film ) . .. . . . . . . 2 ·00 

438. IS : 4496-1968 Screen luminance for the projection of 16 mm film by 
incandescent lamps . .. ... ... . .. ... 2·50 

439. IS: 4497-1 968 16-mm portable sound-and-picture cinematograph pro-
jectors 3 ·50 

Codes of Practice 

440. IS : 1255- l lil67 Code of pr:ictice for inntallntion nnd mnintcnnncc. vf pApL1 
insulated power cables (up to and including 33 kV (first revision) . . . 15·00 

441. IS : 1886-1967 Code of practice for installation and maintenance of trans-
formers (first revision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11·50 
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No. 

442. 

443. 

444. 

445. 
446. 

IS: 2597 (Part II )-1 967 Code of practice for the use of electronic valves: 
Part II Special quality receiving valves . . . . . . . . 

IS : 3914-1967 Code of practice for selection of ac induction motor starters 
( voltage not exceeding I 000 volts) . . . .. . , .. 

JS: 4051-1967 Code of practice for installation and maintenance of 
electrical equipment in mines . . . . .. 

I S : 434 7-1967 Code of practice for hospital lighting 
IS: 4370-1967 Code of practice for the use of lighting and signalling devices 

on cars and commercial vehicles . . . . . . . .. 

Conductors and Cables 

Rs 

3·50 

12·50 

6·00 
3·50 

2·50 

447. IS: I 753-1967 Aluminium conductors for insulated cables (first revision)... 4·00 
448. IS: 3035 (Part I II )- 1967 Thermoplastic insulated weatherproof cables: 

Part III Polyethylene insulated and polyethylene sheathed . . . 5·50 
449. IS: 3961 (Part I )-1967 R ecommended current ratings for cables: Part I 

Paper-insulated lead-sheathed cables . . . . . . . . . 9·50 
450. IS: 3961 (Part 11 )-1967 R ecommended current ratings for cables: 

Part II PVC-insulated and P\'C-sheathed heavy duty cables . . . 8·00 
451. IS: 4288-1967 PVC-insulated and PVC-sheathed solid alum inium con-

ductored cable of voltage rating not exceeding l 100 volts .. . 7·00 
452. IS: 4289-1967 Lift cables . . . . . . . . . . . . 5·50 

Electronic Components 

453. IS: 3373 ( Part II )-1967 Wirewound resistors, type II: Part II Vitreous 
enamelled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5·00 

454. IS: 3700 ( Part II )- 1967 Essential ratings and characteristics of semi-
conductor devices: Part II Low power signal diodes . . . . . . 2·50 

455 . IS: 3700 (Part III )-1967 Essential ratings and characteristics of semi-
conductor devices: Part III Rectifier diodes ... . . . ... 2·50 

456. IS: 4114-1967 Coded markings of values of capacitance and resistance by 
letters and digits ... ... . .. ... . . . 2·50 

457. IS: 4147-1967 Method of measurement on conventional receiving elec-
tronic valves . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 9·50 

458 . IS: 431 7 (Part I )- 1967 Aluminium electrolytic capacitors: Part I General 
requirements and tests ... . .. .. . ... . .. 7·00 

459. IS: 4400 ( Part I )-1967 Methods of measurements on semiconductor 
devices: Part I General . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 

460. IS: 4400 (Part II )-1967 Methods of measurements on semiconductor 
devices: Part II Low power signal diodes . . . .. . . .. 6·00 

461 . IS : 4411-1967 Code for designation of semiconductor devices... . . . 2·00 
462. IS: 4493 ( Part I ) -1 968 Hollow metallic waveguides: Part I General 

requirements and tests . . . . . . . . . . .. 4·00 

Electronic Equipment 
463. IS: 4309-1967 Methods of measurement of direct reading pH meters... 3·50 
464. IS: 4330-1967 Methods of measurement on cathode-ray oscilloscope 

(DC to IO Mc/s) ... ... .. . ... ... 6·00 

Fans 

465. 
466. 
467. 
468. 
469. 
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IS 555-1967 Electric table type fans and regula tors (second revision) 
IS 11 69-1967 Electric pedestal type fans and regulators (first revision ) 
IS 23 12-1 967 Propeller type ac venti lating fans (first revision) 
IS 4283-1967 Hot air fan ... . .. 
IS 4327-1967 Electric fans apd regulators fo:r use in ships 

7·00 
7·00 
7·50 
7·00 
8·00 
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No. 

Instruments and Meters 

Rs 

470. IS: 722 (Part VI )-1968 ac electricity meters: Part VI var-hour meters... 7·00 

Instrument Transformers 

471. IS:3156 (Part IV )-1967 Voltage transformers: Part IV Capacitor 
voltage transformers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·00 

472. IS: 4146-1967 Application guide for voltage transformers ... . .. 4·00 
473. IS: 4201-1 967 Application guide for current transformers ... ... 6·00 

Insulating Materials 

474. IS: 4248-1 967 Non-ignitable and self-e)Ctinguishing boards (with mineral 
ba5e ) for electrical purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 · 50 

475. IS: 4249-1967 Classification and methods of tests for non-ignitable and 
self-extinguishing properties of solid electrical insulating materials... 7·00 

476. IS: 4486-1 967 R ecommended methods for the determination of the pre
mittivity and dielectric dissipation factor of electrical insulating materials 
at power, audio and radio frequencies including meter wavelengths... 9·50 

Insulators 

477. IS: 3347 (Part I /Sec 2 )-1967 Dimensions for porcelain transformer 
bushings: Part I Up to I· l kV bushings, Section 2 Metal parts ... 4·00 

478. IS: 3347 (Part II /Sec 2 )-1967 Dimensions for porcelain transformer 
bushings: Part II 3·6 kV bushings, Section 2 Metal parts... ... 4·00 

*479. IS : 3347 (Part III /Sec 2 )- 1967 Dimensions for porcelain transformer 
bushings: Part III 12 and 17 · 5 kV bushings, Section 2 Metal parts ... 

•480. IS: 3347 (Part IV /Sec 2 )-1967 Dimensions for porcelain transformer 
bushings: Part IV 24 kV bushings, Section 2 Metal parts . . . 

*481. IS: 3347 (Part V/Sec 2 )-1967 Dimensions for porcelain transformer 
bushings: Part V 36 kV bushings, Section 2 Metal parts .. . 

482. IS : 4257-1967 Dimensions for clamping arrangements for bushings ... .6·00 
483. IS: 4318-1967 Solid core porcelain insulators for overhead traction lines. . . 8·00 

Lamps and Larnp Accessories 

484. IS: 1258-1967 Bayonet lampholders (first revision) ... ... 8•00 
485. IS: 1534 (Part I )-1967 Ballasts for fluorescent lamps: Part I For switch 

start circuits (first revision ) .. . . . . . .. . . . 8·.50 

Lightning Arresters 

486. IS: 4004-1967 Application guide for non-linear resistor-type lightning 
a rresters for alternating current systems . .. . . . . . . 6·50 

Nomenclature and Symbols 

487. IS : 1885 (Part III /Sec 3 )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part III 
Acoustics, Section 3 Sound recording and reproduction . . . . . . 8·00 

488. lS: 188~ (!'art III /Sec 6) -1 967 E lcctrotechnical vocabulary: .Part 111 
Acoustics, Section 6 Acoustical instruments . . . . . . . . . 2·50 
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489. IS: 1885 (Part X )-1968 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part X Electrical 

Rs 

power system protection .. . .. . .. . .. . 5·00 
490. IS: 1885 (Part XIII/Sec I )-1968 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Par t XIII 

Telecommunication transmission lines and waveguides, Section l 
General transmission lines ... ... .. . ... 3·50 

491. IS: 1885 (Par~ XV )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XV Primary 
cells and batteries .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 3·50 

"'492. IS: 1885 (Part XVI/Sec 1 )-1968 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XVI 
Lighting, Section I General aspects... .. . .. . .. . 

"'493. IS: 1885 (Part XVI/Sec 2 )-1968 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XVI 
Lighting, Section 2 General illumination, lighting fittings and lighting 
for traffic and signalling .. . .. . .. . .. . 

494. IS: 1885 (Part XVI/Sec 3 )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XVI 
Lighting, Section 3 Lamps and auxiliary apparatus .. . .. . 5·50 

495. IS: 1885 (Part XVIII )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XVI II 
General terms on radio communications ... ... .. . 5·50 

496. IS: 1885 (Part XIX )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XIX 
Radio communication circuits .. . .. . .. . .. . 6·00 

497. IS: 1885 (Part XX )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XX Radio-
wave propagation ... .. . .. . ... ... 7·00 

498 . IS: 1885 (Part XXI )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XXI 
Aerials ... .. . ... ... .. . ... 7·50 

499. IS: 1885 (Part XXII )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XXII 
Equipments for radio communication, transmitting and receiving ... 7·00 

500. IS: 1885 (Part XXIII )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XXIII 
Radio telegraphy and mobile radio ... .. . .. . 2·50 

501 . IS: 1885 (Part XXIV )-1967 Electrotcchnical vocabulary: Part XXIV 
Broadcasting, sound and television... .. . .. . .. . 8 ·00 

502. IS: 1885 (Part XXV )-1967 Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part XXV 
Radiolocation and radio-navigation .. . .. . ... 10·00 

P o w er Converters 

*503. IS: 4540-1968 Monocrystalline semiconductor rectifier assemblies and 
cquipmc-nt 

R el ays 

504. 

505. 

IS : 3842 ( Part I )-1967 Application guide for electrical relays for ac 
systems: Part I Overcurrcn t relays for feeders and transformers ... 

IS: 4483 (Part I )-1968 Preferred panel cut-out dimensions for electrical 
relays: Part I Flush mounting IDMTL relays 

Switchgear and Controlgear 

506. IS: 1822-1967 ac motor starters of voltage not exceeding 1 000 volts (first 

13·00 

1·50 

revision ) .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 10·00 
507. I S: 2607-1967 Air-break isolators for voltages not exceeding 1 000 volts 

(first revision) .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 5·00 
508. IS : 4047-1967 Heavy duty air-break switches and composite units of air-

break switches and fuses for voltages not exceeding 1 000 volts ... 7·00 
509. IS: 4064-1967 Normal duty a ir-break switches and compo2ite units of air-

break switches and fuses for voltages not exceeding 1 000 volts ... 7·00 
510. IS: 4237-1967 General requirements for switchgear and controlgear for 

voltages not exceeding I 000 V .. . ... .. . .. . 7·00 
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Wiring Accessories 

R s 

511. IS: 1293-1967 Three-pin plug and socket-outlets (first revision) .. . 8·00 
512. IS: 4160-1967 Interlocking switch socket ou tlet ... ... ... 7·00 

X-Ray Tubes 

513. IS: 4096-1967 Method of measurement of optical focal spot size of X-ray 
tubes ... ... ... ... ... ... 3·50 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Basic Engineering Standards 

514. IS: 1076-1968 Preferred numbers (first revision) 
515. IS: 4499-1968 Dimensions for depth of hob for studs 

Bearings 

516. IS 4215-1967 Needle bearings 
517. IS 4216-1967 Needle cages 
518. IS 4217-1967 Needle rollers 

Chemical Engineering 

519. IS 4092-1967 Basket type centrifuges 
520. IS 4110-1967 Glossary of terms used in high vacuum technology 
521. IS 4179-1967 Sizes of proce<s vessels and leading dimensions 
522. IS 4254-1967 Jaw crushers ... 
523. IS 4255-1967 Gyratory and cone crushers 

*524. IS 4503-1 967 Shell and tube type heat exchangers 

Engineering Metrology 

8·50 
1·50 

4·00 
2·00 
3·50 

5·50 
12·00 
11·00 
3·50 
2·50 

525. IS 3073-1967 Assessment of surface roughness ... ... ... 9·00 
526. IS 4052-1967 Spring calipers ... ... ... ... 2·50 
527. IS 4083-1967 Spring dividers ... ... ... ... 2·50 
528. IS 4189-1967 Firm-joint inside and outside calipers ... ... 2·50 
529. IS 4210-1967 Strip feeler gauges for electrical purposes ... ... 2·00 
530. IS 4211-1967 Thread pitch gauges for ISO metric screw threads (pitch 

range 0 ·25 to 6·0 mm) .. . ... ... .. . 2 ·00 
531. IS 4213-1967 Vernier depth gauges ... ... ... .. . 3·50 
532. IS 4239-1967 Bevel protractors ... ... .. . ... 3·50 
533. IS 4241-1967 Engineers' parallels ... .. . .. . ... 3·50 
534. IS 4349-1967 Precision rollers ... ... ... ... 2·50 
535. IS 4440- 1967 Slip gauge accessories ... ... .. . ... 3·50 
536. IS 4492-1968 Welded V-blocks (diameter range 300 to 2 000 mm) ... 4·00 

Gas Cylinde1·s and Fittings 

537. IS: 4093-1967 Non-refillable liquefied petroleum gas containers ... 2·00 
538. IS: 4152-1967 Carbon dioxide cylinders for fire fighting purposes on 

boardship .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. !>-00 
.'.i99. IS: 4379-1907 Ic.le!ltlllcadon of the contents ol rndustnal gas cylinders... 2·00 
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Gaskets and Packings 

Rs 

540. IS: 4253 (Part I )- 1967 Cork composition sheets: Part I Plain cork ... 4·00 

Gears 

541. IS: 4058- 1967 Accuracy requirements for coarse quality low speed gears. . . 2·50 
542. IS: 4059-1967 Accuracy requirements for medium quali ty medium speed 

gears ... .. . ... .. . .. . . . . 2 ·50 
543. I S: 4071-1967 Master gears (module range 1·25 to 10 ) ... ... 2·50 
544. IS : 4460-1967 Method for ra:ing of machine cut spur and helical gears . . . 8·00 

Hand Tools 

545. 
546. 
547. 
548. 
549. 
550. 
551. 
552. 
553. 
554. 
555. 
556. 
557. 
558. 
559. 
560. 
56 1. 

IS : 704-1 968 Crow-bars and claw-bars (first revision ) 
I S: 841-1968 Hand hammers (first revision) 
IS: 842-1968 Smith's swages (first revision) 
I S : 846-1968 Smith's flatters (first revision) 
IS: 847-1968 Smith's fullers (first revision) 
IS: 2027- 1967 Widths across flats for spanners (first revision ) ... 
I S: 2028-1968 Open jaw spanners (first revision) 
IS: 4057-1967 Carpenters' bodies bench planes 
I S : 4095-1967 Carpenters' pincers .. . 
IS: 4123- 1967 Chain pipe wrenches .. . 
IS: 4378-1 967 Nippers ... 
IS: 4481-1968 Duckbill pliers 
IS: 4485-1 968 Track spanners for railways 
IS: 4500-1 967 Pipe wrenches, foot print type 
IS : 4506-1968 Ballast forks ... 
IS: 4508-1968 Shor tened single ended open j aw spanners 
IS : 4509-1968 Shortened single ended ring spanners 

IC Engines and Automotive Vehicles 

4·00 
6·50 
5·00 
3·50 
4·00 
2·00 
5·00 
5·00 
2·00 
3·50 
2·50 
2·00 
2·50 
4·00 
3·00 
3·50 
3·55 

562. IS: 4530-1968 General requirements for positioning and routing of engine 
exhaust pipes in motor vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 

Instruments (Drawing, Optical and Surveying) 

563. 
564. 
565. 
566. 
567. 

I S 4328-1967 Monocular dissecting microscope 
I S 4329-1967 Measuring (travelling) microscope 
IS 4380-1967 Abney level ... 
IS 4381-1967 Pathological microscope 
I S 4382-1967 Non-tinted ophthalmic glass 

Machine Tools and Small Tools 

568. 
569. 
570. 
57 1. 
572. 
573. 
574. 
575. 
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IS : 4279-1967 Dimensions for bent strap clamps 
IS: 4291-1967 Dimensions for C-washers 
IS 4292-1967 Dimensions for strap clamps 
IS 4293-1967 Dimensions for U-strap clamps 
IS 4294-1967 Dimensions for jig buttons 
IS 4295-1967 Dimensions for Jocking dogs (catches) 
IS 4296-1967 Dimensions for round piercing punches 
IS 4297- 1967 Dimensions for spherical washers and conical seats 

2·00 
2·50 
2·00 
3·50 
3·50 

2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2·00 
2·50 
2·00 
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Weights and Measures 

R s 

633. IS: 1057-1968 Commercial metric carat weigl1ts (first revision) . .. 3·50 
634. IS: 1702-1967 Spring balances (first revision) ... ... ... 2·50 
635. IS : 2801-1967 Accuracy requirements for bulk meters used in petroleum 

trade ... ... ... ... ... ... 2·50 
636. IS: 4070-1967 Wheel weighers ... .. . ... ... 2·50 
637. IS: 4532-1968 Portablt' scale for jewellers ... ... ... 2·00 
638. IS: 4539-1968 Performance requirements for auto-rickshaw meters, dis-

tance-cum-time type . .. ... ... .. . ... 3·50 

Wire Ropes and Wire Products 

639. IS: 2141-1968 Galvanized stay strand \first revision) ... ... 3·50 
640. IS: 2581-1968 Round strand galvanized steel wire ropes for shipping 

purposes (first revision) . . . ... . . . . . . 6·50 
641. IS: 3937-1967 Recommendations for socketing of wire ropes with molten 

metal ... ... ... .. . ... ... 2 ·00 
642. IS: 4507-1968 Yacht ropes ... ... ... ... 4 ·00 

*643. IS: 4521-1 968 Wire ropes used in oil wells and oil well drilling 

Unclassified 

644. I S: 550-1967 Safes (first revision) ... ... ... ... 5·50 
645. I S: 1286-1967 Pictorial markings for handling of goods in general (first 

revision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4·00 
646. IS: 4300-1967 Box pallets for through transit of goods ... . .. 2·50 

STRUCTURAL AND METALS 

Alloy Steels and Special Steels 

647. IS: 4397-1 967 Cold-rolled carbon steel strips for ball and roller bearing 
cages ... ... .. . ... ... .. . 2·50 

648. IS : 4398-1 967 Carbon-chromium steel for tbe manufacture of balls, rollers 
and bearing races .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4 ·00 

649. I S 4430-1967 Mould steels .. . .. . . .. ... 3 ·50 
650. IS 4431-1967 Carbon and carbon-manganese free cutting steels ... 5·00 
651 . IS 4432-1967 Case hardening steels ... ... ... ... 5·50 

Copper and CoppPr Alloys 

652. I S: 191-1967 Copper (second revision) ... . . . ... 5 ·00 
653. IS: 306-1968 Tin bronze ingots and castings (second revision) ... 3·50 
654. IS: 410-1 967 Rolled brass p late, sheet, strip and foil (second revision) .. . 5·00 
655. IS: 422-1 967 Brass sheet and strip for the manufacture of utensils (first 

1euisio11) ... . . . . .. ... .. . .. . 3 ·50 
656. IS : 1385-1968 Phosphor bronze rods and bars, sheet and strip, and wire 

(first mision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ·00 
657. I S :1408-1968 R ecommended procedure for inspection of copper-base alloy 

and castings (first revision) . . . . . . .. . . . . 5·00 
658 . IS: 1550-1967 Copper sheet and strip for utensi ls and fu1 the gene1al 

purposes (jzrst revmon) . . . . . . . . . . .. :i·:>U 
659. IS: 4076-1967 Hard brass wires for springs and other special purposes ... 2·50 
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660. IS: 4077-1967 Copper-nickel shot 
661. IS: 4131-1967 Nickel-copper alloy castings 
662. IS: 4170-1967 Brass rods for general engineering purposes 
663. IS : 41 71-1967 Copper rods for general engineering purposes ... 
664. I S: 4412-1967 Copper wires for general engineering purposes 
665. IS: 4413-1 967 Brass wires for general engineering purposes 

*666. I S: 45 19-1968 Copper for commulator bars 

Corrosion Protection 

Rs 

2·00 
2·50 
2·50 
2·50 
2·50 
2·50 

667. IS : 4180-1967 Code of practice for corrosion protection of light gauge steel 
sections used in building .. . . . . .. . . . . 5·00 

Cranes and Allied Appliances 

668 . IS: 4137-1967 Code of practict for h1::avy duty d1::ctric overhead travelling 
cranes including special service machines for use in steel works . .. 12·50 

Ferro-Alloys 

669. IS 1170-1967 Ferrochromium (first revision) 
670. I S 4182-1967 Misch metal 
671 . IS 4409-1967 Ferronickel 

Foundry 

672 . IS: 1280-1967 Foundry moulding boxes of steel construction ( first 

2·00 
2·00 
1·50 

revision ) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ·00 
673. IS: 1305-1967 Graphite for use as foundry facing material (second revision)... 3·50 
674 . lS: 1752-1967 Coal dust for use in cast iron foundry (first revision) . .. 2 ·00 
675. IS: 4140-1967 Limestone for use in foundries ... ... •.• 2·00 
676. IS: 4269-1967 Dextrin for use in foundries ... ... ... 5 ·50 
677. JS: 4475-1 967 Crane-suspended hand-operated geared ladles for iron 

foundries ... .. . ... . .. . .. 7·00 
678. IS: 4476-1967 Crane-suspended hand-operated geared ladles for steel 

foundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ·00 

Lead, Zinc, Tin, Antimony and Their Alloys 

679. IS: 2258-1 967 Rolled zinc plate, sheet and strip (first revision) 
680. I S: 4280-1967 Refined secondary tin 

Light Metals and Their Alloys 

681. IS : 734-1 967 Wrought a luminium and aluminium alloys forging stock and 

4 ·00 
2·00 

forgings for general engineering purposes (first revision) . . . . . . 11 ·00 

Metallic Finishes 

682 . IS 1378- 1967 Oxidized-copper finishes (first revision) ... ... 2·00 
683. IS 1958-1967 Fabricated nickel anodes for electroplating (first revision) ... 2·00 
684. IS 4252-1967 Electroplated coatings of gold for decorative purposes . .. 2 ·50 
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Metallography and Heat Treatment 

Rs 

685. IS: 4075-1967 Methods of macrostreak Haw test for steel . .. . .. 2·00 
686. IS: 4 163-1 967 Methods for determination of inclusion content in steel 

by microscopic method . . . . . . . . . . .. 6·00 

M e tal Standards 

687. IS: 1387-1967 General requirements for the supply of metallurgical 
materia ls (first revision) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 

Methods of Chemical Ana lys i s 

688. IS: 2017-1967 Methods of chemical analysis of metallic manganese .. . 7·00 
689. IS: 2390-1967 Methods for chemical analysis of foundry nickel ... 5-00 
690. IS: 2766 (Part I )-1968 Methods of chemical analysis of primary nickel 

( Par t I ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6·00 
691. IS: 4104-1967 Methods of chemical analysis of rutile ... . .. 5·50 
692. IS : 4129-1967 Methods of chemical analysis of aluminium trifluoride . . . 5·00 
693. IS: 4354 (Par t I )-1967 Methods of chemical analysis of magnesium-alumi

nium brazing alloys: Par t I Analysis of aluminium, manganese, zinc 
and silicon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·50 

M ethods of Physical Tests 

694. IS: 3754-1967 Method for calibration of standardized blocks to be used 
for R ockwell B and C scale hardness testing machines . . . . . . 2·50 

695 . IS: 3803-1967 Method for elongation conversions for steel ... . .. 6·00 
696 . IS: 4132-1967 l\Iethod for calibration of standardized blocks to be used 

for Brinrll hardness testing machines . . . . . . . . . 2·50 
697. IS: 4133-1967 Method for calibration of standardized blocks to be used 

for Vickers hardness testing machines . . . . . . . . . 2·50 
698. IS: 4168-IS67 l\1ethod for wrapping test of aluminium and aluminium 

alloy wire ... .. . ... . .. .. . . . . 1·50 
699. IS: 4169-1 967 l\Iethod for calibration of elastic proving device . . . 3·50 
700 . IS: 4176-1967 l\fethod for simple torsion test of aluminium and a luminium 

alloy wire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
70 I. IS : 4 I 77-1967 Method for flattening test of aluminium and aluminium 

alloy tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
702 . IS: 4258-1 967 Hardness conversion tables for metals ... ... 3·50 

Methods of Sampling 

703 . IS: 4156-1 967 Methods for sampling of barytes ... .. . . .. 5·50 
70'1. IS: 41GG-!9G7 l\Ictlw<l5 fo1 sampling of ilmenite and 1utilc ... . . . 4·00 

Non-destructive Testing 

705 . I S : I 182-1967 Recommended practice for radiographic examination of 
fusion welded butt joints in steel plates (first rei,ision ) . . . . . . 6·50 

706. IS : 4225-1967 Recommended practice for ultrasonic testing of steel plates . . . 2·00 
707 . IS: 4260-1967 Recommended practice for u ltrasonic testing of welds in 

ferritic steel . . . . .. . .. ... . . . 3·50 

Precious M etals 

708. IS : 2271 -1 967 Recommended method for spectro,graphic analysis of 
platinum . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2 50 

709. I S 3088-1967 Method for assaying of fine grade palladium . . . . .. 1·50 
710. I S 4 134-1967 R ecommended colour classification of rough d iamond .. . 1·50 
71 1 IS 4548 ( Part I )-1967 Methods of chemical analysis of copper-gold 

brazing alloys: Part I Analysis of gold and copper . .. . . , 3·50 
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ANNUAL REPORT 1967-68 

SL 
No. 

Refractories 

Rs 

712. IS: 7-1967 J\foderate heat duty fireclay refractories, group 'B' (third 
revision ) . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .• 2·50 

713. IS 8-1967 High heat duty fireclay refractories ( third revision) . . . 2·00 
714. IS 1522-1967 Fireclay glass tank blocks ( first revision) ... ... 2·00 

*715. IS 4041-1967 Glossaryoftermsrelatingtorefractorymaterials 

Steel Castings 

*716. 

717. 
*718. 

IS: 4331-1967 Comparison of Indian and overseas standards for steel 
castings ... ... .. . . .. 

IS: 4491-1968 Steel castings of high magnetic permeability 
IS: 4522-1968 Heat resistant alloy steel castings 

Steel Forgings 

719. 
i20. 

721. 

IS: 4367-1967 Alloy and tool steel forgings for general industrial use 
IS: 4368-1967 Alloy steel billets, blooms and slabs for forgings for general 

engineering purposes . . . . .. 
IS: 4369-1967 Carbon steel bars for forgings 

Steel Tubes, Pipes and Fittings 

722. IS 4270-1967 Steel tubes used fer water wells 
723. IS 4310-1967 Weldable steel pii;:e fittings for marine purposes 
724. IS 4516-1968 Elliptical mild steel tubes 

Structural Engineering 

725. IS: 806-1968 Code of practice for use of steel tubes in general building 

3·50 

4·00 

3·50 
2·50 

5·00 
3·50 
2 ·50 

construction (first revision) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6·50 
726. IS: 4014 ( Part II ) -1967 Code of practice for steel tubular scaffolding: 

Part II Safety regulations for scaffolding . . . . .. . .. 5·00 

Structural Shapes 

727. IS: 1852-1967 Rolling and cutting tolerances for hot-rolled steel products 
(first revision) ... •.. ... ... .•• 6·00 

Welding, General 

728. IS: 814-1967 Covered electrodes for metal arc welding of mild steel 
( second revision ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8,00 

*729. IS:818-1968 Code of practice for safety and health requirementsinelec-
tric and gas welding and cutting operations (first revision ) . . . -

730. IS: 1179-1967 Equipment for eye and face protection during welding 
(first revision) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 6·00 

731. IS: 1181-1967 Qualifying tests for metal arc welders (engaged in welding 
structures other than pipes) (first revision) ... ... ... 9·50 

732. IS: 1278-1967 Filler rods and wires for gas welding (first revision) . .. 7 ·50 
733. IS: 4353-1967 Recommendations for submerged arc welding of mild 

steel and low alloy steel . . . . .. . . . . .. 5·00 

*Under print. 
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SL 
No. 

Wrought Steel Products 

734. IS: 2879-1967 Mild steel for metal arc welding electrode core wire (first 

Rs 

revision ) . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
735. IS 4072-1967 Steel for spring washers .. . .. . .. . 2·00 
736. IS 4223-1967 Steel wire for umbrella ribs ... ... ... 2·00 
737. IS 4224-1967 Steel wire for office staples ... .. . ... 2·00 

*738. IS 4454-1 967 Steel wire for cold formed springs 

TEXTILE 

Aeronautical Textiles 

739. I S 4227-1967 Braided nylon cord for aeronautical purposes . . . 
740. IS 4228-1967 Nylon tapes for aeronautical purposes 
741. IS 4229-1 967 Nylon sewing threads for aeronautical purposes 
742. IS 4437-1967 Nylon breaking cords for personnel parachutes 

Carpets and Druggets 

743. IS 4361-1967 Sunn hemp drugget 
744. I S 439 1-1967 Hand-made sunn hemp pile carpets 
745. I S 4392-1967 Hand-made NAM DAHS 

Chemical Test Methods 

746. IS: 2369-1967 Method for determination of absorbency of absorbent 

3·50 
3·50 
2·50 
3·50 

2·50 
2·50 
5·00 

textile materials (first revision ) .. . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
747. IS: 4202-1967 Method for determination of chloride content of textile 

materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3·50 
748 . IS: 4203-1967 Method for determination of sulphate content in textile 

mate1 ia. ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2· 50 
749. IS: 4390-1967 Method for determination of ether-soluble matter in textile 

materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·00 
750. IS: 4419-1 967 Method for determination of dimensional stability of knitted 

fabrics made of synthetic fibres . . . . .. .. . .. . 2·50 
751. IS: 4420-1 967 Method for determination of conductivity of aqueous and 

organic extracts of textile materials . . . ... . . . 2·50 

Colou.i· Fastness of Textile M11terfols to, Determination of 

752. IS: 2454- 1967 Method for determination of colour fastness of textile 
materials of artificial light (xenon lamp ) . . . . . . . . . 3 ·50 

753. IS: 4389-1 967 Method for determinati :m of colour fastness of texti le 
materials to hot water .. . . . . . .. . . . 2·00 

Cotton Fabrics, Khadi 

754. I S: 4106-1 967 Bunting cloth, cotton khadi, dyed . .. 2·50 

Cotton Fabric.,, Mill-Made 

755. I S: 4388-1967 Cotton fabrics for reinforcement of rubber hoses 2·50 

•Under print. 
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SL 
No. Rs 

D yestuff;, Determination of Strength 

756. IS 4360-1 967 Method for determination of strength of fas t b ases ... 2·50 
7 5 7. I S 4394-1967 Method for evaluating strength of homogeneous vat dyes tuffs 4·00 
758. I S 4459-1 967 M ethod for determination of strength of direct d yestuffs 

by dyeing test .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 2 ·50 
759. I S: 4471 -1 967 Methods of determination of strength of naphthols ( azoic 

coupling components) ( gravimetric and volumetric methods ) .. . 3 ·50 

Dyestuffs , Methods for Application Classes 

760. I S: 4472 (Part I )- 1967 Methods for identification of the application 
classes of dyes on tex:ile materials: Part I Cotton and other cellulosie 
fibres .. . ... .. . . . . ... .. . 4 ·00 

Hosiery 

761. 
762. 
763 . 
764. 
765. 
766. 

IS 833-1 967 Rib-knitted gen ts' n ylon stockings 
IS 4044-1 967 Gen ts' sl;povers ... 
IS 4046-1967 Gents' cotton knitted briefs 
I S 4053-1 967 Knitted puttees, dyed ... 
IS 4375-1 967 Cotton knitted sports shir ts 
IS 4376-1967 Plain-knitted gents' cotton short drawers 

Jute Fabrics 

767. I S: 4436-1967 J ute bagging for wrapping cotton bales 

Jute Mill Accessories 

768. I S : 4462-1967 Con tact wire healds for jute weaving 

Nylon Fabrics 

769. I S: 4399-1967 Nylon fabrics for industrial and special purposes 
770 . I S : 4401-1967 Nylon fish-net twines .. . 

Packaging 

771 . I S : 29~-.I 967 Seaworthy p ackaging of cotton cloth and yarn (second 
rension ) ... .. . ... . .. .. . .. . 

772 . IS: 4039 (Part I )-1 967 Code for packaging of ready-made garments 
intended for export: Part I Seaworthy packaging 

Rayon Fabrics 

773. IS: 4439-1967 R ayon valvet 

Ropes and Cordages 

774. I S : 4145-1967 Code of practice for storage of ropes 

Spinning Machinery Components 

775. I S: 4042-1967 Top rollers for speed frames 

Terminology 

776. I S 232-1 967 Glossary of textile terms-)fatural fibres (first revision ) 
777. I S 3596-1967 Glossary of terms relating to hosiery .. . 
778. I S 4125-1967 Glossary of terms pertaining to defects in fabrics .. . 
779. I S 4402-1 967 Glossary of terms relating to netting for fishing-Basic terms 
780, I S 44 74-1967 Glossary of terms relating to drafting in spinning machinery 
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3·50 
3 ·50 
3-50 
3 ·50 
3 ·50 
4·00 

2·00 

2·50 

2·50 
2-50 

4 ·00 

3 ·50 

2·00 

1-50 

2·50 

12·50 
12·00 

7 ·50 
2·00 
6·00 



APPENDIX A 

SL 
No. Rs 

Textile Mill Accessories (Other than Jute Mills) 
781. IS: 1555-1967 Pitch-bound wire reed5 for use in cotton looms (first 

revision) . . . .. . . . . . .. . .• . .• 2·50 
782. IS: 4187-1967 Skewers for use on cotton speed frames ... . .. 2·50 
783. IS: 4416-1967 Dobby barrels ... . .. ... . .. 2·50 
784. IS: 4417-1967 Weft pirns for shuttles for pirn-changing automatic cotton 

looms ... .. . ... .. . ... ... 4·00 
785. IS: 4465-1967 Metal heald frame for fiat steel healds . . . . .. 3·50 
786. IS: 4470-1967 All-metal leasing reeds for warping .. . . .• 2·00 

Weaving Machinery Components 

787. IS: 4438-1967 Perforated steel strips (fillets) for take-up rollers ..• 2·00 

Wool Fabrics, Khadi 

788. IS: 4107-1967 Blanketting cloth, wool khadi ... ... ... 3·50 
789. IS: 4371-1967 KAMEL/ES, wool khadi, loomstate ... . .. 3·50 
790. IS: 4372-1967 Cloth, twill, dyed, wool khadi ... ... ... 3·50 

Yarn and Sim.ilar Structures and Hosiery 

791. IS: 834-1967 Cotton yarn, grey, for hosiery ... ... ... 2·50 

Unclassified 

792. IS: 4418-1967 Guide for care labelling of textiles for laundering and dry 
cleaning ... ... ... . .. . . . .. . 2·50 

MISCELLANEO US 

*793. IS: 786-1967 Conversion factors and conversion tables ! first revision) 
794. IS: 1358-1967 Practice for layout of library catalogue code (first revision). .. 3·50 

HINDI TRANSLATION OF INDIAN STANDARDS 
I. IS: 712- 1964 Specification for building limes 
2. IS: 786-1967 Conversion factors and conversion tables 

INDIAN STANDARDS WITHDRAWN DURING 1967-68 
I. IS: 76-1950 Linseed oil, refined, for paints 

6 ·50 
10·00 

2. IS : 310 ( Part I )-1951 Methods of sampling and test for lubricants: Part I 
3. JS: 310 (Part II )-1954 Methods of sampling and test for lubricants: Part II 
4. IS: 331-1951 Chrome salt 
5. IS: 378-1952 Potash alum, ph;irm;irrutiral 
6. IS: 409- 1952 Grease, S . Ko. 3 
7. IS: 420-1953 Putty, for use on metal frames 
8. IS : 441-1955 Methods for chemical analysis of brasses and bronzes 
9. IS: 535-1955 Benzene, pure, nitration grade 

JO. IS: 558-1Cl.'i4 Linseed oil, pharmaceutical 
11. IS: 735-1956 Wrought aluminium and aluminium alloys, forging stock for general 

engineering purposes 
12. IS: 1087-1957 Single pole 5-ampere tumbler switches for ac/dc 
13. IS: 1487-1959 Edible groundnut flour ( e..--cpeller pressed) 
14. IS: 1567-1960 Metal clad switches ( ct1rrent r11ting not nrrrrline 100 amprres) 
15. IS: '..!l'..!U- IYb::S !:>-Ampere tumbler swiu.:hes ( 1~11i;~d) 
16. JS: 3474-1966 Solvent-extracted linseed oil 

*Under print. 
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PREVIOUS 
YEAR 

Rs 

1 510460·32 
1476851·40 

545 172-49 
1019840·94 

108 045·13 

168 571·00 
111 569·00 

10 101-00 

73 758·00 

16421·28 

89 516·98 
306 318·49 
43 713·75 

130 681 ·85 
69 800·60 

322 644-02 
284956·10 
113 712·81 
65 273'64 

50·00 

65 496·23 

48 401·67 
--

6 581 356·70 
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APPEN 
(See 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR 

E X P E ND I T U R E 

SL HEADS OF EXPENDITURE AMOUNT 
No. 

Rs 

1. Pay 

1.1 Officers 1 656053·44 
1.2 Staff 1 662 106·72 

2. Allowances 

2.1 Officers 626 922·96 
2.2 Staff 1326455·43 

3. CHS and Other Medical Charges 126 946·32 

4. Provident Fund 

4.1 Contribution to CPF 171 671·00 
4.2 Interest to CPF 127 393·00 
4.3 Interest to GPF 14027·00 

5. Pension-cum-Gratuity Fund 143 782·40 

6. Staff Welfare 20 454·00 

7. TA 

7 .1 Overseas 93 717·50 
7 .2 Officers and Staff 193 340·21 
7.3 Committee Members 42216·21 

8. Subscription to International Organizations 

8.1 ISO 129 982·70 
8.2 IEC 69 830·00 

9. Production 

9.1 Standards 455317·87 
9.2 Bulletin 269 900·29 
9.3 Calculation Aids 43 949·07 
9.4 Miscellaneous 58397·15 

10. Research and Consultation I 728·67 

11. Testing Fees 94 915·38 

12. Laboratory Apparatus and Stores 72 228·78 

CARRIED 0 VER 7 401336·10 



DIX B 
page 24) 

THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 1968 

PREVIOUS 
YEAR 

Rs 

1509303·82 

697 008·67 
253 693-80 

3 750·00 
152 531·59 

81 223·91 

1411695·91 

16 293·25 

14 077-75 

10 000·00 

106 429·83 

3 900 000·00 

121 500·00 

8 277 508·53 

SL 
No. 

INCOME 

HEADS OF INCOME 

1. Membership Subscription 

2. Sales 

2.1 Standards 
2.2 Calculation Aids 
2.3 Bulletin Subscription 
2.4 Bulletin Advertisements 

3. Sales Commission 

4. Certification 

5. CHS Contribution 

6. Conferences 

7. Training Programme 

8. Miscellaneous Receipt 

9. Government Grant 

9.1 From Ministry of Industrial 
Development & Company 
Affairs 

9.2 From Ministry of Commerce ( MDF ) 
i) Quality Control for Export 

of.Jute Goods 
ii) Exhibition UNCTAD 

CARRIED OvER 

AMOUNT 

Rs 

1589651·98 

799 567·50 
77 631·50 

3 300·00 
166 741-46 

204 605·32 

1594589·55 

17 810·25 

12 458·00 

41 000·00 

58 605·51 

4 377 000·00 

121 000·00 
9 492·00 

9 073 453·07 

( Continued ) 
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PREVIOUS 
YEAR 

Rs 

6 581 356·70 

4 918·29 
99 303·28 
5 749·98 

33 425·23 

7 772·54 

45 336·39 

189 894·19 
155 953·26 
78 879·97 
15731·44 

110 883·26 

48 354·24 
31 455·89 

160 092·49 
105 463·31 
50 318·87 

32 816·50 
1 500·00 

192 536·98 
182 140·49 

8 133 883·30 
143 625·23 

8 277 508·53 

-----
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APPEN 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR 

EXPENDITURE 

SL HEADS OF EXPENDITURE AMOUNT 
No. 

Rs 

BROUGHT FORWARD 7401336·10 
13. Publicity 

13.1 Exhibitions 15 442·45 
13.2 Advertising 61 938·40 
13.3 Miscellaneous 3836·15 

14. Conferences 12 906·00 

15. Training Programmes 30 985·50 

16. Library 71 756·32 

17. Office Expenses 

17 .1 Stationery 2'.l6 491·02 
17 .2 Postage and Telegrams 168 464·16 
17 .3 Telephones 145 533·22 
17.4 Recruitment 6 210·93 

{ 17.5 Refreshment 149!0·56 
17.6 Miscellaneous 90 816·95 

18. Furniture and Equipmmt 

18.1 Furniture 72265·12 
18 .2 Equipment 58 710·24 

19. Buildings 
19.1 Rent and Taxes 212 295·75 
19.2 Electricity and Water 123 221·70 
19.3 Maintenance 56 066·07 

20. Local Transport 

20.l Vehicles 
20.2 Maintenance 33 340·83 

21. Audit Fees 2 00'.l·OO 
22. Quality Control for Export of Jute 

Goods 215 537·02 

23 . Depreciation 200 163·50 

9 204 257·99 
Add excess of income over expenditure 

-
TOTAL 9 204 257·99 

---



D IX B -Contd 

THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 1968 

PREVIOUS 

YEAR 

Rs 

8 277 508·53 

8 277 508·53 

8 'L.77 508·53 

SL 
No. 

INCOME 

HEADS OF INCOME 

BROUGHT FOR WARD 

To TA L 

D 10l!ICIT 

AMOUNT 

Rs 

9 073 453·07 

9 073 453·07 
130 801·92 

9 204 257·99 

~(Continued) 
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LIA BILI T I ES 

PREVIOUS SL 
YEAR No. 

APPEN 
BALANCE SHEET AS 

AMOUNT 

Rs Rs Rs 

2 671 344·76 

14001·20 

JOO 615·58 

799 520·49 

787501·00 

4 372 983·03 

122 

I. Capital Account 

a) As per last Balance Sheet 
b) Less: Excess of Expenditure 

over Income during the 
year 

c) Less: Unspent balance of pre
vious year's grant adjusted 

2. Reserve and Funds 

2.1 K. L. Moudgill Prize Fund 
a) As per last Balance Sheet 
b) Add: Receipt during the 

year 

c) Less: Expenditure during 
the year 

2.2 Gratuity Fund 
a) As per last Balance Sheet 
b) Add : Receipt during the 

year 

c) Less: Expenditure during 
the year 

2.3 !SI Second Building & Labo
ratory Fund 
a) Government Grant 

i) As per last Balance Sheet 
ii) Add: Receipt during the 

year 

b) Interest-Free Deposits 
(R epay:ible within five years) 
i) ,·\ s per last Balance !:iheet 

ii) Less: R efunds during 
the year 

CARRIED OvER 

2 671 344·76 

130 804·92 

2 540 539·84 

147 379·29 

14 001·20 

I 253·18 

15 254·38 

I 060·00 

JOO 615·58 

40 377·75 

140 993·33 

16 040·00 

799 520·49 

285 000·00 

787501·00 

I I 000·00 

2 393 160·55 

14194-38 

124 953·33 

I 084 520·49 

776 501·00 

4 393 329·75 



D IX B -Contd 
AT 31 MARCH 1968 

AS S E TS 

PREVIOUS SL AMOUNT 
Y!!AR No. 

Rs Rs Rs 

I . Fixed Assets 

1. 1 ISI Building ( Manak Bhavan ) 
a) As per cost value up to 

31-3-67 2 081 849·54 
b) Depreciation 

31-3-67 
w/o up to 

( - ) 647 892·00 

I 433 957·54 
c) Depreciation w/o du1ing the 

year ( - ) 68 619·59 I 365 337·95 
-

I .2 ISI Building ( Manakalaya) 
a) Work in progress up to 

31-3-67 2231945·16 

2 231 945·16 b) Additiom during the year 192 831·37 2 424 776·53 

I .3 Laboratory Equipment 
a) As per cost value up to 

31-3-67 508 670·94 

b) Additions during the year 105 757·52 

614 428·46 

c) Depreciation 
31-3-67 

w/o up to 
( - ) 117 524-48 

391 146·46 
d) Depreciation w /o during the 

year t - ) 49 686·72 447 217·26 

I .4 Furniture and Equipment 
a) As per cost value up to 

31-:5-67 690 822-38 
b) Additions during the year 50 477·49 

741 299·87 
c) Disposer! of during the year ( - ) 1 8!J5·00 
d) Depreciation 

31-3-67 
w/o up to 

( - ) 323 440·71 
c) Depreciation w/o during the 

year ( - ) 57 9G3·37 
f) Dcprccintion aJju~led on 

367 381 ·67 sales ( +) 1 792·93 359 793·72 

4424 430·83 CARRIED OvER 4 597 125·46 

( Continued ) 
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APPEN 
BALANCE SHEET AS 

LIABILITIES 

PREVIOUS SL AMOUNT 
YEAR No. 

Rs Rs Rs 

4 372 983·03 BROUGHT FORWARD 4 393 329·75 

182 686·83 c) Interest-Free Overdraft 122 488·12 

d) Donations, etc 
i) As per last Balance Sheet 264 135·92 

ii) Add: Receipt during the 
264 135·92 year 40 869·88 305 005·80 

1 315 843·97 e) Rent of Second Building I 315 843·97 

2 932 606·00 2.4 Contributory Provident Fund 3 32 1 949-60 

282 688·00 2.5 General Provident Fund 433 144·00 

257 143·04 2.6 Pension Fund 408 658·99 

3. Current Liabilities 

3.1 Advance Subscription 

a) For 1968 
i) As per lasl Balance Sheet 100·00 

1 001 961 ·03 
ii) Add : R eceipt during the 

year 1 052 790·46 I 052 890·46 

2 550·00 
3.2 Advance F ees towards Training 

Programme and Conferences 

3 .3 Sundry Creditors 

a) Inland 182 046·27 

b) Abroad 183 309·22 

291 701·91 c) Earnest Money 16 117·51 38 1 473·00 

10 904 299·73 CARRIED OVER 11 734 783·69 
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DIX B- Contd 
AT 31 MARCH 1968 

ASSETS 

PREVIOUS SL 
YEAR No. 

Rs 

4 424 430·83 BROUGHT FORWARD 
1.5 Staff Cars 

a) As per cost value up to 
31-3-67 

b) Additions during the year 

c) Disposed of during the year 
d) Depreciation 

31-3-67 
w/o up to 

e) Depreciation w/o during the 
year 

f ) D epreciation adjusted on 
96 658·53 sales 

1.6 Library Books 
a) As per cost value up to 

31-3-67 
26 209·83 b) Additions during the year 

2. Investments at Cost 
I 002 535·72 2. 1 Deposits with Banks 

5 000·00 
2.2 Shares of ISI Employees' Con-

sumer Co-operative Store 

11 400·00 
2.3 Shan·s of J ay Engineering Works 

(A/C K.L. l\foudgill Prize Fund) 
2.+ Contributory Provident Fund 

a) Investments in National/ 
Defence Certificates 

b) Arlvances to l\lembcrs 
c) Due from ISi 

2 932 606·00 d) Bank Balance 

2.5 General Provident Fund 
a) lnvc>tlllt!nLS in National 

Defence Cel'lificatcs 
b) Advances to Members 
c) Due from ISi 

282 688·00 d) Cash/Bank Balances 

:!57 143·04 2.6 Pension Fund 

9 038 671·95 CARRIED OvER 

AMOUNT 

Rs Rs 

4597 125·46 

169 132·66 
28 396·75 

197 529·41 
( - ) 32 898·37 

(-) 72474·13 

( - ) 23 893·82 

( +) 25 312·21 93 575·30 

26 209·83 
2 316·25 28 526·08 

552 648·90 

5 000·00 

11 400·00 

2 732 000·00 
22U 4:!5·00 
37 066·00 

332 458·60 3 321 94%0 
----

335 000·00 
50 779·00 
23 460·00 
23 905·00 433 144-UU 

408 658·99 
-----
9 452 028·33 

( Continued ) 
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LIABILITIES 

PREVIOUS SL 
YEAR No. 

APPEN 
BALANCE SHEET AS 

AMOUNT 

~ ~ Rs 

10 904 299·73 BROUGHT FORWARD 11 734 783'69 

JO 904299·73 T 0 TA L 11 734 783'69 

I have examined the foregoing accounts and balance sheet of Indian Standards 
Institution and have obtained all the information and explanations that I have required, 
and I certify, as a result of my audit, that in my opinion these accounts and Balance Sheet 
are properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and fair view of th e state of affairs of the 
Institution according to the best of my information and explanations given 10 me and as 
shown by the books of the Institution. 
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Sd/-
( K. Lalit) 

Accountant General 

Commerce, Works & ll1iscellaneous, New Delhi 



DIX B-Contd 
AT 31 MARCH 1968 

ASSET S 

PREVIOUS SL 
YEAR No. 

Rs 
9 038 67 1·95 BROUGHT FORWARD 

3. Current Assets 

165 903-66 

441 396·71 

3.1 Stock of Printing Paper 
(at cost) 

3.2 Sundry Debtors 
a) Sale of Publications 
b) Advertisements in Bulletin 

and ISO Souvenir 

4. Loans and Advances 

AMOUNT 

Rs Rs 
9 452 028·33 

156 110·18 

325 505·98 

123 230·94 4-18 736·92 

4.1 a) Conveyance Advances to Staff 195 692 ·00 
b) Advances for Purchases, etc 

260 515·61 c) Festival Advance 

38 250·00 4.2 Security Deposits 

55 975·63 4 .3 Prepaid Expenses 

4.4 Due from l\Iarketing Develop-
ment Fund 
Commerce) 

(Ministry of 

5. Cash and Bank Balance 

888 163·27 5.1 With Bankers 

6 387-81 5.2 In Hand (Including Imprest) 

9 035·09 5.3 Postage Stamps in Hand 

10 904 299·73 TOT A L 

66 307·87 
498·00 262 497·87 

4-1850· l l 

82 16H3 

121 492·00 

I 155 539·79 

5941-28 

5 420·78 

11 734 783-69 

SJ. /-
( B. L . Bhatia ) 

Director (Accounts) 

Indian Standards Institution, New Delhi 
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APPENDI X C 
Principal Officers of 

INDIAN STANDARDS INSTITUTION 
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DR A. K. CHATTERJEE 

D irecto r SHRI S . M . CHAKRABORTI 
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INDIAN STANDARDS INSTITUTION 

-THE NATIONAL STANDARDS 
ORGANIZATION OF INDIA 

Indian Standards Institution ( ISI) was established in 1947, the year 
of Indian Independence, by a Resolution of the Government of India, with 
the active support of industrial, scientific and technical organizations in the 
country. 

AIMS AND OBJECTS 

The aims and objects of the Institution include preparation of standards 
relating to products, commodities, materials, and processes and the pro
motion of their general adoption on national and international scale; 
promotion of standardization, quality control and simplification in industry 
and commerce; co-ordination of the efforts of the producers and users for 
the improvement of materials, products, appliances, processes and methods; 
provision of the registration of standardization marks applicable to products, 
commodities, etc; and circulation of statistics and other information relative 
to standardization in all its branches. 

WORKING OF ISi 

The Indian Standards Institution is an autonomous body and its over
all control rests with the General Council with the Minister for Industrial 
Development & Company Affairs, Government of India, as its ex-officio 
President. The General Council consists of representatives from industry, 
Central and State Governments, scientific and technical organizations, 
subscribing members and Division Councils of ISL The day-to-day 
administration is carried out by the Executive Committee. 

'l'he income of the Inntitution i3 rc.ccivcJ fwm gram-in-aid from the 
Government of India, subscription from members including State Govern
ments, sale of Indian Standards and Certification l\Iarking fees. 
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FORMULATION OF INDIAN STANDARDS 

For the formulation of Indian Standards ( which are the national 
standards of the country), the Institution functions through a large number 
of technical committees appointed by the following eight Division Councils, 
which are responsible for the work of standardization in their respective 
fields: 

a) Agricultural and Food Products Division Council, 

b) Chemical Division Council, 

c) Civil Engineering Division Council, 

d) Consumer Products Division Council, 

e) Electrotechnical Division Council, 

f) Mechanical Engineering Division Council, 

g) Structural and Metals Division Council, and 

h) Textile Division Council. 

On the technical committees are taken experts representing different 
interests, such as manufacturers; purchasers; consumers; scientific, research 
and technical organizations; and Government departments, who work in 
an honorary capacity and evolve national standards by a consensus of 
opinion. The Indian Standards Institution is today the biggest co-operative 
organization in tlze country contributing to Nation's economic and industrial 
development through standardization. 

A draft standard has to pass through a number of stages before it is 
adopted as a national document. During the wide circulation stage, the 
draft is circulated to all interests concerned both in India and abroad for 
eliciting technical comments which are considered before it is final ized as an 
Indian Standard. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF INDIAN STANDARDS 

Indian Standards, formulated with the agreement and concurrence of 
different interests concerned, constitute ideal solutions for various recurring 
problems, such as technical basis for contracts, manufacture, purchase, 
supply and testing. 

Different departments of Central and State Governments and many 
local bodies have taken policy decisions to adopt Indian Standards. In 
addition, important industrial undertakings and purchase organizations, 
both in public and private sectors, have adopted Indian Standards in their 
manufacturing and purchase programmes. 
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ISi CERTIFICATION MARKS SCHEME 

With the object of providing practical utility of standards to the ordi
nary consumer, the Institution is operating, under the authority of the 
ISi Certification Marks Act, 1952 (as amended in 1961 ) passed by the 
Parliament, the ISi Certification Marks Scheme. Under the Scheme, 
licences are issued to manufacturers, who produce goods according to the 
provisions laid down in the relevant Indian Standards, whereby they are 
permitted to apply on their products ISi Certification Mark which provides 
a third-party guarantee to the consumer to the effect that the goods are of 
standard quality. The Scheme not only gives the guarantee of quality to 
the consumer who neither possesses the technical know-how nor the neces
sary equipment for testing, but also helps the manufacturer in producing 
goods of quality and in reaping the advantages accruing from stand
ardization. 

For ensuring the conformity of such products to the relevant Indian 
Standards, a scheme, under which strict quality control and vigilance are 
exercised at different levels of production, forms a necessary adjunct to every 
licence. Regular and surprise inspections of the licensees' factories are 
carried out by qualified inspectors of the Institution, and samples of their 
products are drawn from factories as well as open market and subjected to 
tests in independent laboratories. 

STANDARDS CONSCIOUSNESS 

In order to encourage a wider implementation of Indian Standards to 
publicise ISi Certification Marks Scheme and to create standards consci
ousness among different sectors of economy, conferences at State level are 
held from time to time. 

For focussing public attention on the importance of standardization in 
industrial development and for creating standards-consciousness among 
different interests, Indian Standards Conventions are held annually at 
different important industrial centres in the country. Besides, different 
public re:lations and publicity media are availed of for publicising the vital 
importance of standardization to the various sectors of economy. 

As a result of concerted efforts, awareness about the utility of standardi
zation is on the increase with the growing industrialization of the country. 

ISi LABORATORY 

ISi has set up its own Laboratory with the primary object of testing 
certified products manufactured in accordance with the Indian Standard 
Specifications, as well as those offered by applicants for the grant of licences 
under the ISi Certification Marks Scheme. This has helped the Institution 
in avoiding untoward delay in testing and also in exercising proper quality 
control on certified goods. 
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Besides testing, the ISI Laboratory carries out investigational work 
relating to Indian Standard Specifications and amendments to these specifi
cations. In the light of i ts investigations the Laboratory suggests to the 
various technical committees of ISI new, simpler, economical and less time
consuming analytical techniques. In addition, it extends facilities for 
training in testing products according to Indian Standard Specifications. 

COMPANY STANDARDIZATION 

With the object of assisting Indian industries in organizing their in
plant standards activity, ISI has, since 1963, been organizing: 

• Training programmes, which provide detailed training in stand
ardization methods and techniques with a thorough indoctrina
tion in basic principles and practices; 

• Survey programmes, which arouse great interest among the 
participants to organize in-plant standards activity in their res
pective organizations; 

• Conferences on management and company standardization, which 
are aimed at promoting company standardization activity through 
top management support; and 

• Factory visits. 

These programmes have covered a substantial number of industrial 
units all over the country and have led to the initiation of in-plant standards 
activity in many of them. 

STANDARDS LIBRARY 

The Institution has a well-equipped library of standards and specifi
cations issued by different authorities in various countries. Besides, the 
library contains technical, scientific, research and other publications. 
Important scientific and technical journals published in different countries 
are also received. In addition, the library helps in preparing bibliographies 
for the use of technical personnel and experts of the Institution. 

SUBSCRIBING MEMBERS 

All organizations and individuals, who are interested in the aims and 
objects of the Institution and who want to avail themselves of the benefits 
accruing from standardization, can join the Institution as subscribing mem
bers of which there are five categories, namely, Patrons, Donor Members, 
Sustaining Members, Associate Members and Individual Members. 

Depending upon the class of membership, the subscribing members 
of the Institution enjoy a number of privileges, such as receipt, free of charge, 
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of one copy each of ISI publications in which they may have registered their 
interest; purchase ofISI publications at a discount; access to technical library 
of the Institution; facility of getting information on standardization both in 
India and abroad and the privilege to propose new subjects for stand
ardization. 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION 

For furthering India's interest at international level, so far as standardi
zation is concerned, the Institution collaborates closely with International 
Organization for Standardization ( ISO ) and International Electrotechnical 
Commission ( IEC ) - the two international organizations devoted to 
standardization work. Secretariats of a number of international technical 
committees, sub-committees, and working groups dealing with subjects of 
importance to India are held by ISL The Institution is also an active 
member of the Commonwealth Standards Conference ( CSC ) which is 
held periodically to review the progress made by different Commonwealth 
countries in respect of standardization and to discuss mutual problems. 
In addition, active liaison is maintained with other international organiza
tions like Economic Commission for Asia and Far East ( ECAFE ) as well as 
with National Standards Organizations of other countries. 

BRANCH OFFICES 

For keeping close liaison with and for rendering efficient service to 
industry, trade and commerce in different regions of the country, the Insti
tution has opened its Branch Offices in Bombay, Calcutta, Hyderabad, 
Kanpur and Madras. 

PUBLICATIONS 

The publications of the Institution include: 

a) Indian Standards, 
b) Handbooks and R eports, 
c) Handbook of ISI Publications, 
d) Sectional ( Classified ) Lists of Indian Standards, 
e) ISI Bulletin, 
f) ::>tandards: Monthly Additions, and 
g) Annual Report of ISL 
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